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CHAPTER I. AN INTERPRETIVE SUMMARY OF THE INTERIM REPORT

AN OVERVIEW OF THE INTERIM REPORT

The purpose of the Interim Report is to present an integrative silmmary of the

results of the Sustaining Effects Study (SES) based on the results reported to

October 1980. A short summary of the questions asked and the findings follows:

1. Who Receives Compensatorylducation?

It is clear, in terms of percentages, that poor children and educationally

_needy children are the principal recipients of Title I and other Compensa-_

tory Education (CE) services. However, there are more non-poor than poor

children, and more children achieving above an educational cut-off point

.(such as performing one year below grade level) than there are children

below such a level. The absolute number of children receiving CE who are

non-poor and achieving higher than one year below grade level is greater

than the number Of children receiving CE services who fall below these cut-

offs. Thus, while the trends are in the intended direction, there could be

a much better operation of the selectioess to assure that more poor

children, and more educationally needy children receive CE services. Pos-

sible improvments_partially_depend-en a clarification of the intent of

Congress regarding'who should be served.

2. What Is Compensatory Education?

This question cannot be answered simply. CE is an amalgam of many differ--

ent services delivered by diverse mechanisms. However, it is clear that CE

students receive services that are to some extent different from those they

would have received had they not been selected for CE services. CE students,

relative to regular students, receive more hours of instruction in reading

and math. This instruction is in smaller classes; more of it is in small

coup settings, and more of it is given by special teachers and aides. The

instruction is more varied, involves different content and methods of in-

struction, and more materials and equipment are used. While CE students

have significantly more money spent on their instruction, and while they

receive much more basic reading and math services, they lose out on some of

1
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the instruction that regular students receive while the CE students are

receiving their special instruction.

3. How Effective Is Compensatory Education?

Based on the results of data from the first yeat of data collection it

appears that CE, and particularly Title I, is effective in improving the

read. .g achievement of students in the first, second, and third grades.

It is effective in improving the math performance of students in all ele-

mentary grades. The amount of improvement relative to similar students

who- have not had CE services is not laige, but it is statistically signiti-

cant.

4. What H to the Achievement of Students When Their CE'Services Are
Discontinued?

There is considerable turnover among students receiving CE. About 40 per-
,

cent of the students receiving Title I services in a given sc 1 year will

not be receiving them the ensuing year. The figure is even high for other

forts of CE. The data shows that students who have had their Mrservices
.

discontinued do, in fact, receive services similar to regular students.

This discontinuation of CE services does notfseess to have a deleteriois

effect. Students who lose their CE services because
:N.

theY111,111."1"
level which 'promoted them out' of CE continue to perform at their rela--

tively higher level.

5. What Happens to Student Achievement Over-the Summer, and Is sums School
Effective?

Generally all groups of students continue educational growth over the summer.

This growth is- greater in reading than in Rath. There appears to be

slightly greater summer growth for regular students relative to CE students

in reading but not in math. This is judged to be practically insignificant\

In comparing students who attended summer school with students whd-did not

attend summer school, no increased achievement was evident. It is empha-

sized that the amount of instruction in reading and math in-the typical

summer school is quite small and it is probably unrealistic to expect much

academic growth.

2
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These are the major results of the study based on current and completed analy-

ses. In the sections that follow these results are given in more detail and

-theirimplications are discussed. So far the results of the study have been

reported in the series of technical reports listed at the end of Chapter II.

Each of these reports contains an overview which attempts to summarize the

important findings of the Report, while the text proper consists of detailed

data and its analyses. Generally, the technical reports do not contain exten-

sive interpretive or policy-otiented disedesions. It is the intentionof this

report to summarize the important highlights of:the-reports, 'to integrate them,

and to infer policy implications. %Ate inference of policy implications is nec-

essarily a somewhat speculative activity because, when done by a technicai-con-_

tractor, it reflects a limited perspective and one largely based on research

data. Questions of congruence with other program objectives, and political

considerations are frequently not adequately reflected J. a researcher's think-

ing and thus properly inhibit policy recommendations. While the interpretations

offered here need to be viewed as-reflecting a limited perspecti44, they do have

the distinct advantage of being based on factual data and its analyses.

The results reported here are largely based on survey types of information col-,

looted at' elementary schools during the 1976-77 school year. Later a final

report will be prepared based on data collected over three consecutive school

years and also on data collected in an 'in-depth' study of 55 high-poverty

schools.

In this chapter a statement of the problem as studied in each of the subsequent

chapters will be given; there will be a summary of the data available, and then

a discussion of the possible implications of that data. Each of the subsequent

chapters contains a more detailed presentation, so written as to be of interest

to policy makers, educators, and citizens seriously concerned about elementary

education. Each of the chapters in this Report is based on the relevant tech-

nical reports, which are quite detailed and analytical in nature, and are in-

tended primarily for technical researchers, but will be of interest to anyone

concerned about the details of the data on which this Interim Report is based.

3
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HIGHU1HTS OF CHAPTER II - INTRODUCTION

This chapter begins with a short history of the SES, pointing out that it started

in July 1975 and, after a year of planning and preparation, data collection was

begun at 329 public elementary schools in the fall of 1976. Data Are collected

for three successive school years. Each fall and spring all of the students in

each school tools a series of achievement and attitude testestheir_teachers-Alm--

dicated the amounts and kinds if instruction each child received in reading and

math during the school year, and the teachers and principals reported on their

own training,. characteristics, and methods of instruction.

The data collected were all designed to help obtain answers to aeeries of

policy issues. The two major issues were:

1) Who receives Compensatory Education?

2) -Nor effective is Compensatory Education?

Related to these perry issues were a number of secondary questions:

3)- whet is Compensatory

4) What is the nature of the home environment`-of-elementary school students
and how is it rejated to school achievement?

5) What happens to the achievement of students when their CE services are

discontinuedi

6) Is there an optimum duration and period for receipt of CE services?

7) What happens to student achiravement over the summer and is summer school,

effective?

The remainder of Chapter II discusses the design of the Sustaining Effects Study

(SEE), the various simples used in the study, the test and survey instruments

used to colleqt data, relations with the schools and her the data were collected,

the 'in-depth' study of high-poverty echools, and the SEE Repert Series. It'is

believed that high quality data were collected on a very large number of regular

and CE students. The resulting data base constitutes the largest and most thor-

oughly integrated body 9f information about elementary education that has ever

been collected.



HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER - ria0 RECEIVES COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

There are many kinds of Compensatory Edugation programs designed for different

kinds of students. The Sustaining Effects Study was mainly concerned with

Title I of the'Elementary and Secondary Education Act, but since Title I oper-

ates in an environment which includes other CE programs it was necessary to

consider both Title I and the other programs. Congresa_mandsted-the--Part-,

Lion study and specified that information be obtained on the number of students

receiving and not receiving Title I services as a function of, first, the poverty

status of the student and, second, as a function of the academic achievement of

the student. To obtain the economic status infoxontion, home interviews were

conducted with a random sample of about 15,000 parents of students in the study.

The students all took achievement tests in reading and in math during the fall

of the 1976-77 school year, which provided the necessary information on academic

achievement.

The resilts show that among students coning from a poverty* background, 40 per-

cent receive CE services** and 60 percent do not, while for students coming from

a non-poor background 21 percent receive CE services and 79 Percent do not. In

terms of the receipt of CE services it is clear that a greater proportion of

poor students receive CE services than de non-poor students. However, because

there are many more bon-poor students than there are poor students, the number

of non-poor students receiving CE services is greater than the number of poor

students receiving such services (1,690,000 and 1,230,000 respectively). In

the same population of-students there are about 2,600,000 poor children not re-

ceiving CE services and about 14,100,000 non -poor students also not receiving

CE. To the extent that the Congress intended Title I and other CE programs to

be programs for both the poor and the educationally needy, it seems that there

are many poor children who are not served while at the same time there are many

non-Poor children who are receiving CE services.

*See Chapter and Report t2 (2) for a discussion of how poverty was defined.

**These figures ar or all CE. Generally the trends are the same for Title .t
and other CE, but re are some differences. For data on these differences
the reader should cons t Chapter III and the relevant technical reports.
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/However, it is not clear that it was the Congress' intent that Title I as

largely to serve the poorrgather it may be argued that it was the Congress'

intent to provide services for the educationally needy. Of those students

whose achievement is one grade level or more below their assigned grade levels

(low services, while 54 percent do not re-

ceive these services. Among those above this level of achievement (regular

achievers), 19 percent receive CE services and 61.perceit do not. But there

are many more regular-achieving students in the nation than there are low -

achieving students, so there are about 1,750,000 students who are low achievers

and receiving CZ services, while there are 2,000,000 at that level who are not

receiving CE services. Also there are 2,400,000 regular-achieving students who

are receiving CZ.

Certain undesirable measurement problems are associated with using grade-.

equivalent scores, so the data were also analyzed in terms of percentiles. The

percentage of students being served by CZ increases progressively as the achieve-

ment percentile decreases. Nevertheless, among students above the national aver-

age in achievement level, 23 percent are receiving some CE. In terms of absolute

numbers this means that there are about 1,200,000 students who are above the na-

tional average in achievement and who are receiving CZ. There are about 3,750,000

students below the average who-are receiving pc services and 6,100,000 below the

national average who are not receiving CZ.*

In judging the succese_of CZ programs in reaching the intended students, one is

faced with the ambiguity of Congress' intent. Some feel that CE programs are

primarily for the poor and some feel they are primarily for the educationally

low-achieving. It is usually assumed that there is a high degree of relation

ship between poverty and school achievement, and thus if one criterion is satis-

fied, the other will automatically be included. This is-not-the case. The

relationship between economic status and educational achievement status is very

modest when viewed at the individual student level. If one knows the economic

*The numbers presented depend on the definition of poverty and achievement level. 4
Nith different definitions the numbers vary. See.Chipter III and Report #2 for
Anmillers using different definitions.
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status of a student one can predict his academic achievement somewhat better

than at the chance level, but not by a very large amount (the correlation is

'.30). The relationship becomes considerably stronger at the school level (.67).

While students are selected -for CZ-as-individual:a,- they must be in a school

having ZE funds. Thus, funding schools in terms of poverty criteria tends to

litekre CE available to the most educationally needy students.

When the joint relationship between poverty and achievement, and selection for

CE are considered, the relationships become more complex. When all elementary

school students are considered, then among the poor and low achievers,* 56 per-

cent receive CE and 44 percent do not; among those who are non-poor but low

achievers, 43 percent receive CE and 57 percent do not; among the poor who are

regular achievers, 33 percent receive CE and 67 percent do not; and among the

non-poor and regular achievers, 17 percent receive CE while 83 percent do not.

In terms of absolute numbers it is cleat that-a large number of students who

are non-poor and regular achievers are receiving CE, about 1,750,000 students,

while there are about 3,750,000 receiving CE in all the other categories.

What do all these percentages and figures mean in terms of Congress' interest?__

irst, it 'is clear that in a general way the intent of Congress that Title I

should go to the poor and the educationally disadvantaged is being met.

It is the case that poor students receive Title I services relatively more ire-'

quently than do non-poor students; similarly low-achieving students receive

Title I services relatively more frequently than do higher-achieving students.

But because there are more non-poor students and there are more regular-achiev-

ingstments, the absolute number of children receiving Title I services is

larger among both the non-poor and the regular- achieving students than it is

along the poor and lower-achieving. While the general intent of Congress is

being met, there are large numbers of students receiving Title I who do not fall

within the intended target groups.

**Loy* and *Regular Achievers* are defined here as being below or above one year

below grade level. As discussed later, selection for Title I is based on a dif-

ferent criterion.
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There are a num6er of reasons-for-this apparent misassignment of students.

Most frequentl principals and teachers report that they use some combination

of 'etcher j nt and tests to select students for CE services. Both of Aegis

methods-of ass gnsmnt are somewhat unreliable and drill misclassify some students.

Also, within a given school 4istrict, some schools will receive CZ funds and

others will no . When the students in a ;articular school are selected for CE

acme will, be selected who are less educationally neg..: than are low-achieving

students in other district schools without CE. Also, some schools can be desig-

nated es 100 percent Title I schools and all matriculating students twill receive

CZ whether or not they need it. There are also significant regional differences

in the distribution of_achievement scores. Title I funds are generally distrib-

uted to districts based on_national poverty criteria, but the selection of stu-

dents is based on local academic needs. At the school level the relationship

between poverty and achievement is moderately high but is far from perfect.

Thus, since there are regional differences in achieviment, some schools inhigher-

achieving regions will have the funds to enable them to select students for

Title I whose achievement would betoO high-to be selected if they were in a\

region populated with lower-achieving students.

Many analysts and administrators reviewing these data note that from the per -

spective of the national academic achievement, the number of regularachieving

students receiving Title I is so large that the whole selection eyebolt should

be carefilly reexamined. Congress shod be more definitive regarding the'in-

tent of the Title 1-programs if it is a program simply for the educationally

disadvantaged it will be aimed at a different, but moderately overlapping posi-

Leticia. The present selection system results, at
,

the tuitional level-, in many \

children receiving Title I who, from a national perspective, do not need it, and

at the same time there are many children wfio need:Title I but do not receive it.\.

The solution to this problem requires a clearer definition of the intent of

Congress and probably the funding of a 1a9ir Title I program. As will be seen

later, Title I does have a positive impact on achievement and providing Title I

services to additiOnaheducationally needy students can raise their levels of

achievement. A better selection of students to receive Title I services would

help, but even with the best selection system there are not enough funds to

8
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serve all students Who are below the national average. But, even at the present

level of funding, a perfect selection system would allow the offering of Title I

services to all who are one or more years below grade level.

While the relationships among poverty, educational achievement, and selection for

CE constitute the major focus of Chapter. III, other important findings are re -

lated. In terms of selection for CE, Hispanics are selected relatively most

frequently, followed closely by blacks, and then somewhat further behind by

whites. This appears to'be the proper order in terms of what we know about-

relative achievement. In terms of urbaricity, students from large cities and

rural areas are,relativelly, selected most frequently. This is particularly true

for the Title I program. Surprisingly, when all CE programs combined are con-

sidered, the suburbs show the highest relative frequency of selection for low-
s

performing' students. This is because the suburbs offer a proportionately larger

amount of services to students from other than Title I funds. This implies that

if a student in the suburbs is low-achieving, the local community or the state

will find CZ'funds to support extra service. In terms of regions of the country,

the West and the Northeast have the highest relative selection rates of students

for CE. services while the South and Mid- Atlantic have the lowest. However§ the

South is the highest for Title I but lowest for CE programs funded from other

sources. These differences in regional and urban selection rates interact with

the source of funding of CZ,services. National'programs interact with state and

local programs, and the fairness of distribution of nationally - funded programs

depends on whether one believes that oner on of. the country should benefit

at the expense of another because of its lative poverty.

There are sex differences in the rate of selection for CE. Boys receive CE

services relatively more frequently than girls. However, this should not be

attributed to-sex-discrimination. It is well known that in the lower grades

girls have somewhat higher achievement scores than boys and thus the boys have

a somewhat greater need for CE tharrgirls. The differences in selection rates

are small -and it seems that the schools are not selecting students to receive

CE services on the basis of gender.



;lly, Chapter III considers how students are selected for CE as reported by

ipals and teachers. Tate is a multitude of different methods used, but

tea gs' judge-eats and test scores are used most frequently. The chapter

closes with A discussion of-how a targemang index might be developed. The idea

is t develao an.index that would tell how well a schcol or district is doing

in am; acting students for CE. A number of indices are considered and it is

ccnclided that it is feasible to develop such an 4pdex, depending on how com-

prehennivo it should be and how many resources areavallable for computation.

Techni41 Report,413 contains a table that summarizes the relevatt features ot

each Idea and ihdicates how well, it fulfills a number of requirements.

eis

HIGH= or CHAPTZA ZV - WHAT IS C0MPZASATORY ZD0CATTON7

t be defined or described simply. It is an amalgam of many different

practices, and services. Chapter IV contains several descriptions of

CZ proOms. These criAlitative descriptions support quantified material gathered

from tha schools by the use of survey questions completed by schoCl superinten-

deXts, p incipals, and teachers. From data collected in 1976-1977, we determined

that for the SZS schools the average amount spent on the education of regular

*lien students was $1,189. For students receiving Title I services this

basic t was supplemented by about $436. The exact additional amount is

hereto 4eteraine because of the difficulty in determining precisely the number

of stOd ts receiving Title I.services, but the general magnitude of these fig-

ures ins llustrotive of the size of the additional services Title I students

receive. mu additional money buys a considerable miwof different services.

She t amount ofTitle I funds pay for additional regular teachers, spe

Cie'
t
aides, and other instructional personnel. Smaller, but signifi-

cant, is go for administrative services, training, plapning, and evaluation.

Also, tle I funds are used for instructional materials and audiovisual equip-

ment, well as for building alterations. Students receive guidaribej counsel-

ing, hth, and nutritional services from Title I funds. In Chapter IV the

relative Torts of these services are given.

Knowing Where the money goes is interesting but one wonders what actual impact

it has on instruction. In terms of the number of hours of reading and math'in-

.
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4
struction, Title I stadents receive more hours of instruction than regular

-.

*students in the same schools. In reading, in the first two grades, there are

only.small differences, but as grade increases there are large differences.

For example, by the sixth grade Title I students receive 6.6 hours of readipg

instruction per week, while regular students receive 5.0. In math there are

significant differences in all grades, with Title I students receiving about

5.7 hours of instruction per week, while regular students receive about 4.9

hours. These figures are gratifying in showing that Title I students actually

receive more instruction in basic subjects, but there Is another side to the

picture. Thelength of the school day is the same for all,students and while

the Title I students arereceiving ade.ktional reading and math instruction, the

regular Students are receiving other instruction. For example, teachers re,6t

that while Title I students are receiving additional reading instruction, the

regular stunts are receiving instruction in reading, math or other subjects;

are engaged in individual instruction; or are enga?ed in student-selected activ-

ities. Thus, while Title I stvients are getting more basic instruction, they

' are loosing out on other instruction. Unless the number of school days is in-

creased or the school day is extended for Title I students, this result $.s in-

evitable, and one wonders if the Title,C4tudents are receiving a net benefit.

Are there qualitative differences in the services delivered to Title I students?

In terms of class size the data show that Title I.students are instructed in

slightly sma.4.1.1r classes than regular students.. The size of classes varies by

grads, but for .oth reading and maPli_ and for all grades; the Title I classes

are smallur, with the averagc difference being about one student out of 19 in

reading and one out of 24 miith.' In the erSmentary grades, much of the in-

struction is given in smal.i groups :ether than to the class as a whole. This

is particularly true in the first two grades but, for reading, even in the sixth

grade, 80 percent of the instruction is in groups rather
i

than the whole class.

Title'I students receive much more of their instruction in small groups.

Possible indicators of the quality of instruction include the number of students

in a class and the size of the instructional group. These are both favorable

for Title I students. But probably more.important are 'le teachers and the

11



\ methods used in instruction. The teachers of Title'I children tend to have

lass teaching experience than do the teachers of regular students. This is

true of their total, years of teaching experience and of.the length of tenure

in their,present school. However, the teacherieof Title,I students tend to

have had more collets courses in ',mstructional techniquii and more inservice

training. Both. groups had similar amounts of total college training. In

Report 110 it is shown that the single teeth= characteristic that is associ-

ated with higher student achievement is the total amount of teaching experience.

While the differences ars-not large, it is of concern that the teachers of

Title I students have less teaching experience than the teachers of regular

students.

The-se.ting in which Title I students receive their instruction is quite differ-

ent from the setting for regular students. In both reading and math, Title I

students receive considerably less instructiOn in the whole - classroom letting

from regular teachers. In contrast, they receive more of their instruction

from special teachers, teaching assistants and aides, in small groups, both

.within a 4=11 part of the clusroom or in some other room. Regular students

receive more of their instruction from regular teachers in the regular class-

room and they engage in considerably more individual *.udy ontheir own. The

major difference between Title I students and regular students is the differ-

ence in the amount of instruction in small groups with instructional personnel

other than regular teachers.. To us, as researchers, it seems appropriate' that

.41
'.he Title I students should receive instruction small groups but we believe

it would be preferable that the instruction be gi n by the regular teachers,

since, as shown in Report *10, students seem to learn more when instructed by

regular
I,

teachers.

We examined in detail the kinds of activities and approaches used in teaching

reading and math to Title I and regular students. There tended to be similar

practices in the first two grades but then,lesge differences appeared in the

higher grades., In generalising over the different activities, it appears that

both the Title I and the regular students received instruction in basic subjects

in the lower grades, but, as grade increases, the regular students receive

12



instruction in more abstract and advanced materials while the Title--I students

continue to be taught more basic subject mLtter. The use of a number of dif- 4

ferent'approaches was examined. In the first grade, both Title I and regular

students were most frequently taught reading through 'graded sight phonic analy-

ses,' graded letter sound relationskipsd and 'literal and implied comprehen-

sion.' By the sixth grade the methods.used to instruct the Title I students

were completely different from those used to instruct regular students. In the

sixth grade, the three most frequently used methods with Title I students were

the least frequently used-with regular students
/,

and the three most frequently

used with regular students were the least fr ently used with Title I students.

For the regular students in the sixth grade, the most frequent methods used were

'literal and implied comprehension,' reading in content field,' and 'literary

forms and appreciation.' In contras' the three most frequent methods used with

Title I students were 'modified alphabet,' self instruction with reinforcement,'

and 'student reading own writing.' These were the least frequently 'used tech-

niques with regular students. It is clear that the methods used with Title I

students are different from those used with regular students. We recommend that

experts in the teaching of reading should examine this data and see if they think

appropriate methods are being used with Title I students.

There are also differences in the methods used in teaching math. Relative to

regular students, Title I students receive more math instruction by 'learning

about the structure of number' systems,' with math games,' 'working with

physical models,' and 'learning about sets.' Again we think this data should he

examined to see if it is appropriate as the content of instruction for Title I

students.

Finally, there are data on the uses of teaching materials and audiovisual equipment-

-Title I students tend to receive more of their instruction from non-textual Mate-

rial'and from audiovisual equipment. This is particularly true in reading.

It is clear that Title I students receive instructional services that are. in

addition to, and different from, the instructional services of regular students.

But it is not so clear that these services add up to a net positive effect. In

theory, receiving.more reading and math instruction in small grouPs from instruc-

13
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tional personnel who can devote more individual attention to the Title I student

should result in greater learning, but while the Title I student is receiving more

reading and math instruction the regular student is frequently receiving instruc-

tion in a different subject or a different setting, but still getting something

the Title I student is not. Also, the regular student is more srequently receiv-

ing the instruction from a 1.4ular teacher with more teaching exper'ence than the

special instructional personnel instructing the Title I students.

After the first two grades, the methods and techniques'used in instruction for

the Title I student and the regular student differ. Title I students tend to

be instructed in more elementary or basic material while the regular students

are receiving more advanced and abstract material. The methods used with the

Title I students in the higher grades are quite different from those used with

regular_ students. It is not intuitively obvious that the methods used with

the Title 1 students are, the best methods that might be used. We believe cur-

riculum experts should examine our'data to site 4f changes,ifiould be recommended.

It is also Clear that Title I studente teachers more frequently use nob-text

teaching materials and audiovisual aids. From results in Report 410 it is not,

clear that these materials are helpful; it is possible that they are used be- 1

cause they are available and that they are available because there is Title I

money to b+ them. In the next chapter we will examine the extent to which

Title I sertices seem to lead to greater learning and we will attempt to deter-

mine what factors lead -to any differences obtained.

HIGHLIGHTS
11,

!CHAPTER V - HOW EFFECTIVE IS COMPENSATORY EDUCATION7-

This chap *canines two questions. First, it considers whether Title I stu-

dents show gins relative to a comparison group of educationallquneody students

who do not ei4 Title I services. Second, it Examines the evidence to doter-

sine if then are School practices, instructional techniques, staff characteris-

tics, and or zational settings which are associated with increased educational

achievement.

There is a discussibn of what is meant by 'Title I,"Regular Needy,' and

'Regular' st ts.kv The problem of defining a student's status is not

Tile
'\

T, Students_are selected to receive Title I services, 'Regular

Needy' s is arestudentsudged by teachers to need CE services but not

receiving , and Regular' students are not judged to need CE nor are they

receiving an .
14
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forward, and it is pointed out that over a period of time a particular student

may belong ,.0 each of the above groups. Because students frequently change status

from one group to the other the composition of the groups changes, particularly

at the beginning of the school year. Because the Title I and Regular Needy

groups are composed of relatively low-achieving students, at"the beginning of

the school year these groups tend to lose their higher-achieving students as

the better students are 'promoted out'' to the Regular group. Similarly, the

Regular group tends to lose its poorer students to the Title I andRegular

Needy groups because in the Regular group the low-achievinc students are re-
,

placed by the her-achieving students from the lower-ach.... 'Jig CE groups.

Because of these'c#enges in group membership there may be an apparent increase

in the achievement gap between Regular students and Title I and Regular Needy/

students as grade increases. Likewise, the fact that there are fewer Title,I
/

students in the higher grades further increases the apparent gap, since 9ie

Title I students are generally the lowest-achieving students. If they are

fewer Title I students and they are the most educationally needy, th as their

proportion of a class becomes smaller theaveragedifgerence betwe these

t, Title I students and regular students will increase. Thus, the s called in-

creasing achievement gap between Title I studen and regular students is partly

artifactual.

Chapter V examines the evidence for achievement gains based on the data for one

school year, the first year of SES data collection.* GAphs are presented that

show the relative growth of Regular, Title I, and Regular Needy students. The

evidence is quite clear in grades 1, 2 and 3 that the Title I students grow at

a faster rate for reading than similar Regular Needy students. The Title I

students do not grow at quite as fast a rate as the Regular students in grades

1 and 2 but seem to grow at a slightly faster rate in grade 3. For grades 4,

5 and 6 in reading, all three groups seem to grow at about the same rate. Thus

we conclude that, for reading, Title I seems to have a positive effect in_grades

1, 2 and 3,but not in the other three grades. For math, the picture is consid-

erably more positive. In all grades for math the Title I students improve more

than the comparison group composed of Regular Needy students. Furthermore, the

Title I students appear to improve at a faster rate than the Regular students,

*Later technical reports and the Final Report will present results based on the
three-year, longitudinal data.
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while the Regular Needy students grow at a slower rate than the Regular studen

We conclude that Title I services_ have a positive effect in math at all six grade

levels.

There i's, discussion of the reasons why Title I may be more effective in math

than in reading. Basically, it is suggested that reading is learned in addi-

tional locations other than the school, such as the home and other non-school

situations. On the other hand, math is largely learned in school. Thus Title I

services offer greater relative exposure to math than is the case in reading.

Chapter V also eiamines the educational practices and other factori that alight

be associated with improved educational performances. Among the factors inves-

tigated were: student aackground variables, the amount and kind of instructional

/ services, the type of school and instructional setting, the characteristics of

instructional personnel, the characteristics of the instructional'environment,

and the charadteristics of instructional practices.

The effects of these variables were explored by a number of different technicilis,

such as regression analysis and causal modeling. Generally, the results were

disappointing in the sense that there were not strong relationships between any

of the school-related variables and increases in achievement. There were some

relationships that were statistically significant but not strong enough to

-.clearly guide policy. The most noteworthy findings were:

/ Greater experience in teaching is related to higher student growth in

both reading and math.

The amount of regular instruction and tutor/independent work shows'

some positive, but modest, effects on achievement growth. In contrast,

the amounts of instruction by special teachers or in very small groups

does not often contribute to the explanation of achievement growth, and

when it does, a negative relationship is observed.

In,both reading and math, ter;orary disruptions of instruction tend to

be unfavorable conditions for learning in the upper grades but not in

the earlier grades.:,



The frequency of -feedback on progress sometimes relates positively to

reading and math achievement growth.

.

In reading only, a techer's effort in planning and evaluation shows a

positive relationship to achievement growth in some grades.

In summarising this chapter, the evidence indicates that Title //services are

positively related to achievement in reading in the first three/grades and that

Title I services are positively related to achievement in math/ in all grades.

As just discussed, some educate nal practices are positively ,telated to achieve-

ment growth. Noteworthy is the fact that students who receie instruction from

more experienced teachers profit more than those receiving instruction from less

experienced teachers. Also, instruction in the regular clfrIstoom setting seems

to be a positive factor, as does receiving instruction inia setting without dis-

ruptions.

From a practical point of view, the implication of the/finding that Title I can

help'students improve their performances in basic skills Ls that Title I services

should be increased so that they might be availaLLe to'all educationally needy

students if our goal is to help all educationally needy students improve their

achievement. Since only about half of all the needy students are now receiving

Title I services this would require a very large increase in the amount of

Title I funding. A political judgment is required as to whether the amount of

gain is sufficient to justify this increased funding, but it is clear that a

very large number of children who could profit from Title I services are not

receiving them.

The findings also suggest that educationally needy students should be the ones

to receive instruction from the most experienced teachers in a regular class-

room setting. At present this tends not to be the case. Title I students tend

to receive instruction-fran less experienced teachers, and not in the regular

classroom. These are matters that could be corrected at the local district and

school levels.
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These findings are based on the analysis of the first year data. We are >fow

analyzing the data froi three longitudinal years. when these analyses

finished we will be able to refine And expand the results reporteg.

chapter.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER VI - HOW COST-EFFECTIVE IS COMPENSATORY EDUCA N?

It seems reasonable that as more and more resources are made availa4e for the

instruction of low-achieving students, the achievement of the nts should

mac asi. One of the assumptions underlying the federal funding educational

orograms is that poor school districts are not able to marshall ugh local

rescUices-lxrprrmide-the_extra services that should help low-ac eying students

to improve their performances. Thus it is hoped that the fed funds will help

-'improve: the performances of these students. We attempted to t these assump-

tions,by investigating the relationship between the amount o cost of resources

used and changes in student achievement. The-finding it there is no posi-

tive relation between,the total cost of the personnel-and er resources used

in instruction and growth in achievement. Since this f is contrary to

conventional wisdom and the assumption underlying Title I (and many other social

programs), it deserves to be scrutinised c.irefully.

E arly studies of cost-effectiveness were usually on _obtaining the total

e xpenditures involved in a CS program and dividing th by the number of par-

ticipating students. This gives a per -pupil coat, t there are many reasons

why this approach gives untrustworthy results. In attempt to overcome the

limitations of this approach, researchers have rec!Mftly developed a resource-

cost model based on the idea of applying a standird price to each service actually

received by students in their instruction.- -This/bottom-up approach, as contrasted

with the top-down approach, starts with a teachltr's report of how much instruc-

tion each student receives. Standard prices are developed for each element of

instruction given. These prices are uniform rim all students and thus ignore

actual variations in teacher salaries and the cost of instructional material

from one region of the country to another. The basic assumption is made that

a teacher with a certain amount of education and teaching experience does is

effective a job in one jab location as in another. Thus a uniform, common met-

ric is developed and used to cost the instruction received(by each student.
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Chapter VII reports the results of applying this resource-cost technique to the

SES data. Achievement gains were related to the cost of instruction. Overall

the results show that there isrno significant positive relationship between these

two variables. For some grades there seems to be aslight positive relationship

but it is countered by other grades with slight negative relationships. In

Report #7 detailed statistical tests are reported and the overall conclusion is

that there are few statistically significant trends and, where they are signifi-

cant, they tend to be negative. This negativl correlation means that the more

costly the services a student receives the less the achievement gain made by

the student-.

It can be argued that the reason for the slightly negative relitionships found

is due to the fact that more-resources are given to the more needy students than

to less needy ones. It is argued that the most needy students will have more

difficulty in improving their levels of achievemeUt than-less needy students and

thus the negative relationship found is determihed by the nature of the students

receiving theimore costly services rather than the ineffectiveness of the in-

crease in services.

This idea was investigated and it was found that lower-achieving students do

receive more costly services than higher-achieving students. While the relation-

ships are not strong they are at least large enough to support the idea that the

negative relationship between cost of service and achievement gain is a function

of the_ achievement level of the students being served.

While it is possible to offer explanations for the negative relationship it is

still important to ask why a fairly strong positive relationship was not found.

The idea that increasing the kunding, and thus services to needy students, will

lead to increased achievement is so pervasive and fundamental to federally-funded

programs that these findings need to be most carefully examined for faulty analy-

sis. One way of checking the possibility that the results are due to a faulty

rssourceLcostidel is to undertake the same analyses using total hours of in-
..

struction received by the student. The use of hours of instruction received is

independent of any cost modal and in a sense is more basic than a cost- effective-

ness analysis. Yet the results are the same as those found with the resource-

cost model.



The resource-cost model used has been criticized by some researchers as faulty.

We believe these criticisms are not valid; nonetheless, the importance of the

relationship between the cost of services received and gains in a-nievement is

such that we recommend that an independent analysis of the SES data be under-

taken.. We believe it is important either to confirm the results reported here

or to clarify the methodological problems in such

HIGHLIGHTS OF, CHAP VII - WHAT HAPPENS TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OP STUDENTS WHEN
THEIR COMPENSATORY EDUCATION SERVICES ARE DISCONTINUED?

Compensatory education programs are designed to serve students who need addi-

tional services to bell them overcome educational deficits. Particularly in

Title Fr., the goal is to serve the most needy students. From year to year, tho

particular students to be served will depend on a 'number of factors such as the

availability of funds for CE programs in specific grades and subjects. When

students Whose achievement levels increased during the year are considered for

services the neat year, it may be that they have progressed sufficiently, in

comparison to other students with lower achievement levels, to make them no

longer educationally needy. It has been,argued that, as soon as these students

begin achieving at higher levels, they are promoted out of CZ programs and thus

lose the impetus that has built up and may fall back to a lower level.

In the Sustaining Effects Study we ermined three questions related to this

problem. First, we studied the frequency of changes in CZ status in students

receiving CS services from year to year to see if it was frequent enough to

merit attentions nest we determined whether or not there really was a change in

the instructional services recoiled byartudents once they had lost their

status; and finally, we ememised whether those student, lolling their CE services

°enthral to achieve at a relatively high level -or reverted to the lower level

characteristic of CS students. The-f ars relatively clear, Among CZ

students there is considerable' change ins sus from year to year. Among Title I

students, about 40 percent of the students whe received Title I services in one

year will not receive Title I services `the nom year. There is even gessitor

turnover in other programs. For the other federally:funded programs, the turn-

over figure is about 80 percent, and for state and legal programs it is about
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65 percent. Thus it is clear that there is a large amount of student turnover

from year to year. Next we examined the hours mugEarnof instructional services

offered to regular students, to students whose CE programs continued from one

year to the next, and for students who had received services in one year but had

their services discontinued for the second year. The results show quite clearly

that regular students receive services` costing condiderebly less than CE students-

and also that the students who had received CZ services the previous year, but °

were not now receiving them, got services that cost about the same es th4. cost

of services for regular students, rather than-thii-costof services for CE students._

Thus, we know that there are many students who have their services discontinued

and that the services they receive essentially revert to the kind of instructional

services received by regular students. What happens to their achievement levels

as a result of this change? The resultS indicate that those students who no

longer-received CE services since they were no longer qualified because of rel-

atively high achievement continued to maintain relatively high achievement

levels during the next year. In other words, there did not seem to be any dele-

terious effect of their no longer receiving CE services. Tne_policy implication

of these findings is that there ii really no great problem associated with the

turnover of CI students who lost services because of high Sahievemant. While

it is undoubtedliwise to give administrators flexibility to handle the case of

individual students judged to remain in need of CZ services, there is not a na-

tional problem of CE students being 'promoted out' and then falling back because

their CE services were discontj.nuect.

HIGHLIGHTS Or CHAPTER VIII- WHAT HAPPENS TO STLDENT ACHIEVEMENT OVER THE SUMMER,
AND IS SUMMER SCHOOL EFFECTIVE?

All groups of students show achievement growth. during the regular school year.

But what happens to that growth over the summer? To what. extent do students

continue to mature even though they receive no formal instruction? WO have al-

ready seen that during the regular school year the rate of growth for compensi-

Otory education students is slightly less than it is for regular students. Some

have suggested that during the summer regular students continue to improve due

to informal learning experiences, but that CZ children lack both the motivation

and recommits. to engage in-these informal learning activities. "However, the
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evidence is less.than.clear-cut. Some have argued that, for all students,

achievement suffers an absolute decline over the summer; other evidence sug-

gests that CE students suffer a loss.relative to regular students It has

been further suggested that among CZ students those who achieved the highest

gains during the regular school year suffered the sharpest losses during the

11111111Dr.

Based op these ideas-, it has been suggested that summer school has an usually

important role to play., If CE students have regular school year learning experi-

ences which enable tills to achieve high gains, it is important that efforts be

made to continue this high rate of achievement, and summer school seer a rea-

sonable way of doing it. Since summer school classes are available to only

about half of all students, it has been argued that their availability should

be increased, particularly so that they would be available to CE students.

The question of whether achievement levels increase or decrease over the summer

'ham implications,for both Che evaluation of CZ programs end for the wisdom of

funding summer schools. Starting in 1976, a series of reports was published

that.indicsted that there was an absolute loss in achievement over the Sumer

and that CZ students lose relatively more than regular students. Theme reports

were influentiaiin shaping federal thinking about the whole- question of the

intellectual growth of CZ students and the Executive ranch's tositionbn legis-

latiOn to-increase support for summer schools, SLAM then seierel.reports have

produced data which seemed not to support the conclusions of ahe Novick* report*.

In the Sustaining Effects Study we were able to immi* a lugs amount of high

quality longitudinal data to evaluate these contentions. The results are quite-

clear. Pot reeding, there is not a sweet loss but a consistent giin.for all

grades and all kinds of students. ibr math, Alere}is also * summer qai, but

it-;.s not as large as.it is for raading. It is reasoneble,io suggest that in

raiding the students have considerable exposure to rending material over the

summer, while for meth there less opportunity for summer learning. The ear-

lier reports also Suggested that there was a relative loss for CZ students in

comparison to. regular students. Mere the SES results are less clear-cut. For
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the non-CE students-n reading there is.a decrease in the rate of growth over

- the summer for the lower grade cohorts but very little, if-any, for the higher

grades. For the -CE students in reading there is a similar decreise in the lower

grades, but considering their slightly slower rates of growth during the re ar

year, there may be slight summer gains relative to non-CE students. In the

higher grades the CE students in reading-,drop off slightly more than their nOm-

CZ 'peers. For math, the pict4e is somewhat-different. Both the CE and the

non-CE students -shoo' a lessening in theiates of growth over the summer for all

grade cohorts. The change for CE and non -CE students -is very similar with, per -

haps, slightly larger drops for the non-CE stud to.' In iummary, the results

shOW that there may be a very slight overall relative summer drop. for CE students

in reading, hut not in math. heithei the SES 4ta, nor data reported by NIE,

-give credence tawny large or particularly significant summer loss.

'It'had also been proposed that CE students who were high achievers during the

school year lost more than low ,achievers, y4ere achievement was defined in terms

of the-level of performance, not in terms of gains during the school year. The

SES data show that low-achieving studentsatontInue to grow over the summer and

at about the same rate as during the school year, and ere is no significant

difference between CE and non-CE 'Qat*. the OT hand, high-achieving

students gra./ at a faster rate during the chool year. For reading, non-CE

high -achievin4C4tudents continue to grow over the summer,, but high-achieving CE

students show a loss, particularly a relative loss. 'For math, both CE and ndh-

CZ highrachieVing students show a lolls over the summer, but thatCE students have

a larger loss. -

The importance to bilt attached Ito this relative lbss for high-achieving students

depends on ,where the emphasis_ for CE resources should be placed. There are

about six times *as many. CE students below the national median in achievement as

there are above it. 'If the goal is to hel the vast majority of CEstudents,

can one justify exceptional resource, expenditures fdi high-achieving CE tudents
4

on the grounds that they lass more over the summer.than dehir E peers? On

the other hand, low-achieving CE students 4itiA-oVer,the srker. erhaps_loW-

*ehi4=Irj students would gain more if they had specia,3..eummer services.
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it has also been argued elsewhere that those CE students who are high gainers

during the school year suffer high losses during the summer. According to this

argument theis students need the stimulation of intensive instruction to achieve

high gains and, lacking such stimulation during the simmer, they lose more than

those having smeller achievement gains. This idea was tested by separating those

who had high regular school-year gains and comparing .thew with stbduits who had

relatively small gains. Comparisons were made for both, individual students and

for school classes having high and low gains. The results show that indeed those

who had high school-year gains had quite high summer losses. But, at it same

teas,' those who had low school-year gains had high summer gains. In other words,

the result demonstrates the regression -to- the -mean phenomenon. Shcauseof sea-.

surement unreliability, the individuals at the extremes of both ends of a dill.-

tribution tend to move toward the mean on any subsequent measurement. Thus the

overall results are largely due to statistical artifact r ' do not represent a

real difference in gains or losses between high and low gainers.

From this wealth of data we conclude that there is no absolute summer drop -off,

and that there maybe a slight, but not particularly significant, relative loss

for Cl students in comparison-to non-CE students. The ebri detailed analyses

. oehigh and low gainers, and of members of high-gain and low -gain projects, leads

us to believe that reported relative summer drop-off is more of a measurement

artifact than a reality.

The practical ieplications of these tindingstregarding`the "summer drop=off phen-

omenon" are that it is not something that requires any special action or concern.

Our findings, and thole of others, do illustrate, however, that'policy makers

need to be very carefUl regarding the soundness of reports and the appropriate-

ness of any actions based on them. Iebinisight, it is difficult to understand

why some policy makers placed so much confidehcs in reports based on quite limited

data which was expressed in a poor metric.

The place of 'summer school in the general scheme of elementary education is not

well defined. Some have suggested that students who have not performed well

during the regular school year should o to summer school as an additional learning.
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ience that wo-Ald help them in thecoming.school year. It has been thoUght

that ii might be particularly important for CE students who are having diffi-

culty ke ng up with their peers and, if high-achieving CE students lose a large

amount of the school-year gains, it woulebe particularly important that their.

attend rummer scho l,to, help mitigate such losses. Of course, summer school

serves functions in add on to instruction ih.basic subjects. There ar e rec%v-

ational and special-interest lasses that many studenti find attractive. Summer

school can also serve as a-safe jammer haven.for children whose parents are work

ing or need to be away from home. Summer = hoo serves deny purposes in *addition

to instruction in reading and math.

About half of all students have summer school available ei ther the students'

.regular-year school or elsewhere in the school district,-with larger ools

more frequently haViing summer programs. There is a slight tendency for lchc ibll

having a high concentration of minority students more frequently to have wUmmer

programs. About two-thirds of all tamer schools der. .,me support from Title I

funds, but only a quarter are completely supported by Title I. The average length

of these summer school sessions was five to six weeks, which is 25 to 30 school

days. The amount of reading and math in.1 motion is not large. On the average,

there are about 17 hours of reading instruction about 14 hours of math in-

struce-on. There is no difference in the amount of instruction as grade level'

Increases, nor do,Title I students receive more :Instruction than others. However

there-is-a clear tendency for CE students to attend-summer school more than non-

arstudents. By grade'cohort, the percentages of CE student gho attend range
A --

from 21 to 32, while the percentLges of non-CE students who attend range from

7 to 20. In terms of judgment by teachers of need for CE services, twice the

percentage of 'needy' Lr...idents attend summer school-than tills 'not needy.' In

terms of achievement test scores, students attenang summer school score consid-

erably lower than those not attending, and this is true among bOth CE students

and non-CZ students. O

In judging the effectiveness of summer school, it is not sufi.cient to shoW that

students who attend summer school increase their performance's:over the summer.

bathes', must compare students who attend summer school with similar students

who do not. First, we examined the summer growth of all the SES studentskwho
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attended summer school and compared their growth with that of students who did

not attend. Palk both reading and math, the students who attended summer school

grew at the same rate as those Teo did not tend. Since these comparisons lump

all students together, it can be argued thr the resuIti-Would be different for e.3.

CE students, so we made two other comparisons. In one case we compared only CE /

students who attended summer school with CZ students who did not attend. In the

other sample we capered Title I students who attended summer school and were'.

from schools offering summer school, with Title I students who did not attend .

summer, school and were 17440 schools which did not have sm. .er school. In neither

case was there any evidence that students attending summer school performed

better, the next fall the.. 1.00se who did not attend summer school.

ti

Ala thranalyses
.

frail the SES data discourage the idea that summer school, as it'

is nouconducted, is an effective mechanism for improving the performances of

Ct students. As we compare students'who attended summer schools with those who

did not attend, we ars simply finding that present summer schools are' not effe.-

11me"in"raising basic achievement test scores. 'What effect should be reasonably

expected. from four or five weeks of instruction of less than an-hour a day for

or math? When children are rapidly II-attiring in their reading skills

can have summer readiP4 experiences without summer school, should we expect

school-related reading gains? In the data there is a hint that summer

school in a higher-grades may be effective in math, and, in comparison, to

readiig, th is less glimmer growth in math in the higher grades. Probably

there is less o rtuiity for summer-math-related experiences than there are for

reading.

4 l

We should not cons=U4 these results to mean that summer school cannot be effec-

tive. If summer school re .onger, had more hours per day devoted to basic

(subjects' and had experier eel regular-teachers, it might well result in achieve-
,

ce:ht gaiis for attendees, but that is still to be demonstrated. Indeed, we will

never know how effective summer achool can be until a careful study is made'of

summer schools that are designed'to give intensive instruction in the basic

reading and Meth skills. If such summer schools prove effective, then there

woudd be a sound educational basis for legislation to provide funds for similar

summer schools for CE students.
/.
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CHAPTER II. INTRODUCTION

Summary

This introductory chapter of the Interim Report starts with a short

history of the Sustqining Effects Study. Next is a discussion of

the pverall design of -".:he study and ofthe way in which the sample

was selected. 'Then there is a description of the instzuments

(tests, questionnaires, forms, etc.) used to collect data. This

is Mimed by a shortponeideration of how the data werg collected

and analysed. The .!:ndepth study of high - poverty schools is de-

scribed.. Finally, there is a list of the reports issuing; from the

ckSustaining Effe is Study.
ftatis!...

A SHORT HISTORY OF ThM SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY

In March .975 the U.S.'Office of.Education issued a Request for Proposal en-
.

titled 4A Study of the Sustaining Effects of Compensatory Education on Basic

Cognitive Skills." Soon the pXolsZt became known as "The Sustaining Effects

Study (SES)." qhe study' was motivated by two major factors: one was a mandate

from Congress'And the other was-the educational community's concern over the

effectiveness of compensatory Iation (CE). The Iatroduction to the Request

for Proposal said,,

j/ "A near decade has passed since Congress enacted the Elementary "\\

-,-_and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) which authorized the Federal ',°

Government to,...join hands with State and local education agencies
in a paftnership designed to enhance the education of educationally
disadvantaged children in areas with concentrations of children
from low income families. During this period and under the authori-
ty of this legislption almost fourteen billion dollars have been
made available. These funds have affected the school;lives of six

/' to seven million children every year in'myriad ways. The evalua-
tion requirements of this legislation have helped to create a
national concern for the benefits that children derive from their
years of schooling and for the costs of these efforts.

Recently litle'I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 has been extended and modified in many important ways. In
particular, Educational AmendMents of 1974 (r.L. 93-380)
d rect U.S. Commissioner of Education,to'expand his efforts
t de 'be the actuel and potential recipients of Title I ser-
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vices and to evaluate the effects of such 'participation. The

evaluative study proposed herein is both a response to these

new requirements and *ah,plitgrowth of prior experience in evaluat-

ing this program." '..-....

ri:

The Educational Amendmenti\of 1974 also instructed the National Institute of

&bloat/on to undertake a *sies of studies which became known as "the NIE Com-

pensatory Education Study. "/ / NIE was authorized to spend fifteen million dollars

on those studies and entered into a number of contracts to study different as-

pects of Title I coillper4t t educatioa. A list of the studies is given'in the

NIE Interim Report (14)1. In addition, the Department of Health, Education and
,

Welfare and the Depaiteeht of Commerce investigated ways in which poverty In-

, I

dexes could-be updatedpore frequently than every ten years through the census.
1 ,

Their report, "The Me ate-ofPoverty (22) shows the impact that alternative

.methods of estimating poverty would have on funding for different geographic

regions. This study anti the MIX studies had a shorter time frame than the

1(Sustaining Effects turfy an.' the results have now been published (see (15) for

the finel report cmy,the NIE studies).
. - /

Much of Congress !concert regarding the effectiveness and operation of Title I

..stemmed from several evaluation studies which cast doiibt on the effectiveness

of comensatory education. Wargo, et .:,. (25) reviewed a number of evaluations

.conductedin the first five years of Title I and concluded that there was little

evidence.thAt Title I had a positive impact on participating students. -Subse-

tment to that report, the Office of Education sponsored the Compensatory Read-

Study (21). While the results were more encouraging, they were limited in

the number cf grades studied and in the length of exposure of.students to com-

pensatory Services:

The first year of the SES (1975-76) Was devoted to planning; to selecting the

sample rand to'persuading schools to join the litudy; to"the selecting, developing,

and clearance of instruments; and to the formation of various advisory groups.

Data collection started in the fall Of the 1976-77 school year and continued E'er

three successive years. Dr. George Mayeske was the Office of Education Project

Officer durinci the first four years of the study and was succeeded by Dr. Jan

Anderson in tiovmnber 1979.
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Ths.: PURPOSE OF THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY

The Sustaining Effects Study is concerned with a number of areas; there are

two major policy issues and five secondary ones. The policy areas are:

l) Who receives Compensatory Education? Among children coming
from different economic strata, how many receive Title I,
other federal, or state, or local CE services? Similarly,
among children performing at different achievement levels,
how many receive Title I, other federal, or state, or local
CE services?

2) How effective is Compensatory Education? Do those students
receiving CE services benefit from such services? What are
their performance levels relative to students who do not receive
CE services? Similarly, what are-their performance levels relative
to students who are judged to need CE but who do not receive CE
services?

Secondary to these two issues are a number of related questions.

3) What is Compensatory Education? Frequently we speak of Title I
-programs as though they had a cohesiveness of Content 'or method

of instruction., To talk about the effectiveness of CE, we should
know what CE-ii.--How does it differ from the instruction chil-
dren would have received if they had not been selected for CE?
How does it differ frailm the instruction received_by students not
receiving CE who are in schools where CE is offered?

4) What is the nature of the home, environment of elementary school
students and how is it related to school achievement? Questions
2 and 3 above are concerned with school instructional programs
and their effectivehess. Question 4 investigates the relation-
ship of home environmental factors to school achievement.
School achievement is examined as it relates to such factors -

as parents' educational and economic status, intellectual stimmaa-
tion in the home, homework, and parents' involvement with the
school.

5) What happens to the achievements of students when their CE
services'are discontinued? CE services are discontintest for
a number of reasons. After receiving CE services some stu
dents improve to such an extent that,:relative to other needy
students, they are no longer eligible to receive CE services.
Other students have CE services discontinued for administrative
reasons, such as their new classes do not of:Aar such services.
Still others lose CE-services because their schools no longer
offer CE services. ;f students have been receiving CE services,
but these servicri are discontinued due to one or another of the
above reasons, w. happenS to their achievement levels in sub-
sequent years?
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6) Is there an optimum duration and period for receipt of CE

services? It is sometimes argued that CE:students need CE

services throughout their elementary education. Others be-

lieve that concentrating services in the first or secopd

grade is most beneficial. Still. other periods or durations

receive support.- What is the optimum duration of CE services?

7) What happens to student achievement over the summer and is

summer school effective? There are a number of questions

concerning how student adbievement-dhinges over the summer.
Do regular and/Or CE students-experience an absolute or a

relative change in achievement Over the summer? Is summer

school effective in increasing the achievements of regular

and/or CE students?

-These questions will all be considered in the final report. Information on

questions 1, 2,1, 5, and 7 is presented in this report.

To Obtain,answers to the policy questioil previously discussed it was necessary

to a large amount of data through a very complex design. The Sustaining

Eff S onsisted of fivesdbstudies, which were:

1. The Longitudi,nsl Study. Ia the Longitudinal Study, educe--
---achievementwasassessectin the fall and spring for

three conieloutiveyears. The children took achievement tests
in reading and.Math,-a functional literacy test, and a- measure

of attitudes toward schookanettoward themselves as..students.
The amount and nature of instruction in reading end'imith was

determined for each student lour time during the school year.
In addition, teachers and principals reported on their:prac-

tioim-of instruction. Thus, St was possible not only to assess

student growth over a threeryearperiod, but to relate this_
growth to the kinds and amount orinstruction-beingribeiveci.

hess__&TSuccefulPxacticesinRL*SchoolsSt. This
study identified and described the instructional practices and -
contexts that appear tobe-effective in raising the reeding and

math achievemets of educatiolitlly disadvantaged students. In

the longitudinal study data were Obtainedby formal tests,
questionnaires and schedules. Incontrait, in the High-Poverty
Schools Study, 'indeptha or ethnographic material was obtained
from 55 high- poverty schools that were a part of the Longi-

tudinal Study sample.



3. The Participation Study. The purpose of the Participation Study
was to determine the relationships among economic status, educa-
tional need, and instructional Services received._ The educational
achievement of the students and the services they receive were
Obtained in the Longitudinal Study. Measures of economic status
were obtained in the Participation Study. A random sample of over
over 15,000 students was drawn from the schools and visits were
made to the-homes of these students. :During the visits, infor-
mation was collected on theeccnomic level of the home. and on the
parents' attitudes toward their children's schools and learning
experiences; Thus, the level of student achievement and ser-
vices could be related to the economic level of the home.

4. The Cost/Effectiveness Study. Information was obtained on the
resources-and 'fervid.* to which each student was exposed during
reading and math instruction. Cost estimates were generated on
he'besis of this information. Because the effectiveness of the
instructional programs was determined in the Longitudinal Study,
it was possible to relate educational effectiVeness to the cost
of each program.

5. The Samar Study. The Sustaining Effects Study also examined
the offectivenesi of.summer-schOol programs. Information about
the 1977 summer-school experiences of the students was combined
with other data from the Longitudinal Study. The amount,of
growth over the summer was determined, as was the effect of
attending summer school.

THE SAMPLE FOR THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS sTry,

The reqUirements'of the'sample for the Sustaining Effects Study had two some-

what conflicting Objectives, For Longitudinal Study it was desirable to

have a sample of schools and_studrts-wittr-a-widirViiiation in the variables

to be studied, such as the kinds of schools, the extent of CE, the natlre of

the instructional practices, a kind of school leadership, the abilities of

the children, and the level f the funding. On the other, the Partici-

pation Study required they projections be made for the nation's schools regard-

ing the number of studlpis receiving CE services, such as Title I. It was

also necessary in the participation Study to report the number of students at

various poverty lev who were receiving CE and to find the number of children

at various levels f academic achievement who were or were not receiving CE

services. Since/the federal government-was funding Titke'I programs at a'level

of abdut three 'Anion dollars a year, it vas particularly important-that the

r
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study be able to describe the effectiveness of Title I activities. To meet

these requirements we formed three different samples: a RepresentativeSample,

a Covarison Sample, and a Nominated Sample,

The Representative Sample. The Representative Sample was drawn to

be representative of the nation's schools. It was a stratified,

random sample. Three stratification dimensions were used, namely:

geography, size of the school district, and a district poverty

index.- The technical details describing how the sample of 243

schools vas drawn are reported in Sustaining Effects Study Report

Al. In thEt technical report there are's: number of tables showing

comparisons between the characteristics of the Representative Sam-

ple of schools and the known population characteristics. Pram

these comparisons, and from the sampling procedures used, it is

concluded that the Representative Sample allows quits accurate

projections,of the characteristics of the nation's elementary

school students.

Vie Comparison Sample. In trying to assess the effectiveness of

'CZ it would be desirable to be Able to compare the achievements

of'CZ students with other similar students who were not receiving

CE. *114 were able to locate 2% schools situated in high poverty

areas which were not receilringa funds. These forsrthe)Compari-
e

son Sample.

The Nominated Sample. Since one of the major purpose, of the

Sustaining Effects Study was to determine the effects of Title I,

it was essential that the total sampli"Of students contain a

large number of Title I students. Another purpose of the study

was to determine those teaching practices whiOh seemed particu-

larly effective. Thus a Nominated Sample vas formed which con-

sisted of 43 Title I schools that were thought by state depart-

ments of education, theti.S. Office of Education, and other

agencies,' to be particularly good,examples of effective CZ practices.
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fn the first year of the study there were 329 schools having about 120,000 stu-

dents. As will be_described later, data were obtained on each student in the__

school, thus there are data on regular students, Title I students, students re-

ceivin4 Other CE, affluent students and poor students, high-achieving and low-

achieving-'students, students with different racial backgrounds and, in short,

all the different kinds of students that exist in the nation's elementary

schools. (There were some exclusions; excluded were schools with instruction

largely for handicapped students, students in bilingual programs, studehts in

English-as-a-Second-Language programs, etc. these exclusions-are described in

Report #1.)

_Originally it was pianned to coatinthe study with all 329 schools throughOut

.,the three years of data collection. However the full funding of the project

'wan not available during the second operational year ofthestudy, which re7-,

suited in a reduction in the size cr the Representative Sample.- During the

first operational year we were able to collect all of the data that-were rip.,

quired to make the national pr jections.required by the Participation Study.

Since the analytical methods involved in the Longitudinal Study do not-depend

on strict representation, but rather that there be as much variation as possi-

ble in the variables being studied, it was decided to drop schools.from the

Representative Sample and retain the 'other samples intact. Even though the

Representative Sample was reduced by 60 percent it still remained a remark-

ably representative sample. of the 120,000 students in the first operation

year, about 70,000 remained in the study during the second year. Readers

interested in the technical details of the sample should refer to Reports #1''

and #13.

The Data Collected and Instruments Used. To undertake a study as diverse as

the Sustaining Effects Study it was necessary to collect information about the

students, the kinds of instruction they received, their teachers, their school

principal's philosophy of instruction and administrative practices, and des-

criptive material regarding.the school district. Table II-1 lists. the major

instruments used, what was de ribed.kby each instrument, the person completing

it, the frequency of administra on, and the month during the school year in
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Table II-1

a

Ifte Instruments Used in the Sustaining Effects Study

Describes Completed by
Times Per

Year
Month

Ahministered

iDeppreheasive Tests of Basic
S kills

Practical Achievement Scala

Student Affective Measures

Student Background Checklist

Sommer Attivity Slipsheet

Ceniensatory Education Poster

Student Participation and
Attndence Sacord

Student-Teacher Linkage Roster

leacher Questionnaire,
Section A

_leacher Questionnaire,
S ection S

Teacher Questionnaire,
Section C

Principal Questionnaire,
Section A

Principal Questionnaire,
Section B

District Characteristics
Questionnaire Section A

District'CharaCteristios
Questionnaire, Section B

District Expenditure Infor-
mation Questionnaire

Student

Student

Student

Student

Student

Student

Student

Student/Teacher
fl

Teacher /School

Reading Program

Math Program

Principal /School

School

District

Title I Program

District/School

Student

Student

Student

Homeroom Teacher

Student

School Coordinator

Homeroom Teacher

Hoseroom Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher ,

Principal

Principal

Superintendent

Superintendent

Business Manager

2

2

2

1

1

Sept/Oct

Sept /Oct

Sept/Oct

Apr/May-

Apr/May

APT/Nalf

Marqh*

Sept/Oct

March

4 -Nov Jan Mar Ap

2 Nov March

1 = February

1

1 February

1 , February

1 February

February

1 February

1 February

*Oct/Nov for the first year of data collection.
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which it was completed. Most of the instruments used are compiled in Report

#9A and the psychometric properties of the instruments are given in Report #9."

Each fall and spring every student completed three instruments: The Comprehen-

sive Tests of Basic Skills, a Practical AchievementScale,-and a Student

. Affective Measure. 'The Comprehensive Tests of Damao Skills were administered

in the fall and Spring of each year to determine the student's achievement in

reading and math.

7

There has been considerable criticism of standard achievement tests. It is.

sometimes claimed that they are biased against minority or poor students and

also that they tend to measure academic subjects that are unrelated to real

life situationr. To attempt to overcome the criticism of the academic nature

of achievement tests, we developed a 'functional literacy' test. This test

was a picture test which presented pictorially a number of situations that

ldren commonly encounter in their everyday lives. EMU viewing the'pA4:

students were asked questions about the situations pictured. This test

invo ved both reading and math problems set in the/cdhtext of practical

situations. It was administered to all fourth-, fifth-, and sixth -grade stu-

dents. Each student also completed a measure of attitudes toward school and

toward reading and math. lt,turned out that the scales of this instrument

were so highly interrelated that it was'sensible to use only the total scale

score.

Once a year the tiachers4killed out a questionnaire. The first part of the

questionnaire asked for demographic and general information. A second part was

for reading or math and asked about instruction in that subject area, how stu-

dents were grouped, how lesson plans were-used, how instructional materials

were used, what instructional methods were used, etc. Similarly, each Princi-

pal reported on a set ofdemographic questions, as well as upon his or her

philosophy of instruction, attitude toward discipline, efforts at coordination

of instruction, and similar items. The Principals also described their schools

in terms of size, grade range, Sources of funding, class assignment practices,

phrent participation, and staff training. Likewise, the district superinten-,
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dent and tiiitbusiness manager completed'questionnaires describing district

instructional policies and expenditure information:

Two very important instruments were the Compensatory Education Roster and the

Student. participation and Attendance Record. At each school the Local Coordin-

ator completed the Compensatory Education Poster by iniicating for each student

whether or not the student was designated d-rO receive CE funded by Title I,

other federal funds, state funds, district or private funds. This roster was

important because it allowed us to classify students in terms of their CE

status. A Student Participation and Attendance Record was filled out by each

student'a teacher, for reading and for math: it reported the number of"hours

of instruction thestudent received in reading or Math duringa.ltypical' week.

The teacher also ''reported On the size of the instructional group and the person

giving the. netruction (homeroom teacher, spaniel instructor, atde, tutor, etc.).

The Student Sackgroind CheCklist gives information on such items at age, sex,

race, precious education, grade, parent's education, parent's participation in

schoOl activities, studest''s participation in. school lunch programs, and re-

ceipt of special services. The Summer Activities Slipsheet obtained informa-

tion from the -student on activities during the previous 'Comer; such as whether

or not the student went to summer school,' to camp, took a trip, etc. It also

inquired about reading activities'during the summer. /'

Intermttad readers --A6Cld refer to SW Reports #9 and *9A for the e-psichometric

tcharactiristics and exact notarial contained in esa of the instruments dew'

scribed above.

Data Collection. Decagon the mount ofdata tobe collehted wail large and the

amount of tiMs'involved long, special steps were taken,to assura that quality

data would be obtained. As soon as a school agreed to participate the princi-

pia was asked to appoint a .Local,Coordi4stor who would be paid'by spc for hist

oic bar services. Frequently the principalacted as the Local C4rdinator but

at other schools the Local Coordinator might be the Title I direntor, the

curricullmicoozdinator,\or some other staff member. During the summer of each
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year a training program for Local CAbrdinators was held which included in-

struction.gn the proCedures required in filling out the forms, administering

\
dets, maintaining confidentiality, securing cooperation of the teachers,

returning material to SDC, and similar matters.

-,e
4'

a

Special steps were _taken tto assure confidentiality. Numker-Name identification

rosters werearetained at the-school so SDC had no record of the names of any

of the students in the study., Because of these efforts to maintain confiden-_
de;

tialityeparticular attention was paid to the maintenance of the linkage numbers

for each student from year to year and also to link the students' numbers with

their teachers' numbers.

High Poverty SchoOls Data Collection. It is often argued that information_ from

formal tests,- questiomnaires,tand standardized forms do not give a real under-

standing of the capabilities of students or of the school or institutional'

settings. Certainly the morel intimate details of classroom instruction are

not captured. In an attempt to , overcome this problem, 'in-depth' data were

collected at 55 high-poverty sdhoOls. High-poverty schools were desir-

able because they had the highest concentrations of-CE,studentsi the stu-

dents with whom the Sustaining Effects Study wis most'concerned. Teams of

tmcbservers each visited the_55-sohools twice. The purpose of the first

visit was to become acquainted with the school setting, to make arrangements

with the'school principal'and the Local Coordinator for a subsequent longer

visit, to become familiar with the school organization, and to have a preliminary

meeting with the teachers whose classrooms would be o }served. The second visit

lasted for two weeks and involved the collection ofinformation in a'number of

areas including instructional practices in the second and fifth grades. At

each schoOl a lengthy interview was conducted with the principal and each of

the involved teachers. Classrooms were visited,and the way in which instruc-

tion was conducted was noted. The teaching techniques used were recorded.

Period ally a count was made of thi number of students exhibiting on-task

behavior. Mich of the material was recorded on preparediforms, but lengthy

narrative descriptions were also recorded on audio tape. The data collected

by the in-:depth techniques wiles be combined with the more traditional data
104



which had been collected for the Longitudinal StUdy and results Will be in-
_

cluded in the SES Final Report as well a4 in Technical Report #16.

THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY REPORT\SERIES

The detailed results of the Sustaining Effects Study are contained in a series

f

of reports.- These reports conta# tables giving very extensive details about,

Ill of theodata collected during the study from thousands'of students in 329

elementary schools. In additibh to ,the'detailed data, the reports*inclide the

results of Carious statistical analyses. The report series will be made up

of the-following volumes:

Repokt Number

1. "The Sample for the Susiaining Effects Study and /Projections
of Its Characteristics to the National Population" by Hoepfner,

Mellisch, J., and Zagorski, R.' (Published)

2. "Students' economic and Educational Status and Silaction for

Compensatory Education "" by Ereglio, V. J.,, Hinckley, R. 11.*% and

Meal, R. S. (Published)
41.

3. "Students' Economic and Educational Status and Asceipt of Com-4t,

pensatory Education* by Sinckley, R. H., Seal, R. S., and

!WW1°, V. 4% (Published)

4. "Student Some Environment, Educational Achievement, and Comm
pensatory Education" by Hinckley, R. R. (Editor). (Published)

5. "The Mature and Recipients of Compensatory Education" by,
Wang, X., Soepfner, R., Zagorski, R., Remenway, J. A.,

Brown, D. S., andiear, X. B. (Published)

6. "Resource Amalyiis of Compensetory Education" by Raggart,.S. A.,
Elibanoff,, L. 10., Sumner, G. S.-, apd NilliaBs, R. S. (Published)

7. "An Analysis of the Cost and Effectiveness of Compensatory
Education" by Sumner, G. C., Alibenoff, L. S. andliaggart, S. A.

(Published)

S. "Summei Growth and the Effectiveness of Summer School."

(At the 'printers)

9. "The Measure.. and Variables in the Sustaining Effects Study"
by Hemenway, J. A., Wang, )4., Kenoyer, C. E., Hoepfner, R.,

Bear, M. G., and Smith, G. (Published)
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v,

9A. "A Compilition of the SES Ifistrumerits" by the SES Project

Staffy(Publkshed),
_/

10. "Student Educational Development During the School Year
and the Effects of Compensatory Education" by Wang, M.,
Bear; M. B., Conklin, J. E..aald Hoepfner, R. (In second

draft) Jer

11. "The ..acts of Discontinuing Compensatory Education Ser-
vices" by KenOyer, C. E., Cooper, D. M. Saxton, D. E. and
Hoepfiier, R. (At the printers) " 4-11\

12. "Longitudinal Effects of Compensatory Education on Educa-
tional Growth," (Analysis underway)

13. "A Collection of Supplemental Reports from the Sustaining.-
Effects Study" by Hoepfner, R. Ceditor) (In final editing)

14. ''"Achievement Growth Duration of Receipt of Compensatory
Services." (Analysis plan developed) ,,

15-. "The Characteristics of Students, Teachers, and Services
that Affect Achievement Growth." (Analysis plan developed)

16. "Successful ractices in High-Poverty Schools." (Analysis

iS underway)

. .17. "A Study of Students in Junior H h Sphool Who Had, Been
,Title I Students in Elementary School." (Data collected)

18. *A. Narrative Description of Compensatory Education.'
(Data collected)

19. The Final Report of the Sustaining Effects Study.

Glossary of Terms and an Index to the Sustaining Effects
Study Report/ Series.
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CHAPTER III. WHO RECEIVES COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

Summary

Based pn economic data gathered by home interviews and achieve-

ment data based on achievement tests, it was possible to deter-

mine the percentage and nwnber of students receiving Title I and

other CE services in terms ot' poverty and academic achievement

classifications. The results show that:

AV

Among economically poor students 40 percent receive
CE while 60 percent do not. Among the non-poor students
21 percent receive CE while the remainder do not.

Since there are many more non-poor students than there
are poor students, thq absolute number of non-poor
students receiving CE is larger than the nwnber c'
poor stuaenes receiving CE. There are about 1,230,000
poor students and 1,693,000 non-poor students receiving
Tine I.

There are about 2,500,000 poor students who do not re-
ceive any CE.

V

Among low-achieving students 46 percent receive CE
while 54 percent do not. Among regular- achieving stu-
dents 19 percent receive CE.

Since there are many more regular students than there,
are tow-achieving students, the absoltte number of
low - achieving students receiving CE is smaller than
the number of regular- achieving students receiving CE.
There are about 1,200,000 low-achieving students and
1,300,000 regular-achieving students receiving Title I.

When ctsidering students who 10 not receive CE, we
find t t there are about 2,000,000 low-achieving stu-
dents ',,ho not receive any CE.

Number are presented which show the joint distribution
of CE selection, economic status and achievement status.
Among thelpoc_ and low achievers, 40 percent receive
CE while 60 percent do not. Other comparisons show that
there are significant numbers of non-poor, regular achievers
who receive CE.
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The results show that the highest proportion of CE
cipients are Hispanic and black, are in large
`ties and rural areas, are in the West and Mid-

' ttantio regions 62/though if only Title I is con-
idered the kvest proportion is in the South).

Schools are selected for, CE fronds by a number of

different criteria but the most frequently used

are free or reduced4rice lunch counts and/or AFDC

.enrotiment. Within schools students are most fre-
quently selected in terms ofteacherstjudgmente or
test scores.,

Several targeting indexes are 2resented which mea-
sure the efficiency with which schools select stu-
dents for CE.

INTRODUCTION

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Aot was firstauthorized and

funded in 1965; by 1960 it is distributing over three billion dollars annually.

Title I funds are received by all the states and by 96 percent of the nation's

school districts. As McLaughlin (13) points out, the original Title I author-

ization was supported by a mixed and powerful constituency. Those whose major

concern was with poverty and ways of alleviating it believed that the funds

would go to podr schools and districts and thus help the poor. Those who were

principally concerned with improving the educationof low-achieving students/

felt that the funds would hello such students and\thus they supported the Title I

program. It was assumed that there was a close relationship between poverty

and low educational achievement. McLaughlin makes thepointthat

"Senator Robert Kennedy did not share the general a horia that

pervaded Washington when he 1965 Elementary and g4 Education

Act (ESEA) was ratified. ESEA was enacted with high for

benefiting disadvantaged children. Title I of that act, vbich
targets more than $1 billion a year to.'meet the special educational
needs of educationally deprived children,' was the particular\qeuse
of excitement and self-congratulation on the Hill. It had broken,

through the long-standing opposition to federal aid to education
and was viewed as an effective way to 'break the cycle of poverty.'
Lawmakers were confident in 1965 that schoolmen knew what to do
with the added resources, and that they would thereby establish
effective comiensatory programs for poor children. 'Title I was
perceived as a central part of President Johnson's War on Poverty.
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Reports from some of`Senator Kennedy's constituents, however, coun-
selled against snth-Optimism. He concluded that some schoolmen
might not use the new Title I dollars in the best interest of poor
children unless the act included some way to insure that they would
not be cheated of the special attention intended by the legislation."

Those who were mainly oriented toward poverty considerations were able to

I- specify P funds-allocation formula in such a way as to assure-that the money

was spent in poor districts and schools. Funds are first allocated to states

as a function of the number of poor families in the districts of the state,

the number of mothers receiving assistance under Aid for Families with Depen-

dent Children, the number of neglectou and delinquent children in schools and

institutions, and several other poverty-oriented considerations. Based on the

amount of money received the districts select schools to receive money or re-

sources depending on various poverty criteria. However, at the school level

the criteria for allocating resources to students become clouded because of

the need to conridar what other resources the school,is receiving, say from

ESAA, or from state programs. However, those concerned with poverty could_ne

quite p1eased that Title I funds were targeted toward the poor communities

throughout the nation.

There was, however, an important minority that felt that the-targets of Tit20

funds should be children with low educational achievements. After all, Title I

was an-educational program. Was the assumption that there was a high correla-

tion-between economic need and educational need really true? By 1974 this

'argument bad enough force that Congress decided that there should be a study to

determine the economic and educational status of students participating in

Title I programs. In the Educitional Amendments of 1974 Congress mandated the,

Participation Study, by saying:

"In the case of programs and projects assisted under Title I of the
Elementary and Secondarf Education Act of 1965, the report under
this subsection shall include a survey of how many of the children
counted under SeCtion 103 (c) of such Act participate in such --
grass and projects, and how many of such children do not, and a
survey of how many educationally disadvantaged children partici-
pate in such programs and projects, and how many educationally dis-
advantaged children do not."
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While Congress specifically authorized a study focusing on Title I students,

Title'I operates within a school environment of other compensatory education

programs as well as the regular school program. The general idea is that com-

pensatory education (CE) consists of- instruction in addition to fegular in-

struction. It is given to,students who have received the regular instruction

program and are having trouble progressing at the expected rate. But as soon

as one gets frail the general concept to specifics, troubles sties. How does

one judge that a student is not progressing at the expected rate? Also, there

are many special program in addition to the regular program. Which are the

CE programs? There is Title I, Follow Through, Engligh as a Second Language,

Services to Migratory Children, Services to Handicapped Children, the Emergency

School Aid Act, Programs for American-litives, special, state programs, special

district programs, etc. Are all of these Cam, and are the different activities

funded under them properly'calle4CE? In Chapter IV we will describe the CE

instructional program. For the purposes of this Chapter, CE is defined as an

instructional program providing seivices.tolow-aohieving students that are

different from, or in addition to, the services provided to regular students.

While this definition seemsTsttailfttforwervi, it has a number of difficulties

when applied to individual students and programs. The interested reader may

refer to Report B9 (p. 69 ff) for discuision of the problems-we encountered

when we tried to determine which students were CE students.

In the participation Study we were mainly concerned' with the Title I Program

but we also had to consider other programs. Frequently Title I,students re-

ceive services from several programs. Also, the nature of the Title I program

'in a school is affected by the other programs in the school. All of these con-

siderations affected/the design of the Participation Study.

THE DESIGN OF THE PARTICIPATION STUDY

The basic idea of thdParticipation Study was to determine the number of Child-

ren in the nation's elementary schoolsnWho'weti-receiving Title I services and

came from poverty families, and also to see how many children were from poverty

families and were not receiving Title I services. In other words we were to

determine the relationship between receipt of Title I and poverty status.
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Similarly, we were to determine the relationship between receipt of Title.I

and educational status. In the law authorizing,the study, Congress defined

poverty in the same terms as those used to determine poverty for the allocation

of Title I funds. They also defined students as being educationally disadvan-

taged if they were one or more yeari below grade level. Thus, to undertake

the study we-had to do three things:

1. °hotel'? a sample that was representative of the nation's ele-

mentary school,childrsn.

2. Determine the poverty status of the families from which the

children came.

3. Determine the educational status, of each of the children in the

the sample.

-

The Sample and Home Interviews-

;To determine the poverty status of the Children in the sample it was_necessar

to conduct a home interview ifitti the parents of each student. Since home inter-
.

views are expensive, we bad to balance expense against the desired accuracy

of the nationdP.projections to be sade,as a ,result of the home interviews. It

was decided that a representative sample of 15,000 parents would be interviewed.

It will -be remembered from Chapter II that one of the samples for the Longltu7
.

dinal Study was a Representative Sample. .This sample included 243 schools that

were` representative of the nation's elementary schools. A random sample of

students was drawn from each ofthese schools. Interviewers visited the parents

of these students and asked a series of.guestibns regarding the economic status

of the family, the attitude of'tbe parents regarding their children's school

-and the education-they were receping, the amount of time the child spent doing_

homework, the extent of parental assista4ce with school work, the child's

leiiure activities; and other educationally related questions. For a full dis -,---_
cussion of the sampling procedure and the content of the home interview the

reader is referred to HES Report #2.



The Determination' of Poverty Status

-8asi4on the data collected during the home interview, an index value was com-

puted for each child in the sample. The Orshansky innex is a measure based on

a family's income, size, adult child composition, and farm-nonfarm status. It

is the-official lids:mused by the federal government in connection with its

Poverty programs and in the allodation of Title ffunds.

The Determination of Educational Status

In connection with the Longitudinal Study,, the Comprehensive Tests of Basic

Skills in reading and math were given to,every child in the sample. .Since the

sample for the Participation Study was a_subsample of the sample for the Longi-

tudinal Study, theee achievement test scores were available for each student.

Congress had-defined educational disadvantagement in terms of grade equivalents,

emeasure.that has several psychometrically undesirable characteristics. As a

result the grade equivalent score for sick student was determined, but we also

ascertained_ the perdintile score and vertical scale score for each £tudent.

Mere details regarding the determination of educational status Ian be foundin

SES Report 412.

ECONOMIC STATUS AND SELECTION FOR COMPSENATORY EDUCATION

Congress wafted to know severalthings. It wanted to know, from_the population

of poor children, how many were receiving CS services and how many were not.

It also wanted to know how many students were receiving CE-services who were

hot poor. 'Whether or not a studeny.ame from a family that-eras poor was deter--

mined by applying thesOrshansky-indic: to information collected during the ildis

interview.* ,Table III-1 tholes both the percentagestudents receiving CE

when classified as poor or non -poor and also the estimated total numbers of

such students. Note that students are classified as receiving. Title I and/or

Other CE, Other CE only, no CE at a school having CE, or no CE at a school

which does not offer CE.

*AFDC was also includes.
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Table III-1

Percentage and Number of Students Receiving Various
CE Services by Family Economic Status

Economic Status

CE Status \

Titl, I or Title I Other CE
and other CE only

No CE at No CE at f,

CE Schobi Non-CE School Total-

Poor

'Non-Poor

29%

11

11%

10.

53% 7%

64 . 16

100%

10/

Poor

Non -Poor

Total

1,230,000

1,693,000

2,923,000

Number of S't'udents

4,181,000

15,81,000

20,006,000

443,00Q

1,551,000

, ,

-1,994,000

_2,199,000 309,000

10,065,000 )2,516,000

12,264,000 2,8254000

What message can be drawn from thi., table? The interpretationof the numbers

varies depending on one's expectation as to whether or not CE should go pri-

marily to poVerty7level students. Forty percent of all povertylevel studenti

are receiving 'some kind of CE, but 21 percent of the non - poverty level studenti

are. also receiving' CE. One can reflect that, percentage-wise, twice as many

poverty-level students as non-poverty e-level students are receiving CE. But in

terms of the total number of students, there are about 16 millionnon-poverty=

level students and about four million poverty-level students; of these, there

are about 1,690,000,non-poverty-level and 1,230,000 poverty-level tudents

receiving" Title I. Thus,thers are actually more non - poverty. level students

receiving Title I than there are poverty students. Or to look at the other

side of the coin, 60 percent of the poor students and 80 percent of \the non-

poor do not receive Title I. In terms of the total number of stude ts, about

two and one half million poor students are not receiving CE, while about twelve

and one half million non-poor students are also not getting CE. Roughly speak-

\



ing, there are about 1,7 million poor Students receiving CE, and about 2.6

million poor children not receiving it. In brief, in absolute numbers, there

are somewhat more non-poor than poor students receiving CE. (These figUres

are for Title I,and Other. CE combined. The picture is similar for Title I ,

considered separately.)

Is this bad? It depends on what students one thinks should be targeted to

receive ,Title I services. Remember that thiSfunds coto poor districts and .

schools, but the individua students selected to receive Title I services are

selected on the basis of educational need, not in terms of economic status.

Alpo, the definition of poverty is, such that only the lowest /1 percent of the

students are classifiectin the poverty group. Onst might Speculate that the

Vast majority of those receiving CE and classified as non-poor are'lust above

that poverty level; Table indicates thrt this is not the case.

itral be seen-that there is a regular progressive decrease in the percentage

of studentsreceiving_Title I services as family income increases. A iimitir

but less marked tendency is evidenced bythe numbers for "Other CE only."

Since Title Iis more of a poverty program than most other CZ programs this-

is the relationship we would expect to see. However, the idea that non poverty

students selected for CE are hovering just above the poverty line is dispelled

by the table. Clearly there are significant percentages of CZ students who

are not in the two- lowest fifths of family income. As will be-seen in the next

section, the correlation between student income status and educational achieve -

ment status is relatively low. Thus, to the extent that students are selected

for 611 programs on the,basis oZ their educational need, we e-woUld expect many

of those selected timer from non-poor families.

POVERTY Al D THE CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS SELECTED FOR CE

We have already seen that proportionately more,poor children than non-poor

children are selected for CE. What about some a/ the other student chartzter-

istics, such as race, urbanicity and region of the country? Sometimes it is

thought that CE programs are primarily for black children in the ghettos of
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Table III-2

Percentage and Numbar_of-StuAents-tui4eivinq-WriOus CE
Services by Family IncOme.

Family Income

Title-I-or-
TitlelI and
Other CE

Other CE

,
_Only

No CE at
a CE

School

"No-OE at
a Non-CE
School,

Lowest Fifth 37% 21% 17% 13%

Second Fifth 24 27
.

18 18

Third Fifth 17 21 20 22

Fourth Fifth 13 16 ,---22 22

Highest Fifth 8 14. 23 25

Number of Students

Lowest Fifth I;090,000 428,000. 2,070,000 360,000-

Second Fifth 702,000 534,000 2,226,000 514,000

Third Fifth 507,000 427,000 2,460,000 616,000,,

Fourth Fifth 390,000 920,000 2,695,000 's 616,000

Highest Fifth

e

234,000 285,000 2,813,000 7i9,*

Totals 2,923,000 1,994,000, 12,264,000 2,825,000

large cities. As can be seen from Table 111-3, that is not the case. If we

combine the nuMber of students receiving CE under Title I and from other CE

funds* we wee that, among poor whites, that 37_percent receive CE; among poor

blacks, that 40 percent receive CE; and among poor Hispanics; that 47 percent
4

1

have-CE services. At,thc same time we find for the non-poor that 19 percent of

of the whites, 27 percent of the blacks and .44 percent of the Hispanics receive

*from the point of view of equali of services, it is not quite appropriater

to add together those receiving Ti i e I and those receiving CE service funded
from other sources. The costs of service under "Other CE only" is about A
quarter less than under Title I.



CE. Looking at thetpoor and the non-poor_together, we sea that proportionately

somewhat fewer whites than blacks, and somewhat fewer blacks than Hispanics re-

ceive CE. There are,, however, classification problems in prmsenting the results

in this fashion. Althoug we instructed the teachers not to count those partici-

patincl in bilingual programs as CE students;-we suspect that some teachers Aid

so, and this accounts for the relatively high percentage of Hispanic studentrs

listed is the *Other CE only* category. Likewise, among the non-Poor, it 'is

probable that the blacks and Hispanics are lower inthe economic status scale

than are the whites, and thus more near-poor blacks and Hispanics receive CE.

Thus, it seems probable that about-the same, proportiontof bia-is and Hispanics

receive CE and that somewhat more of them, relatively, receive CE than\whites.

ti
Table 111 -3

Percentage pf Students. Receiving Various CE Services
by Featly to-mosaic Status and'Reciel/Ethnic Group

CE Status
.-..\

Econornic

and Racial/
E c Status

Title I or
Title I and.Other ZmOther CE

Cal

No CE
at CE
School

No CE it
'Non-CE -

School

-

Nizabers of

Students

Poor and:

*its 27% 10% 55s. Elt 02,01/.000

Kea 33 9 51 7 1,501,000

Hispanic 29 18 51 2
i

- 556,000

Other ---, 38 6 35 20 .113,000,

Non-Poor ands t
4

White , 9 10 65 16 13,546,000

Slack 19 8 55 18 1,266,000

Hispanic 24 18 54 5 696,000

Other 5 5 43 47 3.7,000

Total 2,941,000 2,000,000 12,264,000 2,801,000 .20,006,006 -
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As already noted, its is frequently thought that CE is a program for students

in large city ghettos. Ta4e 111-4 shows that this is not the case,-althotgh-
_

there are many CE students in large cities. The rank order of urbanicity for

those receiving Title I and "Other CE only" combined, among the poor, is 46

percent for rural areas, 4 percent for cities over 200,000, 35 percent for

cities under 50,000, 34 pecent for suburbs, and 28 percent for cities from

50,000 to 200,000. The o

for rural, 24 percent for

50,000, 17 percent for sub4rbs, and 15 percent for c.

200,000. In terms of abso ute numbers, the number of students from rural areas

receiving CE outeumbers.t se for any other category. The percentages for the

suburbs tend to be lower

still a aizable,number of

er is'the same for theieon-poor, with 26 percent

ities over 200,000, 179-pe ent for cities undex

ies from 50,000 to

for ge cities and rural areas, but theie is

udents receiving CE in'the suburbs. While there

is a trend for. CE to be most prevalent inthe large cities and rural areas,

it'is significant that.there are sizable numbers of CE students throughout

th.i country, irrespective of the population' density of the area in which thdy

live..

0
While some say that dies far the ghetto, others think of it in terms of a pro -

gram foArthe poor rural south." Again this is not in accord with the facts:
Table /II-5 shows the percentage of student's receiving services byergiohof

the country. {.If Title i services and "Other CE only" are combined, among the

poor, 51 percent of the 'students in the West, 42 percent in the Mid-Atlantic;

41 percent in the South, 38 Iercent in the-Northeast, and 30 perdent in the

Midwest receive CE. The pictuie among the non-poor is different than it is

for,the poor. For the non - poor, the Northeast with 31 percent and the West

With 26 percent are considerably higher than the other areas, which are quite

close together, with the NiduAtiantic and the Midwest both having 17 percent,

and the South having 15 percent. To understand this, it is worthwhile to look

at the Title'I and the "Other CE -only" figuresi separately:, Among the poor it

is noticeable thavt the percentage for Title I in the South is ouch higher than

elsewhere in the nation. Associated witkvik'is is the fact that the South is

lowest "Other CE only," reflecting] the fact that there are few local or

state CE programs in the South. In fact the percentage of students receiving
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Table 111-4

Percentage of Students Receiving Various CE Services
by Family Economic Status and Urbanism

Economic and
Urbanism -Stat 4i

Title i Or
Title lend

Other CE
--Other CE

Only

NO CE
at CE
School

No CE
at Non-
CE School

Nuaber
of

Students

Poor and . ,

City over 200,000 33% '.12% 50% , 5% 1,334,000

Suburbi., 18 16 61 5 238,000

City from 50,000
to 200

/
000

15 13 Li ,r 20, 443,000

City under 50,000 27 8 57 8 , 1,133,000

Rural 36 10 49 5 1,033,000.

Non-PoorAnd

City over 200,000 16 8 65 11 1,757,000

Suburbs 5 12 68 15 - 2,421,000

City from 50,000
to 200,000 5 10 50 35 2,105,000

City under 50,000 12 7 66 . 15 4,969,000

Rural , 13 . 13 64 10 4,573,000

2,941,000 2,00C.;)01) 12,264,000 2,801,000 20,006,000

Title I services, both for the poor and the non-poor is fairly similar through-

out the cmontry, except for the South. The big differences are in the "Other

,CZ oily" category where the South and Midwest have few programs, in contrast to

the Nest and Northeast, which have the most. The relatively larger number ol

students receiving Title I services in theSouth is probably a reflection of

the relatively lower economic status of the South and the influences of the

Titlef allocation formula that allocates'larger sums to states having more

poor families.
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- Table 111-5

Percentage of Students Receiving' Various CE Services

, .

by Family Economic Stipus andfGeographic Region

.1" ...'
OE Selefltion Status.

Title f or If No CE No CE at
Other CE at CE'-

k...1-

Economic and Title I and Non-CE Number of
Regional Status Other CE Only School -School Students

Poor-aid .

Northeast

.Mid-Atlantic

South

Midwest

West

Non-Poor and

Ndrtheast

Mid-Atlantic

South

Midwest

Meat
H

24% 14% 59% 3%

24 18 49 10.

38 3 50 9,

24 6 61-* 6
N' t

27 24 10

O

39 10

10 21 46 13

9 8 75 8

11 4 65 20

11 . 6 72 11,

11' 15 46 28

853,000

330,000

1,443,000

832;000

723,000
r

,,2,994,000

2,b57,000-

3,988,000

4,478,000

2,358,000

Total 2,941,000 2000,000 12,264,300 2,801,000'- 20,006,000

1

Report 42'examines other student characteristics relative to selection foi CE

services, but there are fewer interesting trends. There are slightly more

male than female CE students, abOut'a 4-percentage-point difference. Also,

there tends to be slightly more CE offered to students in the second, third

and fourth grades than to those in the first grade'or in the fifth and-espe'-

cially the sixth grade.
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In summary, poor students are more frequently selected to receive CE services

than non-poor students, but becausecthere are more non-poor than poor students,

there are larger numbers of non-poor students than poor students receiving CE.

Relatively, there are more Hispanic thin black students, and more black stu-

dents than white students receiving CE, but in terms of absolute numbers, there

are mots white students than black students receiving CE, and more black stu-

,dents than Hispanic students receiving CE. egain, in terse or percentages,

there are more CE students in rural areas and large cities than there are in

medium- and small-sized cities. The percentage of students receiving Title I

services is qui-..e uniform over the various regions of the country, except for

the South, where there is imbchhigher percentage receiving Title I. But

u:ain "Other CE only" is included a different picture emerges. The, South has

a very low percentage of students in these other programs while tht Nest and

the Northeest have high percentages. It appears that other federal agencies,

and the state and local governments, are funding sizable programs in the West

and the Northeist, and to a lesser extent in the Mid-Atlantic area, while there

are few programs in the Eidwest a: 1 even fever in the South.

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AND SELECTION FOR CE

Schools are selected for receipt of Title I resources based on the economic:

status of the populations they serve. But once a school receives Title I 1:e-

sources the students are selected to receive Title I services on the basis of

educational need. Title I regulations give guidelines as to which students

should be selected. Generally, it is expected that the most educationally

needy students will be selected first and ghat the students selected will be

in the bottom half of the achievement distribution. But within these broad

guidelines the actual selection of students is left up to the local district

md school authorities. Thum, from locale to locale, one finds considerable

variation in the achievement level of students selected. .

In the Participation Study all of the students took the Comprehensive Tests of

Basic Skills in'reading and math in the fall and again in the spring. Riser:

on the scores obtained frail the zaveral administrations, scales were developed

which allowed us to convert raw scores into percentiles and into vertical
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seal" scores, and to determine the score corresponding to the median for each

grade. This median score was necessar because, for the purpose of this study,

achievement was defined by Congress as "Educationally disadvantaged children

refers to children who are achieving one or more years behind the; achievement

expei.:ted-at the'appropriate grade level for such children." 'fable 111-6 shows

the percentages and numbers of students in various CE categorieja in terms of

grade equivalents as measured by the CTBS.

Table 111-6

Percentage and Number of Students Receiving Various
CE Services by Educational Achievement Status

EducatiOnal
Achievement

CE Selection Status

Title I or!
Title I and Other CE
Other CEI Only

No CE
at CE
School

No CE at
Non-CE
School Total

Low Achievers*

Regular Achievers

31%

10

,15%

9

42%

66

12%

15

-100%

1004.,

Number of Students

Low Achievers 1,188,000\ 577,000 1,576,000 456,000 3,797,000

Regular Achievers \

1,307,000\ 1,068;000 8,245,000 1,948,000 12,568,000

2,495,000-----1,645,000 9,821,000 2,404,000 16,365,000*

/ *Omitting the first grade, since it does not fit into the definition of having
students "one grade level below." \

It will be seen that in terms of percentages there are many more students

selected for CE Services who are performing at least one grade level below

their assigned grade level than there areamong higher-achieving students.
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Forty-six percent of the low-achieving students* are selected for some CE

while only 19 percent of the regular. students are selected. At the same time,

54 percent of the low- achieving students are not receiving CE services. In

terms of absolute numbers, about two million low-achieving students are not

receiving extra services, in contrast to about 1,750,000 who are receiving

CE services. It should also be noted that about 2,400,000 high - achieving stu-

dents are receiving CS services. It im clear that many students are receiving

CE who are less educationally needy than the many needy students who are not-

receiving CE. we will see some of the reasons for this later when we consider

the joint relations between economic status, which determines which schools

receive CE funds (such as Title I) and educazional status, which determines

those students within a school who- are selected.

There are a number of psychometric prof AS in defining achievement in terms

of grade equivalents. For one thing, the first-grade students ,cannot be de-

fined in terms of being one year below grade level. Also, the amount of

variance or spread in student scores changes from grade to grade. For example,

in the sixth grade there may be students three or more years below grade level,

but in the second grade they can only be one year below. The result is that

different percentages of students are included in one year balm' grade level

as grade level changes. There are also other statistical problems. The in-

_tarasted reader is referred to Tallmadge, G. K., and Wood, C. T. (18), for a

detailed discussion of the problems with using the grade equivalent metric.

Because of these problems, we converted i .h studentis raw test score to a

percentile equivalent and divide's the distributions into quartiles. Fable

111-7 shows the results.

**Low* and "Reg..lar Achievers" are defined as achieving below or above oue
year below grade level.' This definition was contained in the law authorizing
the Participation Study. Selection of students for Title I is based on several
criteria. The Title I regulations suigest that all children below the median
be considered.
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Table 111-7

Percentage and Number of Students Receiving Various
CE Services by Achievement Quartiles*

Achievement
Status
4

CE Selection Status

Title I or
Title I and
Other CE

Other CE
Only

No CE
at CE
School

No CE at
Non-CE
School Total

Bottom Quartile 32% 14% 42% 11% 99%

2nd Quartile 19 11 50 12 100%

3rd Quartile 7 8 70 15 100%

Top Quartile 2 6' 75 17 100%

Number of Students

Bottom Quart:'e 1,579,000 718,000 2,110,000 56C 000 4,967,000

2nd Quartile 910,000 543,000 2,809,000 605,000 4,867,000

3rd Quartile 368,000 411,000 3,600,000 762,000 5,141,000

Top Quartile 89,000 301,000 3,772,000 869,000 5,031,000

2,946,000 1,973,000 12,291,000 2,796,000 20,006,060

*Derived from Table V-5, Report #2.

There is a clear tendency for there to be proportionately more CE students as

achievement-scores decrease. This is true of both Title I and "Other CE only."

It should be noted that the percentage of students in the bottom quartile is

very similar to the number in the previous table who are one year below grade

level. (The absolute numbers between the two tables cannot be compared be-

'cause Table 111-6 does not include first graders.) It appears that the selec-

tion of students corresponds reasonably well with the educational need of the

students, but a fairly large number of students do not seam to need CE but are

receiving it. About 450,000 Title I students, and 700,000 "Other CE only"

students, are above the median in achievement and are receiving CE services.
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Some of these students may be misclassified due to the unrealiability of the

CTBS, but a similar number below the median should be classified above it,

- so the figures average out. Also, some of the CE selectees are in schools

which are 100 percent CE, which is allowed by Title I under certain conditions.

While significant numbers of educationally non-needy students are certainly

receiving CE, the more significant problem is the 2,700,000 students who are

in the fewest quartile academically and who are not receiving special 1.arvices;

or, if one believes that all students below the average should receive CE, one

should be concerned with the 6,100.000 students who are in the bottom half in

terms of achievement and are not receiving CE. Clearly, if all students who

are above the median and are receiving CE were to be replaced by students.

kelow the median there would still be sizable numbers of students below the

median who would not receive CE services. The only way to correct this situa-

'tion is to dilute the services being given so more students could receive a

little, or to increase the funds so that more students could be given servIce,

at tit.* ;Mme intensity level as is currently practiced.

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT STATUS AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS SELECTED

FOR CB

We have already examined the relationship between poverty status and the charac-

teristics of students selected for CE. While at the student level the correla-
q

tion between poverty and educational achievement is not high, it is considerably

higher when schodl-averagespare correlated. Because of the, higher correlation

at is group level, we would expect the relationship between edirational'achieve-
.

cent status and the characteristics of students selected for CE to be fairly

..1milar to that for these same characteristics as when related to poverty. The

achievement levels of students by race/ethnicity who are selected for CE were

examined. The, result zhow the effects are the same as fb'ind for poverty, al-

though the trends do not seem to be quite as pronounced as when cla ified by

educational acnievemente "Net

Again there are some interesting trends in the relationship between achieve-

ment status and urbanicity with respect to selection for CE. As with poverty,
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students from Large cities and from rural areas are most frequently selected

for CE services: Phis is true for students who are either low or high achievers.

On exam zing the relationships among geographic regions of the country, educa-

tional achievement and selection for CE, we again find that the Northeast and

the West have the highest percentages of students selected for CE services,

while the South has the lowest. Again, the South is low because it has so few

students served by other federal, state or local progiamS. Almost all of the

students served in the South are served by Title I.

THE JOINT EFFECT-OF ECONOMIC STATUS AND EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It seems probable that the supporters of the Title "program assumed that there

was an almost one-to-one relationship between poverty status and educational

achievement. It is widely believed that schools in poor areas have students

who score poorly on achievement tests. But what is'the actual relationship?

In the Participation Study we were able to relate family income with achieve-
.

ment test scores. The overall correlation between economic level and achieve-
.

ment scores at the student level was .29, and varied, grade by grade, from .20

in the first.grade to .32 in the third and fourth grades. Relationships of( -

this magnitude are generally considered.small-to-moderate and imply that if

one knows a student's economic status one can predict the student's achieve-
, 0

ment level with only vc- modest success. It is this low relationship which

accounts for the finding, reported earl.vr, that many non-poor scudents per-

form poorly and are receiving CE. On the other hand when groups of students

are combined, say by taking the average achievement level for a school, then

the combined average scores, relate more highly. In fact, when the average'fam-

ily economic level for a school is correlated with the ac .sage student achieve-
-,

ment level for students in a school, the correlation is .67. This means that if

one'know the average poverty level of a school one will be able to predict the

average level of the performance of students in the school much more accurately

(than'one can predict the achievement level of any given student on the basis of

the student's family economic level:
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When schools are allocated CE funds based on poverty level, the students will

tend to need supplemental services if the school is within a poverty area, but

there may also be many individual students who do not-need CE s ervices; and

conversely, if schools are not given CE funds because of.thLir relatively high

economic' levels, these schools will stilliprobably contain many students who

need CE services as indicated by their low achievements. Table 111-8 shows the

mean achievement percentiles for students with various family incomes. This

table illustrates the merited relationship between family income and achievement

when data are grouped, but such grouped data Mask the wide variation. within any

group. The large standard deviations emphasize this fact.

Nable 111-8

Student's Family Income and Achievement Level

Family income

Mean Achievement
Percentiles*

Standard
Deviation $

Below $5000 34 25 1524

5,000 co 7,000 37 25 1005

7,001 to 9,000 41 27 1109

9,001 to 11,000 45 28 1188

11,001 to 13,000 48 28 1234

13,001 to 15,000 52 a 1259

15,001 to 17,000 53 29 1248

17,001 to 19,000 57 28 1146

19,001 to 21,000 58 28 997

21,001 and above 62 27 3087

*There are technical statistical reasons why it is usually inappropriate to

average percentiles; however, when used to show a trend, as is done here,

the practice is less objectionable.

Economic status and achievement level are related tb a number of other vari-

ables. As in the previous sections, we will examine the joint relationships

among poverty, achievement level, and race, urbanicity, and geographic region,

and we wial also consider the relationship of CE. selection to the child's sex
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L.nd mother's education. Table 111-9 shows the relationships between poverty,

achievement anerace. The average achievement percentile for whites is 56,

while that for blacks is 32 and for Hispanics 31. "Others," who are largely

Orientals,'have an average percentile bf 51. When examined in terms of poverty,
3_,

the poor whites have ate average score of 41, while that for the non-poor is 57.

In comparCson the score for both the poor blacks and poor Hispanics is 27* while

that for the non-poor blacks is 36 and for the non-poor Hispanics it is 34. It

should be acted that the score for the non-poor blacks and Hispanics is below

that of the poor whites. No doubt the economic level of the non-poor blacks

and Hispanics is lower than that of the non-poox-whites, but it 's above the

economic level of the poor whites. Children from black and Hispanic non-poor

families need CE considerably more than,children from not only tk.e non-poor white

families, but also more than those from many poor white families. The "Other"

minorities are more similar to the whites than they are-to the blacks and Hispanics.

Poverty level and the parent's formal education are linked, and children's

achievement levels are also related to both economic status and the parent's

education. Table III-10 shows this relationship. It is seen that the per-

centile achievement level of children whose mothers had eighth grad educations

or less is 32 and that the-level of achievement progresses regularly to 70 for

students whose Mothers are college graduates. The achievement of cllildren from
1

poverty homes is considerably below that of their peers who are from non1poor

homes but whose mothers had the same amount of formal education. The jump in

scores between the children of mothers with an-eighth -grade education or less

and those with a high school education is 21 percentile points, and, that be-

tween.high-sulool -educated mothers and college graduates is 17. The jump

between children whose mothers had similar educations, but whose family income

places them in the poor or non-poor category, is about. 12. Thus,a mother:s

education seems,to have a larger effect on her children's achievement than

does her economic status.

Table III-11 shows the relationship between economic status, academic achieve-

sent, urbanicity. The table shows that, in general, the achievement level

is near the 50th percentile except for the suburbs, whey it is 59, and for
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Table 111-9

Student's Family Income, Achievement Level and Race

Race/Ethnic
Group

Mean Achievement Percentile

Poor 'Non -Poor Total Poor

N

Non -Poor Total 1
White 41 -57 56 1,192,000 10,598,000 11,178,000

Black 27 36 32 949,000 1,100,000 2,049,000

Hispanic 27 34 31 343,000 590,000 933,000

Other 33 56 51 70,000 .- 260,000 330,000--- __

Table III-10

Student's Family Income, Achievement Level and Mother's Education

Mothier's

Education

Mean Achievement Percentile

Poor Non-Poor Total Poor Non-Poor Total

Grade 8 or Less 28 35 32 793,0410 917,000 1,710,000

Grade 9-11 31 44 40. 892,000 2,469,000 3,161,000

Grade 1/ -78 53 635,000 5,518,000 6,153,000

Soe College 48 62 61 185,000 2,382,000 2,567,000

\

College Graduate 60
70/

70 50,000 1,409,000 1,459,000
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Table III-11

Student's-Family Income, Achievement and Urbanicity

Urbanicity

Mean Achievemept Percentile

Poor Non-Poor Total Poor

N

Non-Poor Total

City over
200,000 27 44 38 40,000 1,409,000 <\2,211;000

Suburbs 35 61
4.

59 144,000 1,879,000 2,023,000

City from 50,000
to 200,000 33 55 - 53 254,000 1,675,000 1,929,000

City Under
.

1

50,000-- 37= 55 52 675,000 3,924,000 4,599,000

Rural 37 55 52 668,000 3,577,000 4,245,000

the large cities, where it is 38. This very low score for the large cities

means that they should have many students enrolled in CE programs, and indeed

this is the case. But we have previously seen that r.-ral areas also have many

students.,in CE programs, and yet they have achievement levels slightly above

the natAoMal meld: This probably reflects the relative poverty of rural areas,

whereby they Ag.relatively more Title I funds than would be indicated by the

achievement levels of rural students. Within urban areas of the same size,

there is a marked difference in the achievement levels of students from poor

ind non-poor families, with the children from poor families scoring about 18

percentile points below those from non-poor families.

The analyses done over regions of the country are shown in Table 111-12 and

show some expected and unexpected results. As reflected by the overall figures,

the rank' order of the regions, in terms of achievement, is Idwest, Northeast,

Mid-Atlantic, and South and West tied at the bottom. The rank orders, when

examined separately for the poor and the non-poor, are essentially the same.

As expected, the Midwest and Northeast are at the top of the rankings, and the

South is at the bottom. But what is unexpected.is that the West should be at

the bottom with the South. When the West is examined in mofe detail it turns

out that Pacific Northwest children hpve scores which are, slightly higher than

.1
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those for the Midwest, but the scores for the Pacific SoUthwest are lower than

for any other sub-region of the country. This it presumably due to the fact

that there are many Hispanics in the Pacific Southwestdand, as we have pre-

viously seen, their scores are along the lowest of any group. This finding

should be interpreted cautiously because of possible sampling errors for'sub-

regions, and because of problems that many Hispenic.chiJAren may have had with

an achievement test where the test items were in English (but it should be

noted that the instruction in the schools was also in English). Mevertheless,

therm- roe Urge regional differeices and the need for CE is\reflected In these

regionil differences in achievement.

Tab154,III -12

Student's Family Income, Achievement and Geographic Region'

Geographic
Region

Mean Achievement Percentile

Poor Non-Poor TOW Poor - Mon-Poor Total

Northeast 36 58 54 474,000 2,414,000 2,888,000

4iid-Atlantic 34 -55 52 195,000 1,618,000 1,W.3,000

South 31 49 -45 _14d3,000 3,117,000 4,130,000

Midwest 40 60 58 497,000 3,533,000 4,030,000

iest, 30 48 45 407,000 1,939,000 2,346,000

Finally,At should be noted that there are sex differences associated with CE

selection. It has long been known that at the elementary leyel.girls score

higher on achievement tests than do boys. Table 111-13 again demonstrates

this fact. It will be seen that for both poor and non-poor children the mean

test score for girls is somewhat higher than for boys. There are thus re

boys receivirg CZ than there are girls. This should not be attributed to

discrimination, but rather to the fact that, in terms of a uniform standard

of achievement, boys need CE more than girls do.
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Table 111-13

Student's Family Income, Achievement and Sex

Sex

. Mean Achievement Percentile

Poor' Non-Poor Total Poor

N

Non-Poor Total

Boys

Girls

31

kt

52

57

.49

54

1,263,000

1,253,000

6,409,000

6,098,000

7,672,000

7,351,000

t the beginning of this chapter we mentioned Congress' requirement thIA

udy be undertaken to determine the number of-students receiving Title I

se vices as a function of the poverty level of the families from which the stu-
.

de is came and also as a funct! n of the levels of achievement of the children.

We ill now examine the joint effect'of)pcmerty and achievement on selection

213

for services. table 111-14 shows the percentage of_students selected for

CE .14 a function of the definitions in the law, hamelyipoverty, defined in
1

terms of th Orshansky Index, and achievement defined in terms of low, or

regular achievement'. One can, determine from the table that 74 percent_of the ,.

..1,. .../students do'not receive any CE, 16 percent receive Title I, and 10
/
percent

. 1

receivelOther CE. Of the students who are both poor and low acMevers, 47

percent1do not receive any CE while 53 percent do. Of those who are non-poor

but low achievers, 58 percent do not receive CE while 42 percent do. Similarly,

emong..tho1 se who are poor but regular achievers, 70 percent do not receives CE,

while among the non-poor and regularsachievers, 83 percent do not receive CE--

although 17 percent do. Ideally there would be no students in the low-achieving

gaval who 'rem not receiving 4, and there would be few regular- achieving stu-
--.

den

I
who are receiving it. But when one considers the difficulty of correctly

cl rAifying children (often based on subjective judgments ail less than per-
t' t-

fectly reliable tests) thev4mbers showili seem to represent a reasonable per-

formanw, a the part of the schmols in electing CEostudents. Given an effec-

tive selection- system, the most straightforward way of supplying CE services -

ato the largin9mber of educationally ne dy students who do net receive CE is
. /

to increase the funds available. .',. .
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Table III -14

Student's Family Income, Achievement, and CE Selection

,
(Gradme 2-6)

g;-

Poor Lo it Achiever

Non-Poor - Low Achiever

Poo; - Regular Achievir

Non-Poor - Regular Achiever

Titlowi/Title I
and 'Other CE

Other CE
Only

Percent' Selected

No CE

40%

26

22

8

141 4711

16 58

8 , 70

9 83

Number Selected

Poor- Low Achiever 573,000 196,000 671,000

Non -Poor - Low Achiever 606,000 376,000 1,358,000

Poor - Regular lchiever 442,000 164,000 1,391,000

Non-Poor,- Regular Achiever 851.000 900 000 8,821,000

1,636,000 12,241,000Total 2,472,000

we have previously noted thl the Office of Education regulatitze_regarding

how students should be selected for CZ iidicate that they should be selected

-4L from the bottcerhalf of the Achievement distribution. Table III -15 shows how

CE selection is related to oconomicxtatus in terms of poverty level, as de-
.

fined by the Orshansky indaxfr-and achievement, defined aft falling'above or

below the midpoint of the achievement distribution. Under this relaxed defini-
,

tics many more students are eligible for selection because they fall in the ,

4
bottom half of the achievement distribution. This table shows that 53,percent

of the students who are poor and in the bottom half in achievement.dn not re-
.-

*sive CZ, while 67 perc'int of the non-poor and low achievers do not receive CE.
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Table 111-15

Student's Family Income, Achievement and CE Selection
with Different Selection Criteria*

Poor and bottom half in

Title I/Title I - Other CE
and Other CE Only No CE

1

Percent Selected

a.

achievement 37% -10% 53%

Non -Poor'Ited bOttem half

in achievement 20 13 67

Poor and top half in
achievement 9 '1 .84

Non-Poor and top half in
.0-

-'achievement 4 69

Poor and bottom half in

. I

Number Selected

achievement 916,000 244,000 1,292,00

Non-Poor and bottom half
.

in achievement 1,111,000 736,000 3,679,000

Poor and top -'half in

achievement 8,000 ' 65,000 .0 752,000

Non-Poor and top half
in achievement 278,000 540,000 6,605,000

Total** 2,387,000 1,585,000 12,128,000

.
*Table 111-14 shows the percent selected for CE in terms of the criteria
selected by Congress.for the Participation Study. This table retains the IC'

same definition of poverty but divililts the students in half on the achieve-
ment criterion. .

* *These totals differ from those in Table 111-14 because of rounding errors.
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On the oth.: hand 16 percent of the poor and in the upper half in achievement

do receive CE and 11 percent of the no.,-poor and high-achieving students re-
,

ceive CE. In Report #2, other definitions of eligibility are considered. The

number of students who do ordo not receive CE services varies considerably

as various definitions are adopted. Thus, a judgment about how well students

are selected and how many are served by CE programs depends on how poverty and

achievement are defined.

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT MEASURES OF ACHIEVEMENT

The analysis of the number of children receiving CE as a fun...tion of their

achievement level has been based on combined reading and math measures. That

is to say that a student's CE sta..-zs was defined in terms of whether or not

the student was receiving reading and/or math CE services, wfth the achieve-

ment level being determined Li the scoreion a combined reading and math arhieve-

sent test scale. While thlaw requiring the Participation Study spoke of

Title I as an overall program rather than in terms of reading services or math

services separately, it seemed desirable to sea if the classification of stu-

dent- would be dhaLged,if the classification were based on a reading test, a

math test, or the two combined. It has also been argued that the rem

light have been different if the analysis had been done separately if the

studen..a receiving reading CE had been classified on a reading test'and the

students receiving math CE had been classified on the math test results,

rather than on results from combining the reading and math tests.

The reason the original analyses were done'on the basis of the combined scores

was the belief that the separate analyses would. give essentially the same re-

sults as those based on combined test scores and: that the law di not make

any distinction. This belief was based on the fact that there was a high cor-

relation bet'een the combined score and either the math or the reading test

separately. Table I-16 of Report S9 shows that these correlations range from

o low of .82 a high of `.96. However, interest continued as to the nature

of the results if the analyses had been cons using separate test scores. We

therefore made a special analysis for this report. Table 111-16 shows the

percentage of students receiving various CZ aer4iCii-win terms
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Table 111-16. Percentage of Students Receiving Reading and/or Math CE Services
by Achievement Level Based on Reading, Math, or Combined Achievement Tests

Achievement
Level

:CE Selection Status

Total

Title I or
Title I and
Other CE Other,CE Only

No CE at
a CE. School

No CE at
Non-CE School

Reading Math Both Reading Math Both Reading Math Both Readihg Math Both

Low Achievers

I

Regular Achievers

3'

28

9

31

10

16

17

15

9 .

10

9

42

45

6g

67

42

66

10

11

12

11
12

1.5

99%

101%

100%

98%

101%
100%

12

85
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of a reading test, a math test, and both tests combined. Here the students

are classified ls CE students if they are receiving reading CE only, math CE

only, or both. Table 111-17 shows similar results except that the students

are classified in terms of achievement test quartiles rather than in terms of

grade equivalents. It will a seen that the results are very similar irres-

pective of whether the classification is done by the use of coabined tests or

separate! by the reading or math tests. Thus, we conclude that the results

reportei In Reports CA and S3 are invariant to the particular achievement

classification scheme used.

Ai indicated above, it was also suggested that the classification.of-students:

should have been done separately for reading or math CE services and the appro-

priate reading or math tests should have been used to make the classifications.

Again special analyses were done for this report and the results are shown in

Tables 111-18 and 111-19. The tables show that the percentages of students

classified in the various achievement levels by type of 1 service are almost

identical whether classified in terms 6f the reading test for reading CE or

the math test for math CE or im terms of both tests combined. Of course the

tables also show that there are only about one half as many students classified

as receiving math CE as there are receiving reading CE. The results reported

here are almost identical to those previously renorted in Table 2-2-of Report 119

of the Participation Study.

OUr overall concl.usion is that it makes little difference whether the achieve-

-ameift-scores used to classify students on achievement are reading scores alone,

math scores alone, or both combined. The proportion of students designated

as receiving various CE services in terms of levels of achievement is essen-

tially the same irrespective of the particular achievement measure used.

!'OW ARE STUDENTS SELECTED ,OR CE?

The selection of s :hools to receive CE resources and the selection of students

for CE services is a comple. process and varies considerably from diste 't to

district and from school to school. SES Report *5 explores this problemln--

some detail. It concludes that in selecting L.c.lhools for CE resources, dis-,
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Table III-17. Percentage of Students Receiving Reading and/or Math. CE Se-rvices

by Quartiles on Reading, Math, or Combined Achievement Tests

CE Selection Status
.

7.te

Title I or
Achievement Title I and No CE at No CE at

Level Other CE Other CE Only a CE School Non-CE 'School.
Total

I

Reading Math Both w-ading, Math Both °Reading Math Both Reading Math Both
.

% % ". % % % % % % % % %

Bottom Quartile 31 17 42 10 100%

28 16 46 * - 10 1.00%

32 . 14 42 11 99%

2nd Quartile , 19 13 57 10 99%

20 . 13 57 11 ___ _101%

19 - 11 58 12 100%
If

3rd Quartile 7 9 73 . 11 100%

10 9 ." 70 12 101%.

7 8 70 15 100%

Top Quartile 3 6 79 12 100%

-3 8 79 11 101%

2 6 75 17 100%

.00
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Table rn -18. Percentage of Students Receiving Reading (or Math) CE Services
by Achievement on Reading (or Math) Achievement Testi or Both Tests Combined

c
/

.
. -

Achievement ,

Status t

Reading CE Selection Status

Total

Title I or
Title 1 and
Other-CE Other CE Only

"-No CE at

u CE School
No CE at

Non-CE School

Reading Both
% %

Reading Both
%

, %

Reading Both'
) % %

Reading Both
% ,,- %

One Grade Level
Below

Above One Grade
.L7781 Below

27 28
.

8 7

17 18

4 8 -

I

46 44

72 73

11, 10

12 12

100%
_._

100%

Achievement

Status

t Math CE Selection Status
..

.

-ir
Total

Title L or
Title I and
Other CE

'

Other CE Only

..,

. No CEat
a CE School

......

No CE at a
Non-CE School

Math Both
% 'II .

Math Both
. % %

Math Both
% %

Math Both
% %

One Grade Level
Belot)

Abovi One Grade'
Level Below

..

15 18

.

5 4

r

"13 14

8 7

61 58

-

75 77

11 10

12i -- 12
.

100%

100%

1
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Table 111-19. Percentage of Students Receiving Reading (or Lith) CE Services
by Quartiles on Reading (or Math) Achievement Tests or Both Tests Combined

Reading CE Selection Status .

1

Achievement
Title I or

Status
Title I No CE at No CE at a Total
Other C Other CE Only a CE School Non-CE School

,

_Rpading Bo Reading Buth Reading Both Reading Both

17 '17 46 45 10 10 100%Bottom Quartile 27 28

2nd Quartile 17 16 12 13 61 60 10 11 10011
. ..

3rd Quartile 5 6 8 8 75 75 11 11 100%

Tap Quartile
6

'2 2 5 5 t 81 81 12 12 100%

Math CECUlection Status

Title I or
Achievement Title I and No CE at No CE at_a

Status Other CE Other CE On a CE School Non-CE School
Total

Math Both Math Both Math Both Math Both
% S % S % ,% S %

,

Bottom Quartile 14 16, 13 13 62 61 10 10 100%

`2nd Quartile 9 10 10 69 70 r 11 11 100%

3rd Quartile 4 4 8 ° 8 76 77 12 11 100%

'op Quartile 2 1 7 6 81 81 11 ' 12 '100%

t.
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tricts use a number of criteria and that "the at frequentiy used criteria,

either alone or in combination are: free or reduced-price lunch counts alone

(22 percent), AFDC enrollment alone (15 percent) and free or reduced-price

lunch counts combined with AFDC enrollment (14 ;percent). The remaining 49

percent of the districts repotted using other combinations of criteria with

no single combination being used by more than 6 percent of the districts:"

Once a school receives CE resourceS it has the problem of how to determine
f

which students actually are selected to receive these resources. Again, we
AW

find a number of different methods being used. When sc hool principals were

asked to indicate how CE students were selected they 'indicated the methods

shown in Table 111-20.

It seems that test results and teachers' recommendations are the two most fre-

quently used methods. Membership in targeted groups or parenti' reqUests are

used such less frequently.

Earlier we saw live relationship between poverty and achievement level and

student selection for CE services. We concluded that generally the schools
A

were doing a reasonable job in selecting the educationally needy students for

Noteof CE services. Note that we resort to statements such as "generally"

to describe the success in selecting CE students. It would be desirable to

have a numerical index to describe the relationship between need and selection-=

a Targeting index. If there were such art index it would allow comparisons of .

actual.performancesagainst some numerical standard. It would make it'possible

to compare the success of selection practice betwesh schools, districts, or

other categories of interest, In SES Report 1113 a study is'reported that in-__

vestige-tee this appropriateness of ,p 'number of proposed targeting indexes.

Twenty-five different indexes were examined based oh differeipt assumptions

abouttmhat such an index should MOASUrO. Here we will examine only two of the
r-

possiLlItindexes. The interestedftcoader will want to turn to_the,full report.

- .

All of the indexes are based on the idea that students should be selectee for
, .

CE based on educetional.need. In exploring th, indexes, the levels of achieve-

ment on the CTBS are taken as indicators of edyational Ned. The first index

74
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Table 111-20

Criteria Used by Time I Schools for Selection of CE
lb Participants, and Selection Rates for 'Needy' and 'Non-Needy' Students*

School
Selection

,.,
- f

Criteria
%

Percentage
of 'Needy'
Students v.,
Selected

Percentage of
'Non-Needy'

Students.

Selected

Test results alone
I

51 7

Test results and teacher recommendation , 49 '4

Some combination of test results, teacher
recommendation, volunteer, and/or
parent request 47 3

-

Teacher recommendation alone or combined
With parent request and/or volunteer 49 5

59

Membership in one Or more target groups
only, Or-in combination with test*results 10

Target groups,-test results, and teacher
recommendation . 43

Some combination of target groups, tett_
results, teacher recommendation, volunteer,
and parent request

40 3

All Students in the schilol participate** (29) (3)`

Total 48 5,

*'Needy' and 'Non-Needy' students are defined in terms of teacher's judgment
of student's need for CE

**Some principals reported that all students in their school participate in

' CE programs. However, the records of the Compensatory Education Roster
((ER) do not indicate that all studentsin these school? are selected for
Title I services:

.tt---
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uses the simple idea that the index shoUld be based on the proportion of tu-

dents selicted for CE who fall below some cut-off point in achieVement level.

Thus, a school with all of its CE students below, say, the 50th percentile, and

none of them above it, is presumably doing a better job oeselectiOn than a

school. where only half of the CE students are below the 50th percentile and

half of them are above that level. Table 111-21 show: the actual' istribution

off 36Tla in our sample when the cut-off point is in the 50th percentile. It

also shows the percentage distribution for the 35th perceptile. The 50th per-

centile is based on the idea that Title I regulations suggest that Title I

students should be selected from those in the lower half of the academic

achievement distribution. The 35th pe4entile was chosen because when teachers
.

...

are askel_which students they think'are in need qtr CE services they tend to

select students who fall below the 35th percentile. The table should be read

as follows: for the 50 percentile cut-off it shows that if a school had 1C)

students rece4ving CE reeding services \2mtn\there were 2 percent of the schools

where 60 of the students were below the 50th\percentile and 40 students were

Above the 50thpercentile. Similarly there Are 11 percent of the schools

where out of 100 students, 68 were below the 50th percentile and 32 were above

it.- At the mid - point. in the distribUtion of schools, the typical school

selected reading students in such a limner that-88 percent of the students

selected for CE were in the bottom half on achievement, and 12 percent in the

top half. 'or math the split is 84 percent the bottom half and 16 percent

in the top half. If the cut-off is changed to the 35th percentile then for

the medial school the split is 741percent_of th students below he 35th per

centile in reading and 30 percent above it. Formith the split for the median

school is-62-pettefit below the 35th percentile and 38 percent above it. 'it

will be noticed that schools do a better jC6 of selecting educationally needy

students for reading CE than they do for math CE. It will also be seen that

the apparent success of schools in selecting students to receive CE varies

the cut-off level used; the schools give the appearance of dbing

if the criterion is the 5Qth pOrcentile. This fluctuation in the

of the index is probably not serious if compariiims are made be-

depending on

a beter job

implications

tween schools or districts,-but the fluctuation is desirable if an absolute

mtandard is needed. The most serious problem with this index is that-it con-

e .

4
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Table 111-21

Percentage of Schools Having CE Selectees Who Sco+
Above and Below the 50th and 35th' Percentile -

Percentage of Students Selected for CE: Reading Math
Below 50th Percentile Above 50th Percentile of.20§ Schools % of 161'SChoc

36'

44

52

60

6g

76

84

92

100

ti

1

Below 35th Percent 1e

12

,20

28

36

44

52

sof

68

84

92

100

L

64 0 2

56 1 3

48 2 4

40 2 5

32 11 11

24 12 13

16 24 24

8 33 19

0 15 _-19

Above 65th Percentile

88

80

72

64

56

48

40

32 17, r -

.7018,.

24 ,

!

21, li

16
I 1

, .

17C
/10

8 6 i ;6
i

/

0 1- 9

0

0

2

5

6

3;

13

:

:

.,

1

4

2

4

7

a

16

(,

t.
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siders only the characteristics of the students who Ire selected for CE and

does not consider the characteristics of the students who are not selected.
fi

A school with almost all of its students needing CE would look very good on

the index irrespective of_who they selected, since almbst all of theoi"tudent

selected wcld be below the cut-off point and theta would. be few studeuts mis-

selected. On the other hand asdhool with a smaller proportiriof needy;stU-

dents migbt try to do a very car ful)Ob of selection but would sake some

classification errors and would 1

index should consider the charact

are not selected.
.

An index; address that problem can be basedon the phi coefficient. A phi

coeffici t provides a measure of the degree of relationship in a four-celled

table. chic could make up a fable showing the numbei selected/for CE; the

number not selicted, and whetheor not each studant scored above d: below

relatively poor on the index. A gOod.

istics of both students who are selected.

same defined achievement score. Such a table would look 1

Achieveeent Scores .

Above 35th Percentile Below 35th PI an

Selected 0 35

35 0

..

r

the one below.

Adjusted phi 1.0

The dloser7the rm'ationship between selection for CE and scoring below the

achievelent critorion,.the higher the phi coefficient. Also, when the co-,

-efficient is corrected fOr the marginal splits, tz. will vary from -1.00 to

+1.00, thus givici-an absolute standard. Tabla III-22 shows the adjusted phi

doeffidients for our'schools for reading dnd math. It will be seen that a

few schools do worse than Would be expected by random selectibh, but most of.



Table 111-22

Percentage of Schools By Adjusted Phi Coefficients, Showing Relationship

Between CE Selection and Achievement Scores Dichotomized at the 35th Percentile

Adjusted Phi
Coefficient

Beading
% of Schools

Math
% of Schools

Less than -.22 '0 1

-:22 to 1.13 0 2

-.12 to -.03 . 1 I

-.02 to .02 0 3

.03 to .12 0 3

.13 to .22 6 7

.23 to .32 8 15

.33 to .42 12 9

.43 to .52 22 17 a

',;53 to .62 21 14

.63 to .72 32 6

.73 to .82' 11 7

.83 to .92 .6 4

.92 and above 1 11

9 779



them do better and a few are very good in the quality of their selection. The

median coefficient for reading is .53 and _for math it is .48. It seems-that

for most purposes this Targeting Index is preferable to that based only on the

characteristics of the students selected, although it requires more complex

calculations.

Other indexes can be developed. For example, instead of. dichotomizing the

achievement scores as above or below a certain cut-off, one could use the

achievement scores as- percentijas or as percentile ranks and compute a point-
,

hiserial correlation; This has the advantage of using more of the achievement

information than does the phi coefficient. In Report 113 still other methods

-are Considered andliach hasits advantages and disadvantages. The index to

be preferred depends on the use to be made of it and on tht ability to do com-

plex calculations. The discussion in Report 113includes a table that answers

a Humber ofiquestions for each index. The questions considered are

Is the index easy to calculate?

Does the index consider the actual receipt of services?

Does the index consider only CE students?

Is the indelx based on'ilational or school 'norms'?

Does the Litho: consider all the needy students?

2*.ra t1.e schobls penalized if they provide CE services to all students?

Are the schools penalized if they target CE to selected grades only?

Does the index have a known sampling distribution?

At first blush the development of a targe-ing index would seem like a simple

task but, when seriously considered, it is quite complex. The discussion in

Report 113 should be helpful to anyone trying to develop a targeting index.
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CHAPTER IV. WHAT IS COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

Summary

To describe Compensatory Education we have contrasted the instructional

services received by CE students with those received by regular students

in the same schools. It is clear that there are important differences

in the services received by these two groups ofstudente. Some of the

important differences are:

Title I students receive services costing about $436 more
than the services regular students receive. Most of this
money is spent on teachers, remedial specialists and aides.

Title I students receive considerably more instruction in
reading qnd math than do regular students. But while the
Title I students are receiving this additional reading and
math instruction the regular students are receiving in-

struction in these same and other subjects. Thus it is
not clear that Title I students enjoy a net gain in total
instruction.

Title I students receive their instruction from teachers
who have had somewhat less teaching experience than regular
teachers. However, the special teachers have had somewhat
more coursework and inservice training in teaching methods.

Title I students receive their instruction in somewhat smaller
classes than regular students.

The major difference between Title I instruction and regular
instruction is that Title I students receive less of their
instruction in large groups in regular classrooms and re-
ceive much more instruction in small group settings from
special teachers and aides.

Teachers of Title I studens report using different methods
and practises in teaching Title I students than do the teach-
ers of regular students. In reading, Title I students are
exposed, throughout their elementary grades, to more elemen-
tary or basic reading methods than are regular students, who
receive instruction in more complex materials. In the first
two grades the approaches used in teaching reading are simi-
lar for Title I and regular students, but then they begin
to diverge. By the sixth grade the approaches most frequently
used with Title I student's are least frequently used with
regular students and vice versa.
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Teachers of Title I students report a much higher use of
audiovisual equipment in their instruction than do teach-
ers of regular students.

We have seen who gets CE but we haven't yet said what CE is. There is no simple

explanation-or description of CE; it is an amalgam of many different programs,

practices, and services. In the. Sustaining Effects Study we have two main sources

of.information about what constitutes CE. First, we have information gained from

. questionnaire material completed by teachers, principals, and district personnel.

From this survey material we can determine what services regular and CE students

are reported to receive. Second, we conducted an in-depth study of 55 poverty

schools. At these schools we went into classrooms and observed the instruction

being given to regular and CE students.. We talked to the teachers and principals

about what their prOgrams included. From these site visits we have detailed de-

scriptive narratives of CE programs. In this Intekm Report we aze including

only two short descriptions to give a flavor of the variety of CE programs in

different schools.

School A

Three discrete Title I program components serve identified students in this

fairly-large, 63=year-old urban school. The kindergarten program, which will

not be described here, serves 48 students. The primary grades' Title I Reading

Program serves 144 students in grades 1-3, while the Computer-Assisted Instruc-

tion (CAS) Lab serves 266 students in grades 4-6 in both reading and math

The three primary grades' Title I reading teachers share a single huge room,

where each is scheduled to see six groups of eight students for daily 50-mnuto

sessions. Each has responsibility for teaching students free& single grade,

but their teaching procedures are generally the same, Early in the fall, a

diagnostic test is administered to each pupil. A needs-assessment sheet pro-

filing the student's strengths and weaknesses is developed based on the results

of the diagnostic test. On the basis of the needs-assessment profile, the

teacher develops a separate prescriptive educational plan fsr each child, out-

lining the sequence of skills to be attacked and materials to be used by the

student.
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Students leaVe their homeroom classrooms to attend Title I reading instruction.

Upon arrival at the Title I room, students pick up their work folders_,_which

contain assignments for the week, and start to work independently, calling on

their teachers when they need help. The teachers also provide some small -group

instruction daily, usually to subgroups of three to four students who have com-

mon instructional needs. Skill profiles are kept up to_date as prescriptions

are completed, and the diagnostic test is readministered periodically. The

Title I room is well-supplied with'a wide variety of high- technology equipment

and materials which are called into play in the'various prescriptions. Heavy

use is made of controlled readers, feedback teaching machines, audio tapes, film-

strips, records, instructional kits, and a variety of texts, workbooks, work-

sheets, and dittos.

)rd

The CAI Lab is staffed by one teacher and one aide who oversee students' progress

on the 14-teletype terminals in the lab. The terminals are connected to a mini-

computer, housed in the school, which serves a number of other schools as well.

The provider of the'CAI software also provides a curriculum guide, specifying

for various levels of performance on the CTBS where-students should start in

the math and reading curricula. The curricula cover 14 levels of difficulty,

depeAding upon the students' grade,levels, entry skills, and progress. The

software also provides a "time-out" feature, whereby repeated slow responding is

quickly brought to the attention of the teacher. This was perceived to le very

valuable for keeping the students consistently on -task.

The teacher and aide monitor student work and provide assistance with either

cdRtent or machinery as needed by ..ae students. The teacher or the aide reviews

the summary printed out on the teletype at the end of each student's daily, ap-

proximately 20-minute session. A student who has received 100 percent correct

on the day's drill 'n either subject receives a colorful ribbon award to wear

back to the regul classroom. This is called "The 100 Percent Club." When

the teacher decidei that one or more pupils need additional instruction, help

is provided in on7 of several ways. In most cases, the teacher or the aide will

work individually' with atudents while they are at the terminals. In some cases,

if there are several students having trouble with a particular skill, the lab
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teacher will take a small group into the adjoining room, which is equipped with

a chalkboard and several chairs, and will provide small-croup instruction on

that skill. Or. occasion,- the CAI Lab teacher will also go into the regular

classroom during regular math instruction to give a special lesson to an indiv-

idual or to a group.

4'
School B

+WM

The Title I program serving grades 1-8 in this small rural school consists

basically of two full-time Aides who provide tutorial and small-group instruc-

tion. One aide, who has had one year of college, works primarily with second-

and third-grade students inteading and math, and occasionally in spelling and

penmanship. Due to overcrovding in the school,, she is forced to use about the

last twenty feet at the end oft& hallway as her classroom. The second aide is

a formerteacher who has been a Title I teacher's aide at the school for 15

years. She meets with students from grades 1-8, variously for reading, math,

OP: spelling, social studies, and penmanship, in a, combined office/kitchen/music.

lounge room.

There is fiuctuationAuring the year in terms of which students see the aides

for supplemental instruction. Regular teachers send students in need to the

aides, with a priority being given to those judged to be most needy. One of the

aides estimated that she had served 43 students for at least six weeks, 11 of

whom she had worked with for the entire year. Students who are seen on a reg-

ulir. and long -term basis tend to be those who-generally have difficulty under-

standing new concepts as they are introduced in the regular classroom, and thus

are behind the other children. Other students are sent on an as-needed basis,

when their regular cleproom teacher sees that they are having difficulty with

a particular new concept or skill. In such cases, they may go to the aide for

a few days or a few weeks. Still other children are sent to the aides long

+Mawr to catch up on work they have Kissed during absences from school. For

etudents who attend regularly, the scheduled number of sessions weekly and the

duration of those sessions varies from pupil to pupil or from small group to

small group. Some students see an aide daily, while others go only once 'a week,
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in sessions ranging from 15 to 45-minutes. The aides work with a maximum of

five students in group, and usually with either one or two students at a 'time.

The regular classroom teachers generally tell the aides faj.rly specifically

what skills needr4brk by their:students, with the aides having more or less

latitude in selecting the materials and approach to be used depending upon

their relationships with the particular teachers involve During the 1978 -79
.

school year,_no Title 1-funded equipment or materials were received at this -

school, but audiovisual equipment and instructional kits,received in previous
1-

years are available fot use itly any teachers in the school. Undoubtedly, in part

because of their teaching locations, the aides tend not to Use any of the equip-

ment, and generally bare theii work on whatever texts, workbooks, or worksheets

are being used inthe regular classroom

The two Title I programs described here are in marked contrast, but even more

extreme pictures could have been chosen to highlight the differences in intensity

and content.of the instruction received by studentst, all of whom are labeled

Title I students. Survey techniques tend to lump together students receiving

quite different services, but in terms of the national program, survey data can

live a good summary of the Title I CE program. The material that follows was

collected by questionnaires completed by the district.staff, by school principals

and by teachers and are reported in detail in Report #5.

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION FUNDS--HOW MUCH MONEY IS THERE AND ON,WHAT IS IT SPENT?

There are many different sources of CE funds; there is money from local, state

and federal sources. The amount of these funds varies widely from district to

district and, within a given district, schools vary considerably in the amount

ihd kind of funds they have available. Title I is the largest single source of

CE funding, and we will examine Title I in detail throughout this chapter.

We asked the bujiness managers of the school districts to describe the amount

of Title I funds that was spent for various kinds of services during the 1976-

77 school year. Table IV-1 shows the different services on which Title I funds

are spent for reading, math, and common sevices _not associated with either
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Table IV-1
..., 0

Per-Pupil Expenditures of Title I F4inds*

Reading Math Common Costs

Teachers $23711 $223

Remedial and Curriculum Specialist,
Teaching Assistants and Aides 181 109

Training of Instructional and NOW.'
Instructional Staff_ 11 16

Administrative Services, Planning,_
Evaluation- 30 37

Instructional Supplies (texts, AV aids,
supplies) 26 21

Mew Equipment, Building Alterations, etc. 47 42

Staff and Materials for School PAC, PTA,
etc. $22

Other Costs** 94

*Columns cannot be added since. different schools have,different mixes of
services.

**Other costs include guidance, counseling, health and nutritional services.

'subject. It will be seen that the largest amounts are spent on teachers, cur-

riculum specialist*, teaching assistants and aides. Smaller, but in the aggre-

gate, significant amounts are spent on planning and evaluation, supplies, and

equipment. Important amounts are spent on parent advisory groups, parent-teacher

associations, and the like" Also, funds go to guidance, tounseling, health and

nutritional services. While these figures cannot be added 4p

ditures er pupil, since different schools have different mixes of services,

they represent significant supplementatior *es the regular school expenditures.

For the schools in the SEE sample, the av_ go annual per-pupil regular exPen-

diture was 81,189, and the average Title I per-pupil expenditure was e'out $436
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for Title I students.. The exact amounts for per-pupil expenditures are difficult

to obtain because of different ways of counting the nAmber of students receiving

various services. However, these figures do give an indication of the relative

degree to which Title.I etudlnts receive services over and beyond those given to

regular students. The'$436V4tle I dollars go to pay fOr the various services_

that will be described- throughout this chapter. There can le no doubt that

Title I students receive instructional services different from those received

by regular students.

Whit are these instructional services? In the-itlementary grades they are largely

reading and math instruction. Thus, much of this chapter will be devoted to com-

paring the amount and kind of instruction received by regular and CE, students in

reading and math. The school setting in which CE instruction is given varies

significantly from school to school. Our approach to defining CE is to ask what

services'CE students receive:in contrast to those received by regular students.

Thus, throughout this chapter-we will-be compering the amount of instruction CE

students received with that received-by regular students; we will compare the

kinds of teachers giving instruction to CE students with those giving instruc-

tion to regular students; wl will contrast the instructional approach and tech-

niques used with CE students with those used with regular students.

HOURS OF INSTRUCTION

Generally the number of hours in the school, day is fixed, with CE students and

regular students in a school receiving a similar number of hours, but the amount

of, instruction CE students receive in reading and math is different from the

amount of instruction recsivedby regular students. Figure IV-1 shows the num-

ber of hours. of reading instruction received by three groups of students: Title I

students, regular students in the same sdhools, and students in schools that do)

not h#ve any CE students. The figure shows that in the first and second grades

Title I students and regular students in Title I schools receive essentially the

same amount of reading instruction. However, students in schools not having CE

programs (and thus probably being in more affluent attendance areas and having

somewhat higher-achieving students) are, even in the first and second grades re-

ceiving, and presumably needing, fewer hours of reading instruction. Starting
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in the third gradeand continuing through the sixtA grade, Title I students

receive much more reading instruction than regular studentsim either Title I

or non -CE schools.

Since CE students spend more of their time on reading instruction than regular-

students, are the CE students missing out on other instruction? Figure IV -2

shows the amount of reading- related activities received by Title I and regular

students. Reading-related activities are in addition to oregular reading and

include spelling,'vocahulary study, grammar, and Writing.' Itseems that-the

Title I students spend a little less time in reading-related activities than

regular students, butt the difference is only about a tenth of an hour a week

while the differenCe in reading instruction is as much as 1.8 hours per week.

We asked reading teachers, "When studenti7 are participating in compensatory

reading activities, in what types of activities are their non-participant peenso

involved?" Teachers were asked to check all items that 'applied. The response

from grade to grade tended to be quite similar. A majority checked other read-
_

ing activities, 30 percent checked math activities, about 45 percent checked

, activities related to other subject matter areas, about 30 percent checked

"study time," and about 25 percent checked "student selected activities." About

15-percent chec "visits to the library," about 5 percent indicated physical

education ac vities, and about 2 percent checked "field trips." Thu., while ,

the Cksiiidents get more'readinganstruction, they are missing other instruc-
_----'-

tion. Given the fixid length of the school day, this is almost e andinevi

it means that regular studexits get more instruction in other subje t areas than

CE student's. Reading is basic, and CE students need iiistruefon in reading,
-

t but they pay A price for it in terms of other instru on missed.

Figure rv-3 shows that Title I students r eive much more instruction in math-

than do regular students. On the average, regular students receive about 4.8

hours per week of math instru,sti6n while CE students receive about 5.8 hours

per week; the difference infavor of the CE students starts in the first grade

and continues through the sixth grade. In reading we saw a sharp decrease in

hours. of instruction as grade increased, but in math this is not the case; in

math there is a very slight tendency for hours of instruction to increase from

sto
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the first to the fifth grade and then to drop in the sixth grade. Math teachers

were also asked to indicate what the regular students did during the time when

CE students were receiving additional math instruction. The results are very

similar to those reported for reading. The regular students are involved in

other math activities, reading activities, activities it other subject areas,

general study time, and student - selected activities whi'.e the CE students are

studying additional math.

In summarizing the results for hours of instructional service, it is cl that

CE students receive very significantly more hours of reading and math instruc-

tion than do regular students. But while the CE students are receiving this

additional instruction the regular students are Atten receiving instruction in

these and other subjects. Thus, CE students have a gross gain in reading and

math instruction, but it is questionable whether they have a net instructional

gain when the whole range of curricula is considered.

CLASS SIZF.

CE students receive more instruction in reading and math thantdo regular students,

but is it of the same or a different quality? One metsure of quality is the size

of the class in which the instruction is given. Pim% IV-4 shows the average

class size by grade for Title I students and for regular students in Title I

schools. It will be seen that for both reading and math the size of the class

increases as grade increases. It is also apparent that classes composed of CE

students are smaller than similar classes of regular students. The differences

are not large, but even a difference of one or two students should result in

somewhat more individual attention far the CE students. At the Oementary level

much of the instruction in basic subjects is not given to the whole class but

rather to smaller groups of students. Figuri shows the way in which read-

ing instruction is given in terms of the use of subgroups of the full class. In

the first four grades almost all of the reading instruction takes place in a sub-

group settibg and even in the fifth and sixth grade subgroup instruction is the

predominant mode of imstrmction. The use of subgroups characterizes instruction

for both Title I students and regular students. There is some tendency for the

use of subgroups to decrease as gride increases, and there is a tendency for
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regular students to be more frequently in groups composed of students at similar

levels of achievement than is the case with Title I students.

A figure similar to Figure IV -5 for reading could be presented for math, but the

six_lines_troas_so much that the figure Mild hA ..r. confusing than- illuminating.
_

The interested reader can refer to:Table-4-17,in, Report #5 for detailed figureg.

The general results are that -for math, grouping is used considerably less fre-

quently than it is-in-reading. For Title I students math instruction is given

t in groupi about 70 percent of the time while for regulak students the figure is

about 60 percent.

In summary it can be said that Title -I students receive their instruction in

somewhat smaller classes than regular students. Much of the instruction in

reading is given in subgroups_ rather than to the whole class, and there is a

tendency for Title I students to receive subgroup instruction in groups of stu-

dents of differing achievement levels when compared to regular students. For

math the situation is somewhat different with more of the instruction being whole

class instruction, but when groups are used we again see that the Title I groups

are of differing achievement levels.

WHO TEACHES TITLE I AND REGULAR STUDENTS?

In trying to understand what compensatory education is, we have examined the

amount of instruction received by CE and regular students and found that CE stu-

dents receive more reading and math instruction than regular students. We have

also found that CE students receive their instruction in slightly smaller classes

than regular students. We now examine whether or not Title I students and reg-

ular students receive the instruction from similar or different teachers.

Table IV -2 shows a number of characteristics associated with teachers in various

clpssroom settings.

In our sample of schools about a tenth of the teachers were in non-CE schools.

Among the reading teachers in CE schools 17 percent teach only CE students, 60

percent teach both CE and non -CE students, and 23 percent teach non-CE students.

The corresponding figures for math teachers are 11 percent, 43 percent, and 46
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Table IV-2

Aveiage Experience and Training of Teachers

Percentage of Teachers Who
Were:

Percentage of Teachers in CE
Schools Who Were:

Number of Years Teaching in
Any School

Number of Years Teaching in
Current School

H ighest Gained College Degree*

Amber of College Courses in
-Teaching Reading

MUmber of Hours of Insorvice
Reading Training

Math

Percentage of Teachers Who
Were:

Percentage of Teachers in CZ
Schools Who Were:

Number of Years Teaching in
Any School -

Number of Years Teaching in
Current School

Highest Gained College Degree

Number of College Courses in
Teaching Math

Htmber'of Hours of Inservice
Math Training

Teaching
Teaching Both CE
qply CE

rStUdints Students

15

17

10.3

6.1

2.6

1.9

14.3

10

11

9.3

5.8

2.5

.9

8.2

1

Teaching
Onl No
Students in
CZ School

Teaching
-Only Non-CE'

Students in
NeinCE School

54

60

21

23

11

11.2 11.0 11.9

6.8 6.6 6.6

2.4 2.5. 2.5

1.3 1.1 \ 1.2

12.0 10.2 10.9

38 40 12

43 46. .110M.

10.8 11.5 11.9

6.6 7.1 6.7

2.4. 2.5 2.5

.7 .5 .6

9.0 5.5 4.9

*1 less torn 4 yea= of college, 2 - bachelor's degree, 3 se 5-year preparation,
master's degree, or 6 years specialist degree, 4 doctor's degree.
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percent. Thus, we flee that in reading in CE schools most teachers teach both

CE and non-CE students, while roughly a fifth teach only CE students and another

fifth teach only regular students. In math the situation'is somewhat different.

There are somewhat fewer math teachers in CE schools who teach only CE students,

but there is a considerably higher percentage of math teachers who teach only

non-CE students.

For both reading and math, those teachers yho teach only CE students have had

less total teaching experience and less teaching experience at their current

schools. However,-those who teach only CE students have Slightly more college

education, have more college courses in teaching, and somewhat more inter-vice

training than other teachers. Presumably such training should make these teach-

ers more effective. On the other hand, the regular teachers have had more teach-

insexiDerience, which should make them more effective. In Report #10 the one

teacher characteristic which seems to be associated with greater student achieve-
/

ment was the amount of teaching experience of the teacher. Thus, to the extent

that Title I students are receiving their instruction fres less experienced teach-

ers, and our evidence suggests this is the case, they may be at some disadvantage

relative to regular students.

IN WHAT INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING DO TITLE I AND REGULAR STUDENTS RECEIVE INSTRUCTION?

As already indicated instruction can be given in many different settings. It can

be given to the whole class in the regular classroom by the regular teacher, or

it can be given in small groups by a special teacher, or in a special room by a

special teacher, and any number of other combinations. Four times a year we

had teachers complete a Student Participation and Attendance Record which, for

each student, gave us a report on the setting in which the student received in-

struction. From this record we can compare the setting in which Title I students

and regular students in Title I schools received instruction. Figure IV-6 shows,

by grade, the hours of instruction for Title I and regular students in the reg-.

ular whole classroom setting by the regular teacher.- It.will be seen that Title I

students receive considerably less instruction in reading in this setting. Fig-

ure IV-7 shows the same thing for math instruction with the same results. Fig-

ures IV -8 and IV-9 show the amount of instruction in reading and math with the
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411

regular teacher when the class is broken down into smaller groups. For reading,

both Title I and regular students receive about equal amounts of instruction in

this setting, but for math, the Title I students receive considerably more in-

struction f-,m the regular teacher in small groups than do the regular students.

Figure); IV-10 and III-11,show the amount of reading and math instruction given,,by

special teachers and aides (usually in a small group setting) for Title I and

regular students. It will be noted that the Title I students receive much more

instruction in these settings than do regular students. Figures IV-12

and IV-13 show the amount of instruction where the student is working alone with-

out the immedftte assistance of a teacher-or aide. It will be noted that regular

students engage in considerably more of this kind of learning than do Title I

students. This should be to the advantage of the Title I students since they

should learn more when being actively taught rather than when working by them-

selves.

Whave included so many graphs on this subject because we think it presents

one of the most important instructional distinctions betweenTitas-I anyirsgmler

students. It should be remembered that all of these students come from the same

Title I schools. The graphs show clearly that in both reading and math Title I

students receive less instruction from the regular teachers in whole classroom

settings and that Title I students spend much lees time working on their own with

workbooks, dittoed sheets, etc. But the most significant difference is that, in

contrast to regular students, Title I students receive euch,more instruction from

specialteachers and aides in small group settings. The Title I dollars largely

gp to buy this difference in instructional personnel and setting, a setting that

should be favorable to learning. (In Chaptcrifwe will see whether this is in-

deed the case.)

ARE TNN TYPE AND CONTENT OF INSTRUCTION =mum FOR TITLE I STUDENTS?

We have seen that the services given Title I students and regular students differ_

in terms of total hours of instruction, site of Classes, experience of the teach-

ers, and the setting in which instruction is given. We will now examine the-in-

structiobal prace.cei used by teachers to see if. the way instruction is given

Milers between-Title I students and regular students in the same schools.
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Teachers were asked a series of questions about how they gave instruction in

reading and math. Teachers were asked, "TO what extent are the following aspects

of your reading (or math) instruction basically the same for all or"most of your

students?" They could mark "basically the same for most of the students" or

"tends to vary among students." Table IV-3 shows the percentage of students

whose teachers reported that instruction varied in a number of areas. In con-

trasting TitlenI students and regular students we see that there were a number

of areas where instruction varied more for Title I students than for regular

students: the amount of time spent in instruction tended to be more variable

Table IV-3

Percentage of Students Whose Teachers Report That Instruction
Varies Among Title I and Regular Students in Title I Schools

Type of Instruction:

Reading_ Math

Title I
Students

Regular
Students_

Title I
Students

Regular
Students

Total Time in Subject 32 29 32 23

Instructional Objectives 62 54 50 37

Sequence of Activities 56 48 46 34

Expected Rate of Progress 91 92 89 85

Teaching Method 72 69 64 . 54

Types of Instructional-
Materials 68 52 56 44

4.

Content of Instruction:

Based on Approved
Curriculum 33 43 32 46

Based on tested needs
assessment 19 11 22 10

Both approved curriculum
and needs 48 46 45 43,
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for Title I students, particularly in math; the instructional objectives tended

to be more variable for Title I students; the sequence of activities was more

variable, again particularly in math, as were the teaching methods and the types

of- instructional materials. Most teachers of both Title I students aLd regular

students expected the students to sl,ow equal amounts/of variation in their -cites

of progress. In terms of the content of instruction there was considerable vari-

ability. There was considerably less use of-an approved curriculum for Title I

students than for-regular students. In the case of Title I students there was

a considerably more frequent use of a curriculum devised in terms of a test-

based needs- assessment rather than on the standard approved curriculum. As grade

increased there was much less use of the approved curriculum for Title I students

and much,greater resort to instructional material based on a needs - assessment.

Table IV -3 shows that there is a noticeably greater effort to individualize the

type and content of instruction for Title I students than there isfor regular

students. ,Nany believe this should be a positive factor leading to greater

learning.

ARE THE READING AND MATH ACTIVITIES or TITLE I STMEMTS DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF
REGULAR SIMMS?

As we p

teachers

used that

ceives.

in a varie

activities

5) to

ees we are examining in finer detail the actual activities that the

tn teaching their students. It is the actual instructional process

terminas the intellectual content or material that the student re-

chins were asked to describe the frequency with which they smgaged

of instructional activities.:'There were twelve different reading

ck the teachers described as being used "very frequently" (scored

or almost never" (scored 1).. The teachers responded on a five-

II

point scale.

The followi

their use

tended to

dents. .The

activities were used with great frequency in the first grade, and

es$ively declined through the sixth grade. Also, these activities

used\more frequently with Title I students than with regular

activities were:

Identi ing aiid practicing letter-sound correspondence

Identif ing and writing letters or groups of letters
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Blending sounds letters stand for to form words

Learning and practicing sight words

Reading texts orally

These are' all basic activities and are ones students start with in the first

grade, where these activities were rated about 4.5 on a five-point stale. While,

these activities decrease with grade they are still being used "sodcetimes" id

the sixth grade, but they are being used considerably more frequently with Title I

students than with regular students.

Similarly there was a group of activities that was used relatively infrequently

in the first grade, but its use increased in the higher grades.' These activi-

ties were:

Dividing words into syllables

Answering comprehension questions on timed reading-

Using reference materials such as dictionariesrand encyclopedias

These are more complex activities than those in the previous list. There is

some tendency for regular students to engage in these activities more frequently

than Title I students, as might be expected since the regular students are

achieving at a higher level than the Title I students. Finally there was A

group of activities that showed no increasing or decreasing trend with grade.

The following two activities were engaged in frequently in the first grade and

throughout'the elementary grades:

Using4context clues to gain meaning

Answering questions on comprehension

The following activity was low in the first grade and then at the "sometimes"

level in the remaining grades:

Reading and writing stories created by self or other students

In summary, there are a number of different processes used in teaching reading.

Basic processes are used very frequently in the lower grades but are used with



decreasing frequency as grade progresses. However, Title I students at the

higher grades continue to be instructed through the use of more of these activ-

ities than do regular students. fore complicated reading processes are used

infrequently in the lower grades and more frequently in the higher grades.

There is-a slight tendency for Title I students to be instructed in these activ-.

ities less frequently than regular students.

Since learning to read is such an important part of a child's education, we

gathered extensive data on teachers' practices in teaching reading. We wanted

to see if teachers used different practices in teaching Title I students from

those they used with regUlar'students. We have just seen that there are signif-

icant differences in the activities that are most frequently used. We went fur-

ther and attempted to see within these activities if there were particular

approaches that were favored by teachers teaching Title I children. For each

approach teachers were asked to indicate whether the approach was "used as a

major approach,' which was scored 3; was "used as a secondary approach," and

was scored 2; or was "not used," and scored 1. Listed below are approaches

that increase with increasing grade and which are also used more frequently

with-Title-1---etudente-gThe-approaches are listed in the order of the difference

in their use for Title I and regular students.

1. An approach that uses a modified alphabet system which either augments

or marks the regular alphabet so that it corresponds more closely to

the sounds of the language.

2. A self-instructional approach that uses a series that presents material

in 'frames' containing small-bits of information to which the children

are asked to'respond. Immediate confirmation as to the carrectness of

their answer. is given in the text.

3. An approach in which children select their own reading materials, such

as library-type books, and receive instruction Primarily through

teacher-child conferences.

4. An approach that uses a reading series and/or library-type books to

teach forms of literature and literary appreciation.



5. An approach in which childien read their own writings. These 'stories'

-6.

porovide the material an which reading instruction is based.

An approach that includes reeding in the content fields, such as science

and social studies; teaching of study skills, such as how to use tables

of content, indices, graphs, dictionaries, encyclopedias, etc., and how

to organize materials into outlines, summaries, and reports.

There was only one approach that was used more frequently in the first few grades

and was then used less frequently as (Ade increased. This approach was also

one which was used by teachers of Title I students such less frequently than

with regular students.

7. An approach that uses a graded reading series. containing a vocabulary

based upon words that occur frequently in the language. New words are

introduced by sight and by a phonic analysis presenting the letter-

sound relationship of consonants before that-of vowels.

.

There were two approaches that were used as frequently in the hither grades as

in the lower grades, but these approaches were used significantly more frequently

with Title I students than with regular students.

8. An approach that uses a graded reading series containing a vocabulary

based primarily upon words that are regularly spelled. The most com-

mon patterns, those containing short vowels, appear first, a typical

sentence in an early reader being: Nat is a fat cat. Gradually, more

complicated, less frequent patterns are introduced. New words are

learned by analysis, of spelling patterns or by sounding and blending.

9. An approach that urea a graded reading 'Cies containing vocabulary

_ -

that rapidly introducer the letter-sound rel.-hi:Unship. of all the

.sounds in the language. Long and short vowels are introduced at the

onset. New words are learned by sounding and blending.

Finally, there was one approach which differed by- having one- -trend for-Title I

students and a different one for regular students. This approach was used 10.th

equal frequency for both groups in the first grade, increased with frequency of
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use in the second grade and for regular students continued to increase to the

sixth grade. But with Title I students its use decreased after the second ;rade

and was lower in the sixth grade than it had been in the first grade.

10. An approach that uses a readin; series and/or other books to teach

both litaral comprehension-and understanding of implied meanings in

the text.

The previous results have been presented interns of changes in frequency of

use of the various approaches as grade changes and in terms of the size of the

differences in use with Title I and regular students. This presentation may

give a wrong impression regarding the frequency of use of the various approaches.

The frequency of use varies greatly from-tinfirst grade to the sixth. In the

first grade thasmoriiiiiiiaairal;dro be used with Title I students as with

regular students, but the differences increase with grade. The following list

gives the rank order of rhe fropency of use of the approaches for Title I and

regular students in the first grade. The approach listed first is the most-

used approach while the last one is least used. (In the list the number is

the one used in the text above to identify the description of each approach

while the short sentence is a capsuled statement cl the major characteristics

of the approach.)-

Title I Students in thenrst Grade

7. Graded sight phonic analysis

9. 'Graded letter-sound relationships . 10.

10. Literal and implied comprehension 9.

Regular Students in the First Grade-

7. Graded sight _phoniaanalysis

Literal and implied comprehension

Graded letter-wand relationships

8. Graded spelling, sounding/blending_ 8. _Gradmi--spellinguling/blending

_ 4literary-fro* and appreciation 4. "Literary forms and appreciation

S. Students read own writing . 5._ Students- read ownth2g

1. Modified alphabet 11. studenti select own materials

3. Students select own materials 2. Self instruction with reinforcement

6, Reading in content_ fields-- Cr. Reading-in-Content fields

2. -Self instruction with reinforcement 1. Modified alphabet --A
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As the list shows, the frequency with which the approaches are used is about

the same for Title I students and regular students in the first grade. Phcinics,

letter-sound relationships, and comprehension are the three most frequently used

approaches for both groups in the first grade. Among the least frequently used

approaches are modified alphabet, reading in content field, and self instruction.

Those who are strong advocates of phonics should be pleased to see that it is

the most frequently lised_nproach_for-Title-1--studennd regular students in

the first grade. But what happens as grade increases? The following list shows

the rank order of the same approaches for students in the sixth grade.

Title I Students in the Sixth Grade

1. Modified alphabet

2. Self instruction with reinforcement

5. Students read own writing

3. Students select own materials

4. Literary forms and appreciation

6. Reading in content fields

8. Graded spelling, sounding/blending

9. Graded letter-sound relationships

7. Graded sight phonic analysis

10. _Literal and implied comprehension

Regular Students, in the Sixth Grade

10. Literal and implied comprehension

6. Reading in content fields

4. Literary forms and appreciation

7./ Graded sight phonic analysis

3. Students select own materials

9. Graded letter-sound relationships

8. Graded spelling, sounding/blending

2. Self instruction with reinforcement

rem own writing

1. Modified alphabet

In this list for the sixth grade the contrast between the approaches used for

Title I students and regular students is striking. The first three approaches

used with Title I students are the 1 Ale used with regular sixth grade

students. The three a oaches with regular students are the last-

thtee approaches used with -Title t students. It seems that the most-used ap-

proaches with regular students in the sixth grade are advanced approaches, that

is, they assume a masteL/ of elementary reading and emphasize comprehension,

literary form and content field-reading.---lhe-first three approaches with Title

students are different: Students who are having reading difficulty are exposed

to approaches emphasizing modified alphabet, self instruction, and reading their

own writing. And this is no fluke"of the data. The list for the fifth grade iq

almost identical, with the first three items for the fifth grade being the same
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onee-as-for-the-aixth grade for both Title I students and regular students. It

seems that Title I students are much more frequently taught by special teachers

and aides and are assigned to self instruction and the reading of their or

writing in the higher grades. As researchers we are not reading specialists,

but this ordering of approachei may not be the best. We believe it would be

useful for these data to be explored in depth by reading specialists to see if,

in their judgment, the proper approach is being taken to teaching reading to

Title I students in the higher grades.

In summarizing this material on the practices used in teaching reading it is

clear that both the activities engaged in and the approaches used vary consid-

erably with grade. Some practices are used more frequently as grade increases,

others are used less frequently, and some retain about the same frequency. For

many of the teaching practices there are clear differences in the activities

and approaches used with Title I students and with regular students, and this

varies with grade. Some of the practices used with title I students in the

higher grades do not have intuitive appeal and should be studied in detail by

reading specialists to see if the best approaches -are used with Title I students.

For math the trends are not as strong as they are in reading. The activities

that are used relatively frequently in the lower grades and less frequently in

the higher grades are in the order of their frequency of uses

Learning about number sentences

Learning about sets

---I,Verting symbols

Working with math games

Working with physical models

To those of us who were in elementary School a number of years ago this is a

surprising list. That learning about number sentences and about sets should be

high in the first grades and then decrease does not fit our expectations. The

activities which are low in the first grades and increase as grade increases

are, again in order of most 1100:
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Reviewing computational skills

Learning about number theory

Learning about measurement

Learning properties and axioms

Again speaking as laymen in math instructional theory, it seems:appropriate,that

amputational Skills should be emphasized in the early grades, but it is Bur-

gritting that it increases up to the-sixth grade. It is surprising that number

theory is emphasized early.

Activities which are flat-and ordered from high to low use

Learning about fundamental operations

Learning math vocabulary

Learning geometric concepts

Learning about structure of number systems

arts

ona fival activity, solving word problems, starts with a low frequency in the

first grade, then increases through the second, third and fourth grades, and

then decreases. There are small differences between Title I and regular-stu-

dents in terms of the activities used in their math instruction. 'Relative to

regular students, Title I students-redeive more "learning about the structure of

number systems," "working w _ith math games," "working with physical models,"-and

"learning about sets." While these differences are not large, it surpAses us

that. they are emphasized with Title I students.

DO TEACHERS USE MATERIALS_ EQUIPMENT DIFFERENTLY WITH TITLE I AND REGULAR
_STUDENTSF-

In teaching reading and math, teachers use a number of different approaches to

teaching. They all rise some kinds of materials and equipment. Among the mate-

rials used by teachers are regular texts, supplemental_ readers, 'free reading'

IN books, reference books, workbooks, dittos, programmed texts, games, puzzles,

geoboards, and many others. We compared the use mf these materials for regular-

achieving students and low achievers and,found some differences although all

these materials were used with all kinds of students. There wasa slightly
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Smaller use of texts with loW-achieving students and a slightly Larger use of

programmed materials. As a general rule it seemed that the low-achieving stu-

dents were given more instruction with materials that were obtained in addition

to the regular text material. The same tendency was definitely the case with

equipment such as sound projectors, individual viewing equipmentrtaperecordSrs,

listening anters,'special reading machines, study carrels, etc: Title I stu-

-Ndents receive =eh more instruction through the use of equipment than do regular

students as is shown in Figure IV-14. If such use df equipment is effective, _

Title I students should certainly show achievement improvements.

What is compensatory education? There is no sinr'ls thing that can be called

compensatory education. It is a whole series of things which are diffeent'in

the education of Cl students than would have been the case if they had been reg-

ular students. The instruction of Title I students differs from regular students'

in the following reePectss

Title I students receive services costing about $436 more-then the
services regular-abrade/its 'receive. host of this money is spent on
teachers, remedial specialists and aides.

Title-I students receive considerably more instruction in reading
and math than do regular students. But while the Title I students
are receiving this additional reading and math instruction the reg-
ular students are receiving instruction in these sass and other
subjects. Thus, it is not clear that Title I students enjoy a net
gain in total instruction.

Title I etudeetCreceive their instruction from teaches"? who have
-hed-someWhii less teaching experience than regular teachers. How-
ever, the speciat teachers have had somewhat more coursework and
inservice training in teaching methods.

\

Title I students receive their instruction 41 somewhat smaller
classes than. regular students.- ' N%

The major eifference between Title I instruction and regular'irk.
struction is that Title I students receive less of their instruction
in a large group in the regular claisroom and receive much more,
instruction-in.a small group setting from special teacher. and

Teachers of Title I students report using diffskent methods and
practices iftleaching Title I students than do the teachers of
regular students. In reading, Title I students are exposed,
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throughout their elementary grades, to more elementary or basic read-
ing methods than are regular students, who receive instruction in more

complex materials. In the first two grades the approaches used in
teaching reading are similar for Title I and regular students, but

than they begin to diverge. By the sixth grade the approaches most
frequently used with Title I students are least frequently used with
regular students and vice versa.

Teachers of Title I students report a much higher use of audiovisual
equipment in their instruction than do teachers of regular students.

4

Our, results shbw that there are clear and significant differences in the instruc-
4

*Ion received by Title student& and regular students. In the next chapter we

will see whether there is evidence that these differences lead_to.greater

achievement.
1
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CHAPTER V. HOW EFFEtTIVE IS-COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

Summary

This chapter is concerned with the amount of achievement growth

resulting from "Sag I services. Pirst, a hypothetical example'

is given to illustraus the problem invlved informing proper

comparison groups, and also to show the wail students changein

CE status from year to yen'. The &Towle will aid in understand-.

ing the major results. The results arS presented by comparing

the rate of growth of Title I students with the rate of growth

of Regular Needy students and Regular students. The results

show:

In reading, in grades 1, 2, ate 3, Title I students
grow at a faster rate than'aimilar Regular Needy
students. In grades 4, 5, and 6, the Title I eft.-
dents grow at the 80018 rate 'e Regular needystz
dents.

In math, for all grades from 2 thru 8, Title I stu-
dents grow at a faster rate than similar Regular
Needy students.

rat:, I student; usually grow at a rite that is
si.mitar to the rate of growth of Regular students.
Nevertheless, the gap between Titles I students and
Regular students widens as grade increases. It is
shown that this increasing achievement gap is to a
considerable extent artifactual.

School., principal, and teacher characteristicstics (as well as

instructional practices) associated with achievement growth were

examined. it was found talc:

Greater experience in teaching is related to-higher
student growth in both reading and math.

The amount of regular instruction and tutor /indepen-
dent work shows some positive, but modest, effects
on achievement growth. In contrast, the amount of.'
instruction by special teachers 'or instruction in

very small groups does not often contribute to the ex-
planer'im.ofachievement growth, and when these do
negative relationships are observed.
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in both reading and math, the disruption ofinstruc-

tion to be an unfavorable condition for learn-
ing in the upper grades but not in the earlier grades.

Frequency of feedback on student progress sometimes
relates positively to reading and math achievement
growth.

In reading only, a teacher's effort in planning and
evaluation show a positive relationship to achieve-
ment growth in some grades.

Ws have now examined tha questions of yho receives compensatory education and

ithat'constitates compensatory edrct.ion.: We will now explore the evidence on

the effectiveness of CE. But before,We do so we should ask how we will judge

at's effectiveness. What do vie expectCE to achieve? Students receiving CE

are doing so either because tests Shaw that their levels of achie4ement are/

low or because teachers judge that their,parformances are low and they would

benefit from CI services..-Bow much do we expect thee to benefit? Some would

say-that if their perforeanCes improve at all then 'the cost of CE is justified.

This is an absolute criterion in the sense that we are simply aping for some

improvement over the student's previous level of performance. But they will

grow in achievement even without CE, sdee *ally require that CE result in

an improvement greater' than would have been achieved had the students not had

CE,, But how do we till how much the student would have improved withott CE?

Ws need.some kind of a comparison standard. With the use of a compar46

standard theludqient of improvemiht has changed. from a requirement pi absolute

Change to a relative change.'' What is an'eppropriate comparison grotp? Some

will say that they would like CB students to improve enough to equal th per-

formance of their peers, vesumAbly meaning the average Performance of the non-r

CI students,in the bchool or class. his is probably an unrealistic expecta-

tion:./same individual students may sake such gains but notithe average of.all

the CE students. .°

Another comparison group sight be made up of students who are similar to the

"Wants receiving CI in initial performance scores and home background. In

this 'case-wit ask that those students receiving CE for a period of time show
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performance scores which are superior to the comparison group of similar stu-

dents who have not received CE. Many wt _Id be encouraged if we could simply

show some improvement relative to the comparison group even if it were_not

large. In theory it would be possible to form such comparison groups and after

students have received CE services for a year or two to determine how much the

CE students have benefited. In practice this is a very difficult thing to do.

It will be worthwhile to.understand why this is the case.

The first problem is onec'bfdefinition. In this chapter and in several

that follow we will be presenting data on the relative performances of groups

of students that we call 'Regular Students,' 'Regular Needy Students ' and

'Title I Students.' By Title.I etudents we mean those students who are re-

ported by, their schools to be "detigilated to receive" Title I services. The

amount of services varies frog student to student as does the nature of the`

services, but, as we saw in Chapter IV, these students as a grows do in fact

receive more hours of reading and math instruction in a different context than

other students in the same sck As. By Regular Needy students we mean Stu-

dents who are not receiving CE services but are judged by their teachers to

^eed Much services; in,other words, they are receivii only regular instruction

4wen ..hough they have an educationalmeed for additional services. By Regular

students we mean the remaining students in:a school or class who are receiving

pular instructioq It would seem that these groups of students'are'fairly

clearly defined. " They are at any one period of time, but when one eider;

the progress oIa student through several school years, the student may, from

time to tile; belong to,all three groups. For elcample, a student might be a

regular student in grade 1 and do rather poorly. In grade 2 the student might

be judged as in need -of CE bu: not receive any CE services because;there are

insufficient resources available for this particular student. In'grade 3 the

*Except for the Regular students. In some comparisons Regular students 'are
all the students in a school exctipt for the CE students. At other times
Regular students are the students remaining after the CE students and Regulil
Needy students are subtracted.. The text will make clear which definition 4s
,being used. Another group of students, not considered in this chapter, are
'students receiving other than Title I CE services.
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student may still be educationally needy, there may be resources available,

and the'student may become a Title I student. Thus, irk three years this stu-

dent has been a Regular student, a Regular Needy student, and a Title I student.

Or consider the ,tudent who performs at the 25th percentile on a test at the

beginning of the first grade and is,designated a Title I student. Because of

Title I services this student's performance improlies, and in the spring he

scores at the 35th percentile: Next year in the-second grade there are'mapi

needy students below the 35th percentile so the student is 'promoted out of

Title I. The student is itilllsoma needy but not among the most needy and

thus is no longer a Title I student. It is easy to.follow the changing classi-

fication of individual students, but in an evaluation of the effectiveness -of'

CE we are dealing with thousnAs of students in each classification and the-

change of students from one category to Another makes the formation of com-

parison groups extremely difficult.

A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

In this chapter, and in later ones, we wil be presenting tables And_graphs

to shoe the relative achievement gains of different groups of students. To

help in understanding the meaning of these graphs andstables, and to illus-

trate-how they have been derived, we present a hypothetical illustration.

In the 'Example School,' during-the first year, r.here was only a single third

grade class consisting of eight students. Table V-1 showS these eight stu-

de4s and their fall percentile scores on an achievement- test. Based on these
o

Achievement scores the school classified the eight students as follows: A, B",

C and D were classified as Regular students because they sccred above the 50th

per Attile and:were n4t in need of CZ services. Students Z and r, who had

scores of 35 and 30, were judged by their teacher to be in need of CZ but

since-the School has only enough resources for two Title i students, students

E and P were classified as Angular Needy students. Students G and H, who had

the lowest achievement scores of 25 and 15I, were selected to receive Title I

services.

An achievement test was given again in:the spring,to the grade 3 students and

the four Regular'studothe still pergormed well with some improving slightly :
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Table V-1

Percentile Scores for Students in Example School
Grade 3

Fall . Spring
Student Classification- Percentile Score Percentile Score

A Regular 85 , 80 ,

B Regular 75
-..

C Regular 70

D Regular 65

E . Regular Needy 35

Regular Needy 30

G Title I 25

H

Class Average

Regular Average

Title I

Regular Neidy.Average

Regular & Regular Needy Average

Title I Average

Iiiormrdrumrrimwrrormr.

15

50

74

75

75

65

25

20

35

25

50

74

32 23

60

/

20;

57

30

and some performing somewhat less well. But the two Regular Needy students,

11 and F, performed less wellIthan they did in the fall and now heve the lOwest

scores of the whole class. The Title I students, G and H, profited from their

Title I services and registered gains, gains that placed them above E and F,

the two Regular Needy stbdonts.

All of the students were promo-Oh to the fourth grade and-Table V-2 shows the

results for both iears. At the.beginning of the year the teacher v faced:
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Table V-2

/7
Percentile Scores for Studants in Example School-

Grades 3 and 4'

Grads 3 Grade 4

Student Classification
Fall For-
centile Score-

Spring Per-
centile Score Classification

F Per-
tile Score

Spring Per -

centile Score

A Regular 85 .410 Regular ;SO 80
4

--
. -,

B Regular 75.

.,

75
_. ,-----

,--
Regular 75 7-5

C Regular r 70 _ iii_75._____--- ------ Regular 75 70

0 Regular i 65 65 Regular 65 60

A Regular Melody 35 25 Title I 25 30

r Regular'Needy 30 20 Title I 20 25

G Title I 25 :35 Regular Needy 35 35

li Title I 15 25 Regular Needy 25

Class Average 50 50
,

50 50

Regular Average 74 74 ___ 74 !, 71

Regular Nardi Average 32
.4

23 30 30

Regular A Regular Needy Average ; 60
.

57 ) 59 58

Title I Average ,.;,

,

21 30 22 27
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with a difficult decision.. The Title I students, G and H, had clearly profited

from their Title I services and were no longer the neediest students in tlso

class. But if their services Were taken. way what would happen to their per-,

formances? On the other hand, the two Regular Needy students, E and F, cleeriy

needed Title I Cervices-and were now performing less well than the Title I stu-

_dents. What o do? Facing the realities of limited funds, the two TitleI

studentshad their services taken away and in the ourth grade were classified

as Regular Needy students. The two formerly Re ar Needyetudents, E and-F,

now became Title I students. The last column of Table V-2- shows the performance

scores at the end of the fourth grade. It will be,eeen that the Regular stu-

dents generidly maintained their-previous positions and the new Title I:students

improved relative to their previous position. The previous Title /Students,:

,G and H, who became Regular Needy students -in -the fourth grade, maintained

their 'relative position and did-not-fall back as a result; 'Of losIng-,Titie I

services.
(

All of this is shown graphically in Figure V-.1. Here it is important to note,

the relative slopes of the lines. During grade 3 all groups of students

:improved their performances, but the Title -1 students improved at a consider-

ably faster rate than the Regular Needy students and.at a slightly faster rate,

thah the Regular atudedts. During grate al all-groupe continued their *pray(

ments,yith the new Title I students; improving at a faiter.rate than the now

Regulai Needy students and at about the-same rate as the Regular students.
as,

While this example is hypothetical, it corresponds reasonably well with the

actual findings to be presented. In fact, Title I students do tend to do some-

what better than a comparison group tomposed of Regular Needy students. Also,

there, is considerable change in status from one year to the next. Of those

students receiving Titli,I serviCes during,a particular school year, about ,

40 percent will not receive Title I services the next year, and those who do

not receive thei because they were 'promoted out will continue to perform at

the now - higher level that caused them to lose Title I services.
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figure V-1. Gains in Vertical Scale Scores for Esamplit school
Giades 3 and 4 (Hypothetical Data) /
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ARE 'IF- ,..H/EVENENT GAINS FOR TITLE I STUDENTS?_,/

//

At the time of writing this Interim Report, the analysis showing the amount of
,,,- _1,-------

achievement gains for Title I- students_bas been completed for the first year
____--------

data... Latex, there will be a reportbas-on three years of longitudinal
-- . .-

growth data. Report410,,Student Educational Development During the School

Year-end the Effects of Compensatory-Education, is in precis and will be pub-

lished in early 1981. It is a lengthy, and Complete description of educational

growth during one school year and is also a description of efforts to find

those educational practices that lead to achievement growth; this Interim

Report only a few of the most significant highlights will be presentee ce

the results in Report 410 are quite consistent, independent of the particular

technique used in atalyzing the data.

The basic results are shown in Figures V-2,/V-3, V-4, and V-5, The first'-'two

figures show the.resulis for reading, withlthe first figure showing the results

fogrades 1, 2, and 3 and the'second figure showing the results for grades

4,5, and 6. We have chosen to use two graphs to show the results in each

subject because it_makes the presittationless complicated. (We could have

shown the results for.sikAillerent--groups_of studenti, but the number of

lines crossing and occupying nearly the same *Pace would haye confused the

picture.) Thus, each graph shows the results for Regular students * (in Title I

schools), for Title I students (in these same Title I schools) and for Regular

Needy students,in schooli not having CE. The choiceOf this lett group as the

comgarison grOup,is' somewhat arbitrary. _We could have chosen Regular Needy :

stUdenti in the .litle I schools, but there are two drawbacks to using this com-

parison group.' In the first place, these students are needy, but the school

authorities haVe decided that they are not as needy as those chosen for Title-I

services, and thus they differ from the Title I students. In the second place,

there is the problem of the "spillover effect" which might contribute to all

students in Title ,I schools but particularly the Regular Needy students. This

is the problem that the instruction in Title I schools may affect all the stu-
,

*These Regular students include the NegrZaar Needy-students in the Title I
schools.

1
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dents in the school, not just the Title I students. An examination of Report

:#10 will show that the results for either comparison group leadto the same

dbncIusion.

An inspection of the 'figures shows the results of the analysis, but such a

._prisentation is not adequate for those who require statistical tests. First,

it should be mentioned that the backup rniebers for these figures will be found

in Tables 84-1 and B4 -.3 of Report 410. The approximate number of students in

each grade for Reguler, Title I, and Regular Needy groups in reading are,

respectively, 6,400, 2,600, and 600. In math the approximate number of:Stu-
).-

dents is 7,500, 1,500 and 1,150. The exact numbers differ from grade to grade.------

The larger numbers of Regular and Regular Needy students in math is causcd by

the smaller number of,Title I math students. The main point of the above is

to stress that each data point-is based on a large number of students and thus

is quite stable.

- .

V-2 shows that for reading the Title I students in grades"1, 2, And 3

at a somewhat faster nits than the comparison group of Regular Needy

uden!e --. All groups of students had educational growth during- the .

year. .-In each grade the Regular students started out a higher levels and

ended th\school year at higher-le4els. Ingrades.1 and:2 the Regular stu-4

dents grew\t slightly faster rates -thp-. either the Title I or the Regular
_

Needy students., In ihe third grade the Title studenti grew at slightly

faster retort:hen the'Regulet.students. In each of the' three grades the

Titls'I studente\gre* at rates which were higher than those of the comparison
4

group of, Regular Needy students. NI conclude that in reading for the first

three gradesAtudente4eceisiag Title_lssrvicee shOw improvements that are

greater thavwculd hail been the case if they had not receiVed these Title I

services. "At the same bare the amounts of improvement are:not,great enough

to narrow the 'achievement gap' -between the Title I students and the Regular

students. In fact, the gakil is becoming larger.

Figure V-3 shows similar data' for reading in grades'4, 5, and 6. For these

grades there &hot seem to bevheneficial effects from Title ; services.
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SOURCE: REPORT IQ, TABLES 84-1 AND 84-3 (DRAFT)

1.1 111 2.1

GRADE

18 3.1 38

-

Figure V -2..'__ReadingArertical Scale Scores for Title I, /Regular Needy,
. and Regular Students,in Grades 1, 2 and 3
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SOURCE: REPORT 10, TABLES 54-1 AND 54-3 (DRAFT)

500

4.1 IA 5.1 5.1 6.1 SE

GRACE

.

Pi e V-3. Reading Vertical Sc.gle Sc9ree for Title 1, Regular Needy,
and Regular Students in Godes 4, 5 and 6
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1

However, the rates of growth for all three groups appear to *--theCame-. In
_

spite of this Apparently ituivalent growth rate-the gap between the Regular

students and tae other studs is continues to grow. 'This growth in the achieve-

sent gap is something-of an artifact since the composition of the three groups

keeps changing from year to year, as it marin-a-cross-sectional comparison.

The betteiTitle I students and better Regular Needy students keep being pro-

mated out of the bottom groups all their adhievement.scores improve. In any,

grade, at the beginning of any yeerrAafter the first grade), the Regular group

is composed of the relatively high' 'coring Regular students plus the better, ,

scoring Title I and Regular Needy students tram the, previous' year. At the

same time the ReguJirgroup loses its poorest scor

and Regular Needy groups, whn have in turn lost the

this replaced by poorer scoring students: Thus, it

in crosipsectional data the gap between Regular arAL itle I or Regular Needy

students appears to widen as grade increases. Another contributi$g factor i*

that the absolute number o Title I students decreases as grads increase*

with the result that the av rage achievement 14Vel of Title I student' in the -

higher grades is lower relative tohat in the-,earlier grades. -This.ie:true

because the most needy students are being selected and slime fewer are selected

in the higher grades they are relatively lower scoring. In summary, for read-t

ing Title I seems to be somewhat *Monty' in grades 1, 2, and 3, but not

effective in grades 4, 5, and 6.

students to the Title I

better students and had

s almost inevitable that

figures V0.4 and V -5 shaw the results for math. The results here are more

positive than they awe for reading. They show that for all grades the Title I

students improve at/a faster rate than the.-Rdiguisr Needy students. fiiaiber-

more, the Title I students in math improve at faster rates than the Regular

students while the Regular Needy students change atsslower rates than the

Regular-students. It seems quite clear that Title.I is effective in math and

/considerably more so than in reading.

.
Oa

An explanation for this ma- be the difference in the way reading and math are .

learned by students. Reading is learned in school bUt also in a number of

other settings. There are opportunities to learn reading at home from



450

400

350

SOUCER REPORT 10, TABLES 84-1 ANO 84-3 (DRAFT)
. r

1

...r. NEEDY
RIGULAR

1.1 12 2.1
GRADE

3.8

liTgure V-4. Math Vertical Scale Scores for Title I, Regular Needy,
and Regular Students in Grades 1, 2 and 3
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sources, such

and paCkages,

Tchool anti m

as comic books, regular

and also away from home

other social_settings.

I

4

books, _:newspapers, instructions on toys
es,

on potters, advertisements, in Sunday

On the other hand, the ,opportunity to

learnmatn is much more limited. Outside-the School there is some opportunity

to learn math in changing money, -n sports in keeping score, etc. but such

math 'is quite simple and genisrally does not increase in complexity with the

increasing age of the student. Thus, the school is the main place where Math

is learned, and it seems apparent that the additional services provided by

Title I to math studehts result in increasing their levels of achievement.

The four figures showing graphs Of achievement change give the basic results,

but the technical reader will want to refer to Report #10 for the detailed

statistical, analysis. In describing the methods used in analyzing the data,

Ming-mei Wang, the author of Report #10 says:

"Five types, of 'evaluation models. are employed that are related to
the Models required by the Education DePartment for use by grantees
in evaluating and reporting On their 1°04'1 Title I projects
(45 C?R, Parts 116 and 116a.) The. large SES samples provide us
a unique opportunity to apply a variety of methods that require
different Subsets of data to address the same questi,n. Briefly,

the norm-referenced analyses are iiariations of Model A (norm-
referenced design)-. The analyses of variance (ANOVA) with dif-
ferent layouts and different measures of growth, and the analyses
of"covariance (ANCOVA),using different analysis groups and ad-,
justed for unreliabilities of the coverlet& (pretest score) are
designed to address the cases-of Model B\(control-group desigh).
Thecomparison,of gain* conditional on pr test Acores is a devia-
tit= of Model C (special regression design) Additionally, the
comparison, with expected growth represent i land of Models B-
and C where regression-based prediction model are employed to
mimic the performance of a control group that i like the treat-
ment group in pretest scores and othez- relevant acteristics.
The analysis of each design further encompasses a c ss of sub-
analyses, All the analyses are devised to complement\qns another
so that pitfalls in.One may be avoided in another. In the end,
we hope that the integrated findings from these different`,
approaches will approximate an accurate evaluation."

The different analyses mentioned above were carried out and are contained in

Report #10, They essentially confirm one another and indicate the statistical

__soundness of the conclusions previously stated, namely that Title I does have
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a positive effect for reading 3.n the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd qrades and in all

grades for math.

WHAT EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH TITLE I EFFECTIVENESS?

We have shown thlit Title I is effective,in increasing the performance of lo-

achieving students. We would like to,14 able to'shOw that certain-educational

practices, principal and teacher characteristics, and methods of classroom

organization are related to this effectiveness, so that the useful ones could

be more Widely adopted. Therefore, we explored a number of these variables.

We investigated the relationi4ip of the following to increased achievement:

Instructional services such as the number of hours of instruc-

tion and the costs,Of-that instruction. ?Aso, such factors as

the amount of instruction received from regular instructors,

special instructors, tutors, or throu4h individual instructional

materials.

Student background variables such as-economic status, white/

minority status,:and mother's education./

The type of school and instructional settiro, That is, whether

the school was a Title I s 1, an Other CE school, or a non-

CE school. Alsok, whether Ithe instruction was-given in the

whole classroor setting, in small groups, or through individual

-instruction.

Characteristics of the instructional personnel such as years

of teaching experience, amount of college training, amount of

in- service training, and attitude ::,oistard the school program.

Characteristics of the educational emrironment such as the

school's minority concentration, school's CE concentration,

district's control of instruction, principal's instructional

leadership, amount of classroom disturbances, etc.
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A

4, ;Characteristics of educational practices such as: the;imount

of effort devotea to planning and-evaluation, use of lesson

plans, frequency of feedback,, amount of homework, individuali-

zation of Instruction, and. 'use ofiudiovisual aids.

The possibly effectiveness of these variables was explored by a number of

differentlichniques such as regression analysis and causal modeling'

orally the results were disappointing in the sense 4412t there were no strong

relationships between any of these variabl(Wand increases in achievement. i =

There were some relationships that seemed to be significant but they were not

strong. The most noteworthy findings were:

Greater experience in teaching is related to higher student

growth in both reading ancVmath.

:4 _The amount-of-regular7initruction and tUtor/independent work

Shows some positive, but modest, effects on achievement growth.

In contrast, amount of instruction by special teadhers or in

very small groupe'does not often contribute to the explanation

of achievement growth, and whin it'does, a negatift relation-
ship -is obeerved;,

In both reading and math, disruption of instruction tends to

be.an-unfavorable condition for learning in the upper grades

but not in the earlier gradii.

Frequency of feedback on a etudent's progress sometimes, re-

lates positively to reading and-Math achievement growth.

In reading only, a teaOherie effort- in Plaening and evaluation

ibexes a positive relationship to achievement growth.in,some

grades.

In summarizing this er it Can be said that there is evidence that Title I

services are-positivelx, atad *o achievement growth in reading in the 'first,

three grades and that tt& e I services are positively related tp-zachievement

growth in math in all grades. -7rmat-disemssed,"revare rime educational

1.361
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practices that are positively trelated to achievement growth. 4articularly

noteworthy:is the fact:that students who receive instruction from more ex-

, perienced teachers prbfit more than'those receiving instruction from less

experienced teachers Also, instruction in the regular classroom setting seems

to be a positive factor as does receiving. instruction in a setting without

disruption.

From a practical point of view,the implications of thebe findings are that

'Title I services should be increased so that they are available to all needy
/-:

students. Since only About half of'all.needy students are how receiving:Title I

services this would require ayiery large increase in the amount of Title I fur+

irg. A political judgment is required as to whether the- amount ofgain-is

'sufficient to iUstify this increased:funding, but it is clear thr _.very large
, -

inub of children "Who could profit from Title I services is not receiving
,-..:,-

I.;than. ,,,-

,,-, ,

,,, , I

The findings also suggest that educationally needy students should be the toineW

to receiVe:insteiction.fromi"the most experienced teachers in a regular cleet;.

room setting. At present this-tends not to be the case. Title Iiitudente

tend to receive their instruction from less experienced teachers and not in :

the regular classroom. These are matters that could be corrected at the lobal
6

district and4Chool level.

These findings are based on the analysis= of the first year data.- We are now

analyzing the data from three longitudinal years. When these analyses are

finished we will be able tc refine and expand the results reported in this`

; 0chapter.

- -
-
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-.. CHAPTER VI. HOW COST-EFFECTIVE. IS COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

;
,

In aprograma it i8 usually assumed that as the cost of the re-

801.42°068 increases, there dill be a' corresponding increase in the
--... : ' ...

Th
,

. ;growth of student achievement. is aesumption is basic to most

federal educationprograms. To test this ailemptiOn, -a "resource-

.

cost" model was developed thatelowed us to examine the relation- -

-:-

ship between instructional costs and achievement growth. The re-

sults were that:
,..,

. .

Were is no gemonetrated relationship between the
Costs of the instruction itudents receive and changes
in academic-achievement..

t

..,

If has consequently been rue&tat this finding be lined
..

by the fact that the leatt abl4S- etudents receive the most costly
,

services, and ,they are also the ones that are least Fikell to
----

improve academically. Thu idea was tested and it tas fund

that:

e The cost of instructionar-seririces received by the
least able students is higher than the cost of in-
struction for more able students.

While Aie-finding offers some explanation for the lack of re-

lation b#tween instructional cost and achievement growth, it. is

not a sufficient explanation. -In view of the importance of these

findings, it is suggested that an independent analysis of our re-

source-Cost data be underiaken to confirm the results, or to

develop a more appropridte methodology.

INTRODUCTION

It seems reasonable that as more andmorkresourees-Ife-iiiii-aviiiable for the
1

of_lowabh&tifirittidentS., the achievement of the students should

increase. One of the assumptions underlying federal funding of educational

\I 157
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programs is that poor school districts are not able to marshall, enough local
\

resources to provide the extra services that should help low - achieving stu-

dents to improve their performances. We attemted_totest this broad Assump==

tion-by investigating the relationship between the amount and costs of re-

sources consumed and consequent changeain student achievement. The finding

is that thersia_norpetiti-ve relationship' between the totalcost of the person-

nel and-other resources useCininstruction and growth .n achievement. Since

this finiiing is"contrary to conventional wisdom, as well as the assumption under-

lying Title I and ashy other social programs, it- deserves to be. scrutinized

,.

L.

-,,

THE RESCiIRCE-COST. MODEL .
_ z

1

Early studies of-cost.=effectiveness were usually based on obtaining the total

expenditures involved,in a CE program and dividing them by the number of par-

ticipating students. This gives a pee -pupil cost, but there are many reasons

why this approach gives untrustworthy results. 4report 47 dismisses these

reasons, which include: the assumptionrthet all students in a project receive

th* use seriices,,the vastly different amounts of money that actually are

used for instructional purposes even thous- the per-pupil expenditures are

thi same (due:to different amounts that are taken soff;thel-toie for such

things as adminietriition, building user capital expndituree, and staff timin-
,

ing)_, and iariationX-in costs for simillir'services between difgerent regiont

-r the country.

In in attempt to overcome the limitations-of the *boys approach., researchers

Mare recently developed e " resource -co$t" model based on 414 idea of applying

aetandard-COICW11111ch-servime-actssaklz received by. students. This bottom-

up approach, as contrasted with the top-dopproach, starts w4h a teacher!s

report of how much inetruction each student ree*ived. :The teacher indicate*

for each student the amount of reading instruction-(OrAlattrins on) re-

ceived, and the situation or context in which the instruction was given; that

is, whither the instruction was given in the classroom by th regular

team special teacher, in a small group an aide,

140
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or in some other instructional setting. The teacher also reports the in-

structional materials andequipment

,r

-Standard prices were developed for each element of instruction 'given under the >

varionS conditions descrihedabove. These prices are uniform for All studente

under similar-conditions and thus ignore actual variations in teacher salaries

from one region of the country to another. The basic assumptionis that a

teadher with a-certain amount of education and teaching___experience is doing

as, effective a job in one job location ass in another. Iikeigise, itis assumed

that similar instruction al materials and equipment have:the same effectiveness,

irrespective of-their actual coat,. -Thils, by using this tifpe-olLthinking_for-
mulated in a resource-cost model' a uniform, common metric was developed and

used to cost-the instruction receiv by each student.; (This metric did hot

include administrative costs, building-costs, and Cher overhead time, which,

while real, were believed not to have a direct iipact on instruction.) The

reeOurce-cost model is described-in detail in Reports #6 and #7, .which also

cit e relevant literature regarding the model and alternative methods of ma-
)

suring cost - effectiveness:'

2VE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INSTRUCTI6iAL COSTS AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT GROWT H

Figtre VI-1 shows the 'relationship between reading program costs and student

achievement'growth* for students:, and,Figure VI -2- shove this relation-

ship for educationally needy students in non-CE schools. Overall, the results

show, that there is no significant positive relationship betweenthese-twO

variables. ,'For some grades there-seems to-he a slight positive relationship

but it is,COuntered by other grades with slight negative relationahips. In_

Report 7, detailed statistical tests are reported and th- conclusion

is that there-are few statietically'signifiant tre and, Wheilethey are

significant, they tend to be negative. (Th g tiVe correlationbeens that

ant receives the less the achievement

made by the student.) The authors of Report #7 say:

g

*The figures show percentage gain in student achievement during the school
year: percentage gain equals raw gain divided by the pretest score times 100.
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*Ourresults have
comparisons among
in cost -effectiven
paksd to conclude
independent effect
coefficients that
frequently'
andereliftendis

Taking these resul
creased utilizati
to diminish
that we observed
eight be able tO f
'coat are inertias-

aelieve such cri
models that speoif
\but the evidencei

n-nondecisive in the sense that none 'of our
roups of students reveal meaningful differences
si. On the other hand, we are not quite pre-'
t the level of resoRrce utilization has no

on outcome. Though *Mall, the raw regression
served as our indices of cost-effectiveness

twojuld three tiles their standard errors,.
urbing110 negative.

at face value, one might conclude that in- /

Of resoursea has a nuisance effect that tenda'i,
across nest Of the range of prOgrem cost

out- sample. It this were truly the case, we
a critical cost below which the returns to"

and abovevhich their are decreasing. We
points shoUld haver been revealed by our

edcost j.n both first and second order terms,
s,not decisive one way or the other."

r

\ It can also be-argned, t the reason for the slightly negat.iire relationships
is due to ihefact that e, resources ire given to4the more'needi students

t is argued that the mo needy students will have more difficulty in-iMprov-

ing their levels of achi velment -than less needy students and the negative

relationshiplound'is de 'nod by the nature of the 3tnd, receiving the

more costly services ra than the ineffectivenase of the increase in ser-

vices. Figures VI...3 and VI-4 show the rela,iOnshipL between fall readin?

achievement scores and the cost of reading services received by the students.

It will be seen that the 1ower-achievAng students do receive more costly ser-
vices than higher...achieving students. While the relationships are not strong

they are at least lizeflaghto support the idea thee he negative relation-

ship between cost az4, achlevemant-ii_a function of the achievanmetlevel-of,0
. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,), _P. 4,' ' '''.. '.' . . ,

, I ,'"-"tralitudentis 1 ng .served.', The 'authors of Report #7 sayli -'-/

the same reasoning obtains here ai in the area of.healtik

care. That is, grieviously ill patient* consume's:ore Costly
and intensive medical darn; yet the. returns to such medical
care, as measured in success rates, (cures), are probably lower
than those encountered with less Seriously ill patients who re-
ceive less costly or intensivntraatment. In effect, then, the
same non-equivalence among treatment groups exists in terms of
. allocating services."
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While it is possible to offer explanations for the negative relationship, it

is still important to ask why a fairly strong positive relationship was not

found in groups of students homogeneous in achievement level. The idea that

increasing the fundi73, and thus services to needy students, will lead to

increased achievement is so pervasive and fundamental to federally-funded pro-

grams that these findings must be most carefully examined for faulty analysis.

One way of checking the possibility that the results are due to a f. Ilty

resource-cost model is to undertake the same analyses using total hours of._

instruction received by the student (instead of estimates of costs of the;re-

soUrces devoted-to thin instruction), ___The-use -of hours of instruction received

is indep!Tident-of-iiiCost.iiodel_and in a sense is more basic thar a cost-
.

affectivf.. ss analysis. Yet the results are the same as those found. with the

resource-cost model. The authors say:

'"We are confident that our cost metric .is not at fault. For ex-
ample one might question their use in models with a single cost
varable, since this assumes equal returns irrespective of the
ways in which resources are deployed. We believe we have addressed
this question in the analyses where '.lie data are blocked by pro-
gram configuration, and total co6t i; disaggregated into ten pro-
gram component costs. Another potsibility in that the utilization
of resources has beneficial effects, but the benefits do not advance
as rapidly as do the costs. We have addressed that question by
substituting program component hours for program component costs
in some of our trials; we still obtained negative regression co-
efficients for the individualized-instruction components and the
special- teacher- instruction components. Therefore, the cause for
the negative relationships is not in the cost metric alone."

The resource-cost model used has been cAticized by some researchers as faulty.

They say that tht. model does not take into consideration local economies that

astute school superintendents may be able to achieve, and that it also improperly

lumps together regional variations in costs. In our view these criticisms are

irrelevan to the study of cost-effectiveness on a national level. Neverthe -

less, the importance of the relationship between the costs of services received

and gains in achievement-is such that we recommend that an independent analysis

of the SES cost-effectiveness data be undertaken. It may be that there are

some underlying logical flaws in the way the analysis was done, although we

doubt this to be the case since the methodology was developed at one of the
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most prestigic-a organizations in the cost-benefits analysis field. '-,,:t is

possible that an overall analysis in which all r-udents are lumped together

may mask relationships that would be found at the individual schoOl level.

When we have the results from our in-depth study of 55 high-poveyty schools we

will have more information on this subject. But based on the pr

;
sent results

t
we believe an independent analysis would be Worthwhile either confirm the

result° reported here or to clarify hat methodological problemi if such analy-

ses.
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CHAPTER VII.WHAT HAPPENS TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENTS WHEN THEIR
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION SERVICES ARE DISC T1 ED?

Sumndry

'"his chapter examines the frequency of termination of CE services
.

and the change in achievement growth that results when CE services

are terminated. The resul4 show that:

There is considerable turnover prom wear among
the students receiving CE . About 4C percent
of the students r ng Title* I in a given year will
not be rqgoiving it in the fa/owing year. The turn-
over is-higher in other CE programs.

There are three reasons for this turnover. About 60
percent of the CE students who are discontinued are
'promoted out' because their achievement increased
enough to'no longer place them a 47 the most needy;
15 percent were promoted to grades which no longer
had CE services, and 25 percent were in schools that
Last CE funding in the second year (but this was not
common for Title I students).

When the instructional services received by the stu-
dents who had Lost CE were examined, it was found
that the services of these former CE students had
reverted to the same Services as received by Regular
students.

During the year when CE services had been discontinued,
the students who had been 'promoted out' continued to
perform at higher levels and did n "t seem to'revert
to lower achievement levels.

INTRODUCTION

The discontinuation of CE services became, an important educational issue when it

was reported (GAO, 1975) that districts and schools differently interpreted the

Title I requirement to serve the most educationally deprived students. Under one

interpretation, as lone as the student is among the educationally de ved-whed------

_ entering the program, that student is tAl_be-retelneduntil reaching an age-

--___appropriate achievement leVel. Under another interpretation, a student has to

remain among the most educationally deprived to' be retuned in the program;
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otherwise, the Student is replaced by a student who is more educationally de-

prived. Under a third interpretation a student is retained in the program even

after reaching an age-appropriate level, in the belief that the extension of

services is necassa to maintain achievement growth. Based on these GAO find-

ings and on recommendations from states, districts, and the USOE, bearing both.

._ on student needs for stable programs and institutional needs for educationally

somoiguidlin!!, Congress clarified the_law-fEdUdition AmouSiments-of 1978).

The amended law-ersphasiees:-tMt-Title I funds muM be used to meet the needs of

;
students in greatest educational need, but it pro ides an exemption (among sev-

eral) for students who were determined to be in greatest need in a previous year

but no longer are, even though they are still educationally deprived. In effect,

the amendmektews_schools and districts to maintain Title I services for stu-

dents who qualified in the previous fear, so that students are not caught in a

"revolving door" of alternating receiptictandiat.isgs.____

But the GAO findings were based on lass than representative data and the recom-

mendations from other sources tended to be based on impressions and anecdotal

examples. In thoi Sustaining Effects Study it was possible to study the problem

in detail and determine whether or not it was a serious problem. Three questions

were studied:

1. What is the incidence of the discontinuation of CE services?

2. What educational services do students receive after their CE services

are discontinued?

3. What happens to the achievement 1--_ls of students when their CE ser-

vices are discontinued?,

Data were available for the 1976-7' and the 1977-78 school years. Data from the

1977-78 school year were more reliable because we had positive records of each

s.....ient's status in the previous school year. For the 1976-77 school year the

students' statuses were repOrted as teachers remembered them and were thus subject

to some error. The two data bases were analyzed separately and tend to support

each other. Therefore, only the results from the 1977-78 school year will be

reported here and are given in detail in Report #11.
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WHAT IS THE INCIDENCE OF THE DISCONTINUATION OF CE SERVICES?

Three reasons for the discontinuation of CE services were available for study:
-------

first, discontinuation because the student had- reached an-Achievement level that

no longer qualified the student for CE services; second, discontinuation because

a CE student was promoted to a grade which did not have CE services; and third,
_-

the student-1mA in a school Suring the second year that lost funding in the

second ;ear even though it had funding in the previous year. About 60 percent

of the students no longer receiving CE services had them discontinued because

they ware no longer qualified due to high achievement; 15 percent were no longer

sslected for CE because they were promoted CO grades in which there was no CE

program, and 25 percent were discontinued from CE because their schools lost CE

funding (although this was not common for Title I students).

--There are two ways of looking at the,data. On the one hand we can ask what

percentage of all the students in the school have their services discontinued;

the o we can be concerned about the percentage of students in a par-

ticular CE p,....tiarrhortre_aervices stopped. Table VII-1 sbows---the-dita both

ways. When viewed from the perspective the students in the school, the

problem does not seem particularly large. Depending on the CE program involved

and the subject matter, the percentages vary, but about 5 percent of all the

students have CE programs discontinued. The more important figures are the pro-,

portion of CE students who have CE services discontinued. For Title I about 40

percent of the students receiving Title I services in one year will not receive

Title I serv. as the next year. For both other federal programs and state/local

programs, the turnover is considerably' arger than in the Title I prOgram. For

Title the students losfng Title I services are mostly students who no longer

qualify because their acdemic achievements place them above other more needy

students. For the other fedf it and the state/local programs there is-g much

stronger tendency for the schools to lose funding or to have the studenta-pxo-

moted to a grade without that category of funding.

(
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Table VII -1

Percentaje of Students whose CE Was Discontinued, by Reason

for Discontinuation, CE Funding Source, and Subject Matter

Former Title I students no longer
qualified

Former Title I students but school
lost funding

Former Title I students but pro
noted to non-Title I grade

Title I students in both Year 1
and Year 2

Mew Title I *indents in Year 2

Not Title I Jtudanimer
Year 1 or Isar 2

Other Federal=

of All Students
of Title

Students in Year 1

ilea Math Math

6 4 34 32

0 1 0 7

1 0 5 4

12 7 61 57

10 8

72 80

of_OtherEa.laral_
of All Students CE Students in Year 1

Former Other Federal CE students
no longer qualified 1

Former Other Federal CE :students
but school lost funding 2 \

'termer Other Federal CE students
but_p_moted-to-grada without-- 1 N.-- 1

Other federal funds

Other Federal CE students in both
Year, 1 and Year 2 1 1

New Other Federal CE students in Year 2 2 1

Not Other Federal CE students in either
Year 1 or Year 2 93 96

21

41

20

19

170
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(Table VII-1 Cont'd)

State and Local CE 4t of All Students
"s of State /Local -

CE Students in Year 1

former State /Local CE students no

18longer qualifi'd

'former State/Loc!1 CE students but
school lost ding

former State/Local CE students but
promoted to class without State/Local
funds

4

1

2

1

36

7

32

16

State/Local CE students in both Year 1
and Year 2 4 2 35 34

New State/Local CE students in Year 2 7 6 --
Not State/Local CE students in Year 1 --------

__----

or Year 2 83

Table VII-1 clearly demonstrates t there is considerable turnover among CE

students. But is there ence that there really is a difference in achieve-
,

ment levels betwe se whose CE is discontinued and those who continue in the

CE program? able VII-2 shows the average Comprehensive'Tests of Basic Skills

achi nt percentiles for the different students in terns of their statuses in

ear 2. The CTBS scores are for the spring of the first year because that peri-'

od represents the time when achievement information would be 'mailable for de- -

cisions about assignment to the ensuing year's classes. The table shows that

the regular students are slightly above the mean in achievement while all cate-

gories of previous and present CE students are considerably below the mean.

Students who have had their CE services discontinued for one reason or another

fall considerably below the regular students but considerably above those who

continue in the CE programs from the previous year. Those continuing in the

program-have achievement means in the 25th percentile range, while tnose whose

services-have been discontinued tend to be in tfie 35th percentile range. Thus

it is apparent that those whose CE is discontinued are those who are _performing

relatively well and that those who are retained in theproams are still per-

forming poorly. These figures indicate that_CE-adMinistrators are behaving

appropriately in deciding which students to retain in tire program and which ones
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Table VII -2

Average CTSS Percentile Scores Over All Grades by Transition Category,

(Percentile Scores for Spring of Year 1, Transition Categories for Year 2)

Transition Category Mean CTBS Percentiles

Deeding nth

etpdents 55 51'

Discontinued from CE in Year 2:

Due to high edsievement_ 34

35

Because school lost funding 34

CE Students;

Continuidg in program from Year 1 22 26

Started CZ in Tear 2 32 33

to 'promote out.' At the same time we should not forget-that those who were

'promoted out' were not doihg as *ill as thecregular st4dents.

Clearly for CE students there is a large turnover, with many students receiving

CE services in one year and then having them discontinued the next year. How

serious is this One way of looking at it is to say that it is not serious at

all. If in the second year the student is clearly not as needy as other sin-,

dents,. then the other students sboultkreceive the services and, with limited

funds, the lessoeducationally needy sibgant.should be dropped from the program:

But, if in the process the student whose 'services were discontinued drops

and agaLaibiee the lost needy ranker then a\gisservice has been done the student

and*,havviAievolvAng-dbor process_in_which:4 a student is successful he is

resOved.from the program to fall back because.the services have been with-

drawn: But-this my a conceptual problem; what:really happens to students

who have been promoted out because they no longer qualify?
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AFTER TERMINATION OF CE

The regulations for Title I, by far the largest of the CE programs, specify

that CE services are to supplement rather than supplant regUlar instruction.

Because the number of hours in the school day is usually not increased for CE

students, the CE program usually consists of different instruction which is of

greater intensity or higher quality than that for regular students, as we noted

in Chapter IV. Or the CE program may emphasize instruction in reading and math,

at the expense of other subjects being taught to the regular students. When a

student's CE services are discontinued, we would expect that the hours and costs

of reading and math instruction would revert to approximately that of regular

students. Is this actually the case?

Table VII-3 shows the hours and--doSts of reading and math instruction averaged

over all grades by student category. The table shows that the number of hours

and costs of instruction for continuing CE students are considerably higher than
4

they are for regular students. The corresponding figures for students whose CE

has been terminated are quite close to those for the regular stlidents. There are

wide,variations in the services offered from grade to grade.in reading, however,

Table VII -3

Average Roues and Costs of Instruction by Student Transition Category

Transition Cateum Reading

Cost* Hours

Math

Hours Cost*

-Regular students 239 250 175 -135

Discontinued from CE in Year 2;

Due to high achievement 246 280 174 151

Due to promotion to non-CE 225 266 169 144

cause school lost funding 244 288 171 154

Continuing CE students 258 426 206 305
o

*Standard resource dollars
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so the average figures do not give the whole picture. Figure VII-1 shows the

cross-sectional costs of instruction by grade. Again, we see for reading the

marked decrease in the cost of reading instruction as grade increases,'and we

. also see the much higher costs of the reading services offered to CE students.

There seals to be a i

/
ght tendency for discontinued students to receive more

costly services thin gular students, but they are qoarly differentiated from

the continuing CE students. A similar figure for math would show the same pic-

ture as that for reading, eAgept that Math instruction costs are relatively con-
.

stant across grades. From this material it is clear that when students are tbr-
,

minated from CZ-they really do stop 7-scecving the services they would have been
.

receiving if their CE status had not chenged. When one looks at the nature of

this change, it becomes apparent that the discontinued students are getting

their instruction from regular teachers Father than from special teachers in

small groups. This may not necessarily be bad. We have already seen that reg-

ular teachers tend to be associated with superior instructional results. What

in fact happens to the discontinued students? Do their achievement levels drop

as a, result of the lack of more costly and intensive services?

ACEIEVEMENT AFTER TERMINAT/ON OF CE

We now know that there are many students who are terminated from CE programs for

a number of reasons, but high on the listil termination because-they are achiey-

ing at a level that is relatively high. We also know that.if a CE student is

terminated, then the new instructional program takes oa the characteristics of

the program for regular students in contrast ,to the more costly program offered

to CELstudents. The question now is whether the terminated CE students retain

their relatively high levels of achievement or Whether they revert to previous
0

lower levels. There are two ways of looking at this question. One way is to
4

determine the relative achievement status of the students at the end of the next

instructional year to see iithfrpstill-are achieving at relatively high levels.'

The other Islay 0 addressing the question is to look at rates of growth during

the subeequoit 1 year to see if they remain at the levels they were while

the itudentslw a receiving CE. loth approaches will be examined. Table VII -4
e-

gives the'percentile achievement levels for students in thetpring of the second

year. This table is for Title I stud4nts. Similar data are available for other
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SOURCE: REPORT 11, TABLE 2-1 (DRAFT)
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Table VII -4

______Average_Reading and Math Percentiles for 'Spring of
the Year After CE Students Were Discontinued

Catargory

Segulaz students

Continuing Title I students

Students Discontinued from Title Is

Due to thigh achievemont

Due to promotion to 'class
without Title I

\

Because schoo1\19st funding

Secular students

Centinuing Title I students

StOdectu Discontinued from Title Is

Due to high achievement

us to promotion to class
without Title I

Because school lost funding.

Grade

2

Reading

3' 4 5 6

61 -63 65 60 58

24 26 17 23 17

.6 42 37 28 30

41, 34 30 32

OP

math

AMP

a

59 56 59- 58

33 . 23 25 / 22 31

I 41 41 37 33 35

48. 48 30 22 24

1

I 39 45 30 38 36

federal programs and forstatejlocal programs, and the interested reader can

refer to SW Report 811 where it will be seen that the results are similar+ to

those for Title . The table shows,ifor both reading and math, that the regular

students are a sieving in the spring of the second year at levels considerably

above the average. Those Title I 'Wants whose CE program continued during

the second year are still performing at quite low levels. However, those students
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who had been Title I studentst aad-whose services were discontinued due to their

higher achievement continued to"perfori at levels which, while not equal to the,

'regular' students, are much higher than for those students who continued in-

Title I. It certainly appears tharthose students who had their services di

contianed did not drop back to the general level of Title I students.
1 a

The second way of examining the question of whether the, discontinued stud nt.s

have continued to grow at rates similar to rates while they w're CE stud nts

is to examine growth curves. The general idea is to determine the rate of growth
s.

Of the student during the year in which the student received CE and then to cor-'

pare that growth Fate with the growth rate in the next year when the student did

not receive C. This is a:somewhat complex and inexact comparison due to several

factors. ..rst, we know that the measured rate of growth decreases for each suc-

cessively higher grade and thus the second year's growth should be somewhat less

than the first year's rate. Away to get'around this difficulty-is to form com-

parison groups aria see if tht growth of those whose CE services were discontinued

is similar to the growth of those whose-Services were continued (or a similar com-

parison can be made with regular students). The problems with this method ate

that students of different achievement levels grow at different rates, and regr s-

sion-to-the-mean effects are different, depending on achievement level. While

bearing t.lase prdblems in mind, we attempted to compare growth rates. The gener

method is to determine the growth that took place in the first year and frrim that

growth to predict the growth that should take place in the' second year. Then the

actual growth in the second year-iscompared with the predicted growth in the

second year. The. difference betwedihe predicted growth and the actual growth

is-called the difference score. If the student ,rew more than was prediCted then

there is a positive difference score, and if the student grew less than predicted

there is a negative difference.scort.

Table VII-5 shows the difference scores during-the second year for students who

had been Title I students in Year 1 but those services were discontinued in Year 2.

Similar scores are shown for 'regular students, and for students who received

Title I services in both Year 1 and Year 2. (Similar results were obtained for

the other funding categoriei and can be examined in Report #11.) Regular student&
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Table VII -5

Average Difference Scores in Reading and Math for Year 2

(Vertical Scale Scores)

Regular students

.Continuing Title I students

2

Seeding.

-22

6

-6

4

Students whose Title I was
discontinued

, -6 . -2

Math

Segulai,:students -12 -17

Continuing Title I studentao .9: 9

-Students whose Title I was
discontinued

27 11 1

Grade

4 5 6

-14 712 0

18 i 3: 12

0 i8 1

-14

9

10

-16

4

-4

-9

6

tended to have actual scores which were below those predictedfroin the first

year growth experience. This is what we would expect the fact that actual
.

growth rates are somewhat r in each successive grade.' The growth rates for

the students who ippeived tie I services in both YearI:and Year 2.are positive.

While tits positive growth is encouraging and consisteht with the general finding

that Title'I has a Positive effect, the conclusions need tto be tempered by ranee-

boring that these students come from the lower part of the achieveiant distribu-

tion and will exhibit higher regression effects than the other two' groups.' Fi-

nally, the students who had their Title I services discontinued inthe second

year fall between the rear studaits and those who continued to receiveTitle I

services. In Year 2 the rats of reading achiqzement for these discontinued stu

dents didn't quite keep up with their growth raeaduring Year 1.whea p!ey were

receiving Title I services. In meal, 'tliPpreviouiTitle I students seeikto

eassttheir expected Year 2 growth when they are in grades 2, 3, and 4, but net
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to exceed expectatiors in grades 5 and 6. (In interpreting these ficlres we

must remember that they are expressed in vertical scale scores and not percen-

tiles. Generally, a gain of about six vertical scale scores is required to be

sigaitIcant at the .05 level.)

The conclusion drawn from this material is that those students who have had their

Title I vrvices discontinued continue to grow in the next year at about the rate

that would be expected if they had continued to receive Title I services. The

data supporting this conclusion are-not as clear as would be desirable because

they sre-eohlia;:ted by the fact that comparison groups come from different
---

levels in the achievement distribution and thus grow at different rates, and

also by the problem of differential regzession rates. However, when we consider

the results based on growth rates and the results based on the percentile scores

achieved in the-spring-of-tile second year, we-feel-sefe-firconcludimg that the

discontinuation of CE services for the higher of the low- achieving CT students

do's not result-in an impairment of their achievement growth in the subsequent

schoci year.
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CHAPTER VIII. WHAT HAPPENS TO STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT OVER
THE SUMMER, AND IS SUMMER SCHOOL EFFECTIVE?

SlrtCM

This chapter examines two questions. The first cor---ins the

amount of achievement ,oss or gain over the summer. The second

bears on the effectiveness of summer school. The results are:

There is no absolute loss over the summer. There
are quite large reading gains over the summer and
there arc smaller-math gains.

In comparing Ch students with regular studente,
there may be a very slight, overall relatively,

_..smaller summer gain for CE students in reading, but
not in math. The differences are 80 small that
they have no practical significance.

The relative changes of high achievers and high
gainers were examined. The results are compounded
by regression effects and show that high gainers
tend to lose over the manner but low gainers trd
to gain over the summer. Such changes as may exiet
do not seem to justify any special summer programs.

In comparing the achievement gains of students who
attended summer school with those who did not attend,
no differences were found It is emphasized that there
is relatively little instruction in reading or math
during summer school and that gains probably should
not be expected.

INTRODUCTION

All groups of students show achievement growth duri. regular school year.

But what happens to that growth over the summer? To what extent do students

continue to grow academically even though they receive no foLlnaI instruction?

We have already scan in Chapter V that during the regular school year the rate

of growth for'CF students is sometimes less than it is for regular students.

It has-been Suggested that during the summer, regular students continue to

improve their achievements due t , 1 but-4hat-CE

students lack both the motivation ari resources to engage in these informal

learnirg activities. However, the evidence,is less than clear-cut. As will

1 80
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be discussed later, some have argued that, for all students, achievement

suffers an absolute decline over the summer, while other evidence suggests

that CE students suffer a loss relative to regular students. It has been

further suggested that, among CE students, those who achieve the highest gains

during the regular school year suffer the sharpest losses during the summer.

Based on these ideas, it has been suggested that summer school has an unusually

important role to play. It has been argued that some CE students have regular

school-year learning experiences which enable them to achieve exceptionally

high gains, and that it is important that efforts be made to continue this

high rate of achievement, summer schol seeming like a reasonable way of doing

it. Since summer school classes are available to only about half of all stu-

dents, it has been argued that their availability should be increased, parti-

cularly for CE students.

The remainder of this chapter examines these ideas: First, we will discuss

the extent to which there is a'"summer drop-off" and then we will consider

the availability and effectiveness of summer school.

THE NATURE OF ACHIEVEMENT GROWS OVER THE SUMMER

In a 1972 review of the effectiveness of summer compensatory educition, Austin,

Rogers and Malbesser (1) conclude that students participating in CE suwarar

programs show "modest achievement gains." However, they point. # Cult t.,

studies reviewed generally had no clntrol groups, and it is possible that

"mituration" could account for the gains reported. The sage review indicated

that sl principals and teachers believed summer school to be an affective

learning experience. However, starting in 1976 the Stanford Research Insti-

tute's ;Al) Educational Policy Research.Center issued a series of reports

that raised questions about whether or not there was any maturation over the

summer and whether di not there were ccmparable grcwth changes for regular and

CZ students. Their studies wen, done within the context of studying the propert

period for evaluating CE programs. It was argued that evaluations based on

o-spiing achievement gaits were--240 than adequate because there Were-

significant changes during the summer. Thus CE students who showed impressive
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gains during the fall-to-spring time period might lose much of the gain during

the summer. If this were the case, it was argued, then the proper period for

evaluation was from the fall of one year to the fall of the next year.

The series of SRI reports raised serious questions that influenced policy

regarding whethex the federal govertment was appropriately evaluating its CE-

funded programs, as well as whether it should support efforts to increase

federal funds available to summer programs. In light of the significant impact

the SRI results were having, it-was important to examine the .,ES data base

relative to summer achievement change.

Is There an Absolute Summer Loss?

As we have already discussed, it was generally assumed that there should be

some relatively modest gains over the summer. Test puplishers assume a one-

month summer growth, and the literature generally supported a summer-gain.

Thomas and Pelavin say, "However, existing research suggests that the dis-

adVantaged student hap no-gain or a one-month loss over the summer" (19). It
0

was suggested that dE students were given particularly intensive instruction

during the regular school year and thus showed very significant growth. But

this growth was thought to be ephemeral and much of it was lost during the

summer. Thus CE students who had gained more than reg-lar students during

the regular school year lost more than regular students during the bummer,

.=nd ended up the following fall further, behind the regular students than they

had been the previous f-11. However, the 1976 SRI report.waCbased on a com-

pilation of state ESEA Title I evaluation reporfc and the data were admittedly

Jess than satisfactory.

In 1977 Pelavin and David (16) published a report based on longitudinal data.

kThey obtained data from a midwestern city, known as "City M," which had fall,

spring, and ensuing fall test results on the Gates-MacGinitie reading test for

a moderate number of CE students. The results are shown in Table VIII-1.

4
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Table VIII -1

"City M" Grade Equivalent Means for Redding for Students

with at Least Three Consecutive Test Points*

Grade N Fall Spring Fall

3 272 2.23 3.29 2.78

4 931 2.65 3.58 . 3.18

5 980 3.23 4.30 4.01

6 316 3.84 4.78 4.42

7 128 4.35 5.25 4.95-

*Adapted from Pelavin and David (16), Table 1.

Similar results were available for two successive years. While the number of

cases shrank considerably, the results were Similar, With each fall grads-equiv-

.

alent mean considerably below the mean for the preceding spring. They also

report results for two California junior high schools participating in the

Demonstfation Programs in. stansive Instruction. The number of cases is quite

small (from 47 to 153) and. the results are reported in (often misleading) grade,

equivalents. Again, students were followed longitudinally for two years. Of

six comparisons for reading, five showed summer losses and one a gain: for

math, five showed losses and one no change. From theist results they believe

that *. . . achievement gains made during the school year are not sustained,

even until the next fall ": and say:
MF

*In conclusion, are urge that districts administer achievement tests

minimally each fall and preferably each fall and spring. These

data would provide the capability for estimating the extent to
whirl'. school year gains are sustained through the following summer.
Both fall and spring tests have added advantage of allowing'a
separation of school-year and summer achievement. Although this

information is not critical for esamates of annulsl gains, it is
valuable for studying the extent and causes of summer losses. If,

for example, the phenomenon is a function of the measures used,
the standardized achievement tests, one would want to change the

measures not the program. If ital.* a result Of instructional
techniques' that mitigate against retention, then the techniques

should be changed. Since there are no simple solirtions (for ex-
ample, there is little research to support the notion that summer
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6
school would alleviate the summer losses), it is in?ortant to
be able to determine why the losses occur in order to develop
app):,)priate remedies."

These results received wide attention in the government and became known as

the "summer drop-off phenomena." There are a number of reservations that can

be side about the studies, which are discneeed in Report #8.
4

In view of the somewhat unexpected results from the SRI study, others have in-

vestigated the summer drop -off phenomena. Recently, Hammond and Frechtling

(5) reported on the. results fromra special study of the NIE Instructional!

_Dimensions Study. 'Their resnitp are shown in Table VIII-2.

ir Table VIII-2

Grade Equivalent Mean Achievement Gain Scores for CE Students*

Fall-to- Spring-to- Fall-to
Reading N Spring Gains Fall Gains Fpll Gains

Grade 1 395 1.2 o.d 1.2

Grade 3 d 5E3 0.7 0.2 0.9

Math

Grade 1 143

Grade 3 314

1.0 . 0.1 1.1

1.2 0.0 .1.2

*Adapted from Hammond

These results show no

me

and Frechtling (5), Table 1.
#5'

stpamer losses, and show summer gains in two of the four

comparisons.. Clearly these results are in contrast to the Pelavin and David

findings of summer loss. Again, however, the results are based on a moderate

number of cases, although it is said that the sample was representative of

the original sample, which was "i . . purposively selected for their instruc-

tional features." The authors point out that the sample canbot be considered

representative of Title I reading and math programs.
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Heyns (7) studied summef school achievement changes in Atlanta, Georgia. She

reports that Ailanta,has a particularly vigorous summer school program. As a

part of the study she analyzed data collected by the Atlanta school system,

.which is ieievant to the summer loss question. Table VT11-3 shows typical

results.

Table VIII -3

Mean Raw Scores in Basic Subjects by Test Dates and Subject Subtest.*

(N in 739, 7th Grade)

Subject Subtest:
__DateToof Test --

17.3

Spripg-1971

------
21.9

Fall 1971

22.81. Word knowledge

Re ding 15.3 17:5 ° 18.0

3. LangUaga 35.6 39.7 41.3

4. *Lemdage.Study Skills 9.4 11.6 12.2

5. Arithmetic Cbmputaei.on 12.7 17.4 17.2

6. Arithmetic Problem Solving 15.6 18.8 19.5..

*Adapted from Heyns' Table 2.3

The table shows that there are gains over the summer in all of the.reading-

related SUbtests. In the math area thin, is a smell loss in one subtest and

a larger gain in the other. Heyns presents data from several other grades

which show similar-results. These data have the advantage of being based on

raw scores and thus there is no scaling problem. They have theddsadvantage

of involving only a amall Wilber of arl Atlanta students and represent only

one city. Nevertheleai, they dg not show the markod'sumMar loss, reported by

SRI.

HES Report 48 contains data relevant to this issue. while the sample is not

precIsely representative of the nation's schools, it is close to a representa-

tive sample and includes large numbersof both regular and-CE-stioMmats,

Figures 10-1. and 10-2 show tbe.longitudinal achievement scores for a group of

Wow
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about 39,000 students for the fall of 1976, the spring of 1977, and the fall

of 1977. The number of students ranges from 7133 to 8412 per cohort. One

can see rates of growth during the regular school year and compare them with

le.als of achievement in the subsequent fall.* Figure VIII-1 shows that, in

reading, students continue to grow over the summer Ind, for the higher grades,

at a rate which approximates theigrowth during the regular school year. The

.figure further shows that in reading there is an absolute gain over the summer.

Figure-VIII-2, shows the results for math. However, the change over the sOmmer
ts

is different than for reading and, on the averageT-shows-lonlysmAniermIgailmono----- - - ---

gains in four comparisons and a loss in one comparison. It can be suggested

that students get Much more opportunity to practice reading in their everyday

lives than they do to practice maths This is particularly true in the higher

grade's, and thus the rate of gain in reading during the summer approximates

,the rate for the regular school year. Finally, it seems clear that in these

--data there is noi an absolute summer drop-ion, itstead7, there is an overall

gain. The data from the SES are of such higher quality than that available

to Pelaviu.and Davii, and as mentioned, their data have a number of potential

-deficiencies. In omtrast, the SES Ilata were specifically collected for the

study, were administered under known, controlled conditions, were based on

, large numbers of quite representative students, and the vertical .scale scores

are based on fall and spring testing points. In view of the results obtained,

and their congruence with the HIE and Heyns data, we believe there is,almost

certainly an absolute reading gain over the summer, and that there is a similar,

but smaller, absolute gain in math.

Is There a Relative Summer Loss?

Next it was

showed more

()) suggest

suggested that there was a relative loss, namely that CE _students

of an achievement loss than regular students. David and Pelavin

this is the case an ay (p. 4):

*Strictly, these scores are not for the "summer." Tests were administered
about four weeks-before school ended and about 3 weeks after it started.
Renort SS dixcluiAAR__whAt_iii,_ons-this-.....y----kave-1-but-i-t shuuld-be-noted---

that this same characteristic is true of all the data reported by Pelavin
and David, by Hammond and Frechtling, and by Reyns.
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"These studies, while extremely limited, present s evidence that

disadvantaged students achieve at a slower rate th expected over

thi summer. Both conventional wisdom and the st rdization pro-

cedure of achievement tests assume that the rate of achievement for

all students is slower during the summer than during the school year...

This pattern of achievement is presumed to be the same for both ad-

vantaged ani disadvantaged students: all students are assumed to

gain over the summer but at a slower rate than over theischool year.

The studies cited above suggest that this is not the case for disad-

vantaged students. In fact, disadvantaged students may have no gain

over the summer or may even lose."

'Am then review their previous work and say, "Together, these findings suggest

that large achievement gaps produced by compensatory-education programs over

the school year may be followed by corresp.onding =hi:web:ant losses over the

summer." David and Pelavin reexamine the data they rOrted pre4usly and

alio include new data from the. Alum Rock voucher Study. The Alum Nick reading

results show ;inner gains for-three grades and nd change for four grades. They

conclude by saying, *Combined with.questions raised by previous research, such

as inconsistencies between school-year evaluation results and the results of

ant.ual state-wide testing programs, Us suspect that the existence of summer

losses is quite common for educationally disadvantaged students.*

Again the HIE data are relevant. Table VIII-4 shows data for students who were

Above the 50th percentile and not recieving CZ, and students who were below the

It percentile and receiving CE.
ff

Regerdic.g ttisse results, Haimond and ?rechtling says "When CZ Students whose

pretest scores fall below the f tieth percentile 'were compared to non-CE stu-

dents whose pretest scores at or above the fiftieth percentile, the low

achievers lost ground over summer to the high achievers. The difference

was statistically signficant, however, only for the itrst grade. On a twelve-

ninth basis th low achievers maintained, their poeition relative to the high

achievers because the 4.1! students had higher rates of gain during the school

year.*

wide var

only 0.5

There are siveral-puizling things-alcutthese-data7-particularly the

iation in gains. It seems peculiar that non -CE firSi'graders-giined

grade equivalents in boa: reading and math during t:s school year;
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Table III-4

Mean Grade Equivalent ScOree for Non -CE Students bove the 50th

.
Percentile and CE Students Below the 50th Percentile*

I ,

Reading

N Fall -to- Spring

Gains

Spring-to-Fall
Gains

Fall-to-Fall
Gains

Grade 1

Non-CE Stpdents 296 0.5 0.1 0.6

CE Students 344 1.2 0.0

Grade 3

Non-CE Students 305 0.6 1.8

CE Students 512 0.5 0.3 -0.8

_Math

Grade 1

Non-CE Students 435 0.1 0.6

CE Students 97 1.1 0.l 1.2

Grade 3

Non -CE SiudentS 178 1.6 0.2 1.8

CE Students 306 1.2 0.1

*Adapted from HamMbnd and Frechtling, Table 2.
-

similarly, why did the 3rd-gradeCE reading students gain only 0.5 grade

-equivalents in reading but 1.2 grade equivalents in math? We believe that

these data are equivocal regarding the existence of a relative summer loss

for CE students.

The SES has extensive data on this problem. We can use the same &tit as pre-
.

sented before on the absolute summer.drop-off question, but break it into two

groups- -those receiving CE and those not receiving CE. Figures VIII-3 and
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111-4 show the results for reading and for math. The limber of cases for

reading varies from 1477'to 2344 for CE students and from 5400 to 6131 for

non-CS students. The correspontling numbers for math are 1115 to 1499 and 6132

to'7061. It will be noted that for the non-CE students in reading there is a

lessening in the rates of growth over the summer for the lower grade cohorts

but very little, if any, for the higher grades. For the CEIstudents there is

a similar lessening In lower grades, but, considering their slightly slower

rates,of growth during the rogular school year, there may be,a slight summer

gatn relative to non-CZ students. In the higher grades ,the CE students in

'reading drop *-off slightly more than their non-CE peers. For -math the picture

is somewhat digferent. Roth the CE and non-CE studentl_show a lessening in

rates of growth over the summer for all grade cohorts. The change for CE and

non-CE student is very similar with, perhaps, a slightly' larger drop for the

non-u studen

may be diffi

VIII -S. In

standard devi

that there

in reading,

volved in sac

cant changes,

idea Of any

Neither the

laxly signifi

Over the S

. Since the graphs have a number of overlapping lines and, many

t to follow, the same results are shown numerically in Table

ablating these summer changes it should be remembered that the

Lion of a vertical scale score is about 50. It is our position

ba'a vary slight, overall relative summer drop fok CE students

not in math. Because of the very lasgt number of cases in-

comparieoiait is possible to show a few statistically signifi-

but from a practical point of.view the data do not support the

t loss for CE students relative to their non-CE pears.

data nor the NIZ data give credence to any large or initicu

ant-relative summer loss.

to Hi h Achievers Lase More than Low Achievers?

It has bean

who lose the

achievement 1

will be consi

_ with good ace

C'S instructi

poverished in

nests than do

/

ted that CE students who are high achievers are the ones'

t during the summer. AbhieveMent is defined here as the /

1 of the student, not the gain during the school yearwhich

ed in the next section. It is thought by some that students

potential profit__frcot_thei__increased services afforded by

, but that during the summer they are again placed in

ellectual environment and lose more of the school-year

non-CE students, yholenjoy superior summer environsen
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Figure V111-3. Reading Achievement Scores for CE and Non-CE Students
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Figure VIII-4. Math Achievement Scores for CE and Non-CE Students
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Table VIII-5

;:rter Gain Scores for CE and Non-CE Studdnts.
(Vertical Scale Scores)

Cohort Spring 1977 Fall 1978

CE Status
-) - Reading,

Cohort 1-2
CE 385 391

Non -CE 416 ,427
4

Cohort 2-3
CE 428 433

Non -CE 468 476

Cohort 3-4
CE 455 456

Non-CE 507 518

Cohort 4-5

11

Summer Change

6

11

1

11

Cohort 5-6
CE 497 501 4

Non-CE 561 571 10

Math

Cohort 1-2
CE 376 377 1

Non-CE 395 400 5

Cohort 2-3
CE 421 426 5

Non-CE 451 451 0

.Cohort4-41____
CE -469 ----------468_______ -1

Non-CE 505 506

Cohort 4-5
CE 502 501 -1

Non-CE 552 547 -5

Cohort 5-6
__4________

Non -CE 591 ---592-- 1
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further suggested that children who are lcw achievers gain relatively little

during the regular school year, and likewise lose relatively little during

the summer.

The graphical presentation here is more complicated than in the previous graphs

because for each cohort two concepts are presented simultaneously, namely,

CE status and level of achievement. Level of achievement was defined as the

average of the fel., and spring (recommended level) test scores for the previous

school year. This averaging was done to achieve as much stabilit' as possible

in specifying the level,.of achievement for eaerchild. The graphs show the

results for the first quartile, that is, the quarter of students having the

lowest achievement test scores, and for the third quartile. The third quar-

tile was selected rather than the fourth quartile for two reasons. First, the

number of cases of CE students in the foUrth quartile, by grade cohort, became

quite meall and the results were rather unstable. Second, the fourth quartile

results, while unstable, were consistent with those for the third quartile

where the number of cases was reasonably large (not less than 114 for the

smallest cell-by-cohort, by CE s a us ns

losses in achievement test scores over the summer for students itt- the first

and third achievement quartiles. Figures VIII-5 and VIII-8 are quite compli-

cated but are included here because they stow the basic growth data for the

school year and the summer. A number of interesting results follow from these

data:

1) For reading, the growth rate for the first quartile during

the school year is quite aimilar for each cohort and between

cohor.s, and the growth continues at approximately the same

rate over the MUM. A portion of the measured summer growth

is undoubtedly-due to regression, but, surprisingly, the amount

of growth and/or regression is similar for both CE and non-

CE students.

2). For reading, the rate of growth of third quartile students

during the school year is considerably higher than that for

first quartile students. There is a tendency during the
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Table VIII-6

Changes in Test Scores Over the Summer for Low- and
High-Achieving Students by CE-Status.

Cohort

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

-1=2

2-3

3-4

4 -5

5-6

CE -Q1 Non -CE -Q1 CE-Q3 Non-CE-Q3

Reading

11 16 3 13

8 13 0 7

3 10 -1 13

6 11 -4 6

7 8 -3 11

Math -

lb

-4 7

9 9 -9 1

9 9 -12 -9

12 15 -5 -1

regular school year for CE students to grow at .a higher rate

than non -CE students.

Over the summer, third quartile non-CE students continue to grow,

while, particularly for the higher grade_cohorts, the third quar-

_tile CS students show a loss-; The third quartile students should

show less regression- toward-the mean than first quartile students,

but there should still be some regression for third quartile stu-

dents.. In spite of this, non-CE students continue to grow over
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the summer. Certainly for reading, the CE students in the third

quartile show a relative loss, while the first quartile CE stu-

dents do-not--rather they show about the same gain as first

quartile non-CE students.

lithe3); For math, the first quartile students ve in much the,same

way is they do for reading; that is, they have gains over the

summer that are about the same as School year gains, and there

is little difference between CE and non-CZ students.

4) For math, ft-: the third quartile students, the picture is

somewhat different than it is for reading. Again the third

quartile students grow at a more rapid rate than first quar-

tile students, but both CE and non-CZ math students show losses
0

over the summer. Also, there is evidence that the CE students

lose at a greater rate than the non-CE students but the dif-

ference is not as great as for reading.

Farm the above we conclude that low-achieving students over

the summer and at about the same rate as during the school year, and there is

no significant difference between CZ and non-CE students. On the other hand,

high-achieving students grow at a higher rate during the school yearFor

reeding, non-CE high-achieving students continue to grow over the summer, but

-CZ students show a loss, add a relative-loss: "For mathAlloth CE and non-CR

high-achieving students show a loss over the summer, but the-CZ students show

a larger lois.

Just how important this relative loss for high-achie41ng students is depends'

upon where the. emphasis for CE resources should be placed. There are about

sir times as many CE students belay the median in achievement as there are

above it. If the goal is to help the vast majority of CE students, can one

justify allocating exceptional resources to high- achieving CZ students on the

grounds that they lose more over the summer than their non-CE peers? On the

other hand, low - achieving CE students gain over the summer. Perhaps they

would gain more if they had special summer services.
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Over the_Summer; Do High Gainers Lose More than Low Gainers?

The final variation on the summer loss question revolves around. the relative

loss of high and low gainers. It has been argued that during the regular

school year, particularly for CE students, those who gain an exceptiona4amount

lose the gain during,the summer. It is thought that these students need the
ro

stimulation of intensive instructionto achieve these gains and tliat lacking

such stimulation7over the summer they lose more than those achieving smaller

gains.

First, we studied the gains and losses of individual Title I students who had

experienced the largest and the smallest gains during the regular school year.

The students were divided into four equal-sized groups based on the amount of

, gain experienced from the fall to spring in the regular school year. Then

the arount of summer gain or loss associated with each group was determined.

Table VIII-7 shows the results.

Those students having the highest measured gains during the schmftear show

quite sizable losses over the summer. On the other hand, those students sw-

ing the lowest gains during the school year show equally large gains over the

summer. These data are an almost perfect example of the regression-toward-
,

the-mean phenomenon. It is well kmowh that test scores at the extremes of 4

distribution are less reliable than those near the mean. Gain scores are

generally less reliable than individual test scores, and thus even more subject

to regression. As would be predicted by regression effects, those students

who show very little gain4uring the school year show a relatively large gain

ove.-the summer, while those students showing high gains during school year

show relatively large losses over the summer.. These gains and lo es are

almost certainly artifacts attributable to measurement error and how -

difficult it is to generalize about a trend unless both ends of the distribu-

tion are considered for oae has extremely reliabld measures).
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Table VIII-7
$

Mean Spring 1978 to Fall 1978 Tea Score (VSS) Chapges for Title I

Students by Quarter of Achievement Gain in the 1976-77 School Year

Quartet of 1976-77 School Year Gain

Cohort
Total /lumber

of Students Lowest Second Third Highest

'Reading

1-2 1583 22
.

2 -8

2-3 1606 17 4 . 7 -12

3-4 1646 18 2 -4 -16

4-5 1303 22 6 -5 -19

5-6 1066. 23 11 1 -12

Math

1-2 854- 22 5 -9 -24

2-3 864 30 10 -3 -18.

3-4
,

1023 17 0 -9 -24

4-5 850 - 22 1 -11 -27

5-6 758 24 .. 8 0" -22

There is still the possibility that students associated with the mars success-

ful CZ projects experience greaterlosses than those in less successful projects.

To investigate this possibility we determined the gains over the school year for

each grade in each school that contained Title I students. With the SES data we

were not able to associate each student with a particular "project" (which is a

very herd to define entity in actual school practice), but since particular

grades having Title I students were a well defined unit, where the Title I stu-

___ dents-were-probably-receiving -quite similar instruction, we used grade in lieu

of project. The regular school yeargain of each student in_a grade was deter-

mined and from it the average grade gain was computed. Again, there were four-
.

equal groups of grades formed, depending on the average gain of the students in

Table VIII-8 shows the gains and josses associated with each group of grades.
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Table VIII-8

Mean Spring 1978 to Fall 1978 Test Score.(VSS) Changes by
Four Levels of 'Project' r976-77 School Year Gains

Average Number
of Students at Quarter of 'Project' School-Year Gains

4 k #

Each Quarter of
Cohort ' Project' Gain Lowest . Second Third Highest

Reading

1-2 375 12 6 2 - 0

2-3 346 .8 1 10 -2

.3-4 360 9 2 0 , -9

4-5 277 4 7 2 -7

5-6 223 8 7 4 2

Math

1-2 186, 9 0 -2 -9

2-3 190 17 13 -5 -9

1-4 232 -4 -1 1 -11

4-5 181 1 2 -9 -9

5-6 156 13 11 0 -7

Again We see the same trends that were seen for individual students.. Grades are

made up of studer_s having a considerable aspersion in their scores and thus,

on the average, we would expect less regression towards the mean when grade

averages are Used for categorization iathei than individual scores. Also, gkoup

data are more reliable than individual data and thus'there is less change, It

can be seen that those grades whose students had high gains during the regular

school year had losSes over the summer, while those grades whose students had

low gains over the school year had summer gains which were similar to the losses

of the high-gain group. As befoce, the results are almost certainly artifactual.

It is our concluSion from these data that high-gainers do not really experience

losses over the summer, nor do loW gainers really experience unusual gains over

the summer.
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From t4it wealth of data we conclude that there is no absolute summer drop-off,

but that there ray be a slight, but not particularly significant, relative loss

for CE students'in comparisOn to non-CE students. The more detailed analyses of

high and low gainers, and of members of high-gain and low-gain projects, lead

us*to believe that reported relative summer drop-off is more ofa_measurement

artifacithan areality.

44

SUMMER SCHOOL-AND ITS EFFECTIVENESS
44 4\

The Place of Ammer school in the general scheme of elementary education is not

well.defined. Some have suggested that students who have not performed well

during the regular school year should go to summer school as an additional learn-

ing experience that would help them in the coming school year. It has been

thought that th4s might be particularly important for CE students who are itaving

difficulty in keeping up with their peers. Also,
9
if high-achieving CE students

lost a large. amount of their school-year gain, it would be particularly impor-

..Cant that they attend summer_achool to help mitigate such losses. Of Course,

summtrachool serves functions in,addition to instruction in basic subjects.

There are recreational and special-interest classes that many students find

attractive. Summer school can also cerve as a safe haven for-children whose

mothers are working or need to be away from the home. Summer school serves

many purposes in addition to instruction in reading and 'lath.

What Is.Stmmer School and How Available Is It?

In the SES, we surveyed the principals of 52 summer schools in the second-year

SES sample. .The average length of these summer schoOls was live to six weeks,

which means 25 to 30 school days: There were slight tendencies for large dis-

tricts to offer a few more days of instruction than for smalldieVlicts, and

for medium-poverty districts to offer a few more days of school, than high- or

low - poverty districts. But 'these trends were slight and it is appropriate to

think of summer school as lasting-five or six Weeks (see Table 3-12, Report e8).

The amount of reading and math instruction is not large. On the average there"

are-about 17 hours of reading instruction and about 14 hours of math instruction.

There is no difference in the amount of instruction as grade level increasesi.

nor do Title I students receive more instruction' than others (see Table 3-15,
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Report #8). However, there is a clear tendency for CE students to attend summer

,schObl more than non-CE students. 3y grade cohort, the percentage of CE students

who attend ranges from 2_ to 32, while the percentage of non-CE students,who

attend ranges from 7 to 20. In terms of teachers' judgments of need for' CE sier-

vices, twice the percentage of 'neeay' students, attend summer.school than the

'not needy." In terms of achievement test scores, those attending summer school

score considerably lower therrtnose not attending, and this is-true both among

CE students and non-CE students (iee Table 3-7 and D-1 through D-5, Report '48).

About half of all students have summer school available either at their regular -

year school or elsewhere in the district, dith larger schools more frequently
i

havipg summer school. There is a slight tendency ter schools having high con -

cenrkations of minority students to have summer school more frequently. About

two-thirds of all summer schools are supported by Title 7 !unds, but only a

quarter are completely supported by Title I funds.

The previous figures are all dqtived from the SES study and they are quite con-'

sistent with other reperts. David (4) intensively studied the Title I summer

programs in three states, and she found that "The programs average five or six

weeks in length and generilly run two to four hours per day." She reports that

fewer than 15 percent of all Title I districts have Title I summer programs. At

first glance tlils appears inconsistent with our findings that about half of all

students have summer school available. It abet be remembered that there are man'

small and rural districts and thkstdammULls6.4....tendency-for large schools in large

districts to have summer school more frequently. She also reports "...that the

sumner school program tends to be Staffed by non-Title I teache3 railatr

ing in a staff unfaMiliar with participating students." She report it per-
.

sonnel believe-summer school to be .Tademically effective, but also points out

that she has no objective-data to -support such a supposition. We haveaalready

cited Austin, Rogers and Walbesser's^(1) review of summet studiei. They come

to the same.conclusion.
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How Effective Is Summerchool?

' In judging the effectiveness of slumfter school it is not-sufficient to show that

students who attend summer school increase their performances over the summer.

To measure the effectiveness of summer school, one must compare students who

attended summer school with similar students who did not attend.

Figure VIII -7 shows the reading growth of Summer school attendees and non-attendees

for the regular school year and for the summer, while Figure VIII-8 shows the

same material for math. These curves show that, for reading, both attendees and

non-attendees continue to grow over the summer, and also that the summer growth

for the two gtoups is similar. For math, there is growth over the summer in tl

lower grades but a leveling off or decline in the higher grades, but again there

is no greater achievement for those who attended summer school.

These figures lump CE and non -CE students together. It can be argued that, over

the summer,,CZ students may perform differently. Figures VIII-9 and VII/-10

show a comparison between CE students who did and didn't attend summer school.

For reading it should be noted that in the first two grades the attendees and

non-attendees start the school year quite close together, while in the higher

grade cohorts
to

attendees are the lower achievers. Almost all groups gain

over the summed; the attendees do not gain more than the non-attendees. While

at first glance one may think there is a trend for attendees to gain more--for

example for cohort 1-2--it is contradicted by another cohort--like 2 -3. For

reading there is no statistically significant advantage as a result of attending

summer school. For math there is a suggestion that those who attend summer

school gain more than those who do not, but the trend is not statistically sig-

nificant.

The previous data can be criticized on the grounds that attendance at summer

school is';roluntary, and that when volunteers arm tempered with non-volunteers

from the same school a biasing element is introduced. It can be seen from

Figures VII/-rand VIII-8 that it is the lower-achieving students who attend
.10(

summer school and it can be argued from the evidence in Figures. VIII-5 and VIII-6

that lower-achieving students will seem to gain more Lnan higher - achieving students
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SOURCE REPORT 8, TABLE 3-6

COHORT 1-2

...+-.-, ATTENDED

NON-ATTENDED

FALL
1976

SPRING FALL
1977 1977

Figure VIII-7. Reading_ Achievement by Summer School Attendance
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SOURCE: REPORT 8, TABLE 3-8
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Figure VIII-S. Math Achievement by Summer School Attendance
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SOURCE. REPORT 8, TABLE 4.3

COHORT 5-6

COHORT 4-5

ICOHORT 3-4

......-
COHORT 2.3

FALL
1916

I

COHORT 1.2

ATTENDED

NON-ATTENDED

SPRING FALL
1977 1977

Figure VII1-9. Reading Scores for CE Students Who Attended
and Did Not Attend Summer 'School
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SOURCE. REPORT 8, TABLE 44
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Figure VIII -10.. Math Scores for CZ Students Who Attended
and Did Not Attend Summer School



due to regression effects. In an effort to overcome some of these possible

limitations in the analysis, another comparison group was formed. Title I stu-

dents from schools that did not have summer school available were compared to

students from Title I schools offering summerschool. The groups of students

were matched on initial levels of achievement. Thus two groups were formed that

were matched on achieVement and on being Title I students, but one group attended

while the other could not attend summer school. Again the statistical tests

showed no significant difference in growth between those who attended and those

who did not.

All the analyses from the SES data discourage the idea that summer school, as

it is now conducted, is an effective mechanism\for improving the performances of

CE students.

As we compare students who attended summer schools with those who did not, we

simply find that present summer schools are not effective in raising basic-

achievement test scores. But what cffect should b3 reasonably expected from

four or five weeks of instruction of less than an hour a day for reading or math?

When children are rapidly maturing in their reading skills and can have summer

reading experiences without summer school, should we expect.summer-school-related
_-

reading gains? In the data -there is a hint that summer school in the higher

grades may be effective in math, and, in comparison to reading, there is less

summer growth in math in higher grades. Probably there is less opportunity for

math-related experiences during the summer. We should not extrapolate these

results by concluding that summer school cannot be effective. If summer school

were longer and had more hours per day devoted to basic subjects, it might re-

sult in achievement gains for attendees--but that is still to be demonstrated.
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